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SECTION 1.0
INTRODUCTION
The Quiet Clean Short-Haul Experimental Engine (QCSF.E) Program provides
for the design, fabrication, and testing of experimental, high-bypass, geared
turbofan engines and propulsion systems for short-haul passenger aircraft.
The overall objective of the program is to develop the propulsion technology
required for future externally blown flap types of aircraft with engines
located both under the wing and over the wing. This technology encompasses
the following elements:
•	 Variable-pitch and fixed-pitch fans
•	 (reared fans
•	 I.ow noise
•	 Low exhaust emissions
•	 High thrust-to-weight ratio
•	 Composite fan blades
•	 Composite fan frames
•	 Lightweight low-drag nacelles
E:	 •	 Digital electronic controls
•	 Thrust reverse means
•	 Rapid response to thrust demand
•	 Low fan pressure ratio, low fuel consumption cycles
Two experimental propulsion systems are being developed and will be tested
as a part of the QCSEE Program (Contract NAS3-18021). The under-the-wing (UTW)
engine features a low-tip-speed, low-pressure-ratio, variable-pitch fan, while
the over-the-wing (OTW) engine features a fixed-pitch fan having a higher design
pressure ratio accomplished with a higher tip speed..
The overall engine design process included the preliminary design of
optimized TYM and OW flight engine configurations during the initial phase
of the program, which involved the participation of representatives of NASA-
Lewis, the Douglas Aircraft Company, The Boeing Company, and American Airlines.
la
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MThe preliminary design of the two experimental engines was conducted in
d
parallel with the design of the flight engines. Design of the experimental
engines duplicated the flight engines in all areas except those where con-
siderable cost savings could be accomplished through simplification or
utilization of existing component hardware without compromising the basic
program objectives.
Following approval of the preliminary engine designs by NASA, detail
design of the experimental engines was initiated. This report summarizes the
final detail design of the ATW experimental engine. Any discussions relating
to the 0174 flight engine are included only for the , pose of defining spe-
cific differ-ices which exist between the experimental and flight engine con-
figurations. Reference to the UT14 engine in certain sections is made only
where it was felt necessary to provide a better understanding of the overail.
engine design process.
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ThIs report summ,arizes the dot aII dog
 
 ;n of the ewer-the-wink (OTW)
experimental engine. The results or the detail design provide n high degree
of confidence that the experimental engine will meat all of the stated pro-
gram objectives. Design simplification in certain areas and application of
available component hardware to the experimental engine design to minimize
program expenditures have not resulted In anv compromise of the program
technical objectives.
2.11 1'1. GRAN OBJECTIVES
The major purpose of the Q( SFF Program is to develop and demonstrate the
technology
 required for propulsion systems for quiet, clean, and economically
viable oonmerrial Wrt —laM aircraft. This; comprehensive program includes
the following objectives:
•	 To develop the propulmlon system toehnologv which will permit it
short-haul aircraft to achieve the system noise goal of 95 IMO
along a I%? m ( goo ft) sideline when the engines are scaled to ;a
total Installed thrust or On,= N ( eln,nntl lb). The design shall
also minimize the ground area (footprint) exposed to objectionable,
noise levels.
•	 To demonstrate a propulsion system which will meet advanced
pollution goals under all operating condition:;.
•	 To develop the technology
 for very
-h i t;h-hvl,:ass-ratio engines O th
quiet low-pressure-ratio geared variable-pitch fans.
s	 To develop the technology required to meet propulsion system
performance, eontro!, wvIght, and operational eharacteristics.
0 To develop the material, design, and fabrication technology for
quiet propulsion systems which will yield engine designs which
have  an uninntalled thrust-tee —wvIght ratio greater than 6 to 1
and l utstalled thrust-to-weight ratios greater than 3.5 to 1.
•	 To develop tho technol ony which will yield engine thrust response
characteristics required for powered lift operations.
• To provide the technology which will permit the design of quiet,
erFicicnt, lightweight thrust reversing systems for powered lift
aircrnrt .
•	 'I'o provide the tochnologyy to permit the design of integrnted
engine and nacelle installations which will he tolerant to aaero-
dvnaamic distortions expected with operating flight conditions
(such as high crosswinds, large ankles of attack, ind side ;slip)
and st i 1 l provide good cruise perfrrmalnce.
0	 '1'o provide the digital ole a ctronic onginc control technology re-
quired to Improve rngine and fan pitch control, thrust response,
operational monitoring, and relief of some of the pilot'~ workload
especiall y during powered lift flight operations in the terminal
area.
'^!'FCI Vl C 'I'1?t'I1NI CAI, ( x13.11?("I'1 \'1'ti
't'he fol lowing; specific design obloorives have hoon o staahli;;hed for the
t I f^;ht ;anti cxperimontal mw propulsion systems.
'..'.l	 Noose
1'lac' t a 'I'ly' cxperiment;al engine shall he drsigned to meet the following noise
oble, ct ivcs when waled to fit :a four--engined, 400,300 N ( ea tt,ilttll lb) thrust aair-
craft .
'1'akooff and ;approach - 	 0, 11PNdB 0 15" aa1 (500 ft) ST.
Max. hcvcrse Thrust-*	 - 100 PNdli 0 15.' m (500 ft) ,0.
'1'ht ,
 roncolitual I l ii;ht design omJno wi I l liloot these same noise objectives
	
aahon Installed on a typiraal short-haul commercial aircraft.
	 'I'hr design sluall
;also min(m(:c the aircraft acoustic footprint.
:.:.:	 1 10 I I tit I oil
'I'he Ong f nos shalll he designed to mi n f nai ze exhaust emissions of carbon
monox i do (M), m).hurned hvdrocaarhons (ul') , oxides of nitrogen (No.), and
viNfht e smoke.
.'.?.'1	 'I'larust to WoIght
The fu ll -scale 1 1 'CIv' e;xporimontaaI ongInt ,
 ~11;111 ht, des Ignod to 11100t t I I o
lot lowinf; thrust ;anti thrust-to-w0ight tlh,jcrtIves:
i
	 V.. 1	 # .. Y l ...1
	
Tnstalled
t
	 Thrust	 ea 3 ' .14a () ,e; N	 (M P 2 0 4 N
(21,000 111)	 (20,100 111)
I'h rtas t ha	 7.4	 4.7
i'," Max. Forward Thrust
Uninstalled thrust includes all engine internal pressure losses up to
the nozzle throat; installed thrust includes additional losses due to inlet
ram recovery.
iininstalled weight includes the dry weight of all engine components and
engine accessories. Tnstalled weight includes the following additions:
•	 Inlet and inlet anti-icing system
•	 Exhaust ducts and nozzles
•	 fan duct and splitter
•	 Engine mounts to interface with aircraft structure
•
	
Nozzle controls and hydraulic system
•	 Fire detection and extinguishing systems
•	 Drains, vents, and oil cooler
•	 'Instrumentation
Thrust/weight shall be representative of a flight engine design. This
shall include analytically predicted flight weight of all boiler plate and non-
flight design components.
2.2.4 Thrust Reversal
The OTW propulsion system snail provide the following thrust reversal
capability:
•	 Operation down to 5.1 m/sec (10 knots)
•	 Max. forward to max. reverse thrust transient in less than
1.5 seconds
•	 At least 35% static takeoff thrust in reverse
•	 Noise levels as specified in Section 2.2.1
2.2.5 Engine Bleed
The engines shall be capable of safely providing up to 13% engine core
bleed (not to be demonstrated).
5
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2.2.6 Power Extraction
The engines shall be capable of supplying a minimum of 1640 W/4448 N
(2.2 horsepower per 1000 lb) of installed thrust for customer takeoff power
(not to be demonstrated).
2.2.7 Dynamic Thrust Response
The engine thrust response shall be designed to meet an acceleration
from 62% to 95% thrust in one second [sea level to 1830 m (6000 ft) altitude].
2.2.8 Distortion Tolerance
The engine shall be capable of satisfactory operation at inlet upwash
angles of 0 to 50% with 18 m/sec (35 knot) 90° crosswinds.
2.2.9 Oil Consumption
Engine oil consumption shall not exceed 0.906 kg/hr (2 lb/hr).
2.2.10 Dumping
No fuels or lubricants shall be dumped.
2.2.11 General Design Criteria
In addition to the specific objectives listed above, the experimental
engine shall meet the following general criteria:
1. The propulsion system shall be designed for ground static
and altitude chamber operation.
2. The propulsion system shall be designed for flight operation
except in specific areas where nonflight hardware can be used to
save costs.
3. Propulsion system characteristics, such as temperatures, specific
fuel consumption, and overall pressure ratio shall be selected to
be appropriate for short-haul commercial aircraft.
4. All. propulsion system components shall be designed for life which
is compatible with expected commercial short-haul operation.
n .'
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5.	 The propulsion s ystem control system shall be designed with
digital logic and signal paths capable of interfacing with an
aircraft unheard flight digital computer. The control system
shall be designed to provide selectable programmed power manage-
ment and failure indication and/or corrective action over the
entire propulsion system operating envelope.
0.	 The propulsion system shall be designed with the objective of
achieving high performance, but it is not essential that hardware
development he carried to the point where ultimate performance is
achieved for the experimental propulsion system. The Contractor
shall show that his anal ytical extrapolation of performance data
to a full y developed propulsion system is reasonably accurate, and
that deviations in performance do not significantly affect acoustic
or pollution characteristics of the experimental propulsion systems.
The experimental engine nacelle sh , 11 he designed with the following
features:
1.
	
	
Internal aerodynamic contours representative of the flight nacelle
(except as modified for commonality with UT Te' hardware).
'.	 Acoustic treatment that is representative of the flight-type design.
3.
	
	 All electrical, fuel, oil, cooling, fire detection and prevention,
control, and Instrumentation systems required to test the propulsion
systems.
4.	 Convenient access for maintenance.
The propulsion system shall be desIgned for the following maintenance
feat ures :
1. The engine ,;hall be easily removablo from the nacelle without re-
I. 	 removal of the fan exhaust duct.
2. The engine shall he cap able of being trimmed on a test stand with
no ;additional trinminj* required if installed on an aircraft.
.1.	 Accessories shall be located for easy inspection.
G.	 Access to horoscope ports shall he provided without requiring
removal of any engine component.
'i.	 An y propulsion system accessory
 shall he replaceable in 45 minutes .
0.	 Fans shalI h;Tve an even number of blades to permit replacement in
pairs without rebalancing. Blades shall he capable of rapid inspec-
tion and replacement.
7.	 Modular construction is used to facilitate maintenance.
Except ion to this object ive has been taken in the design of the experi-
mental engine In those areas where significant cost savings could be
effected through utilization of existing accessory component hardware.
7
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The propulsion system shall be designed to perform within the flight
maneuver- forces envelope per MTL-I:-5007C data December 30, 1965, paragraph
3.14, with the exception of conditions of catapult flight maneuver and pre-
cession rates.
2.3 OPERATING RFQi1IREMFNTS
The foregoing specific objectives and general criteria are further ampli-
fied by the following propulsion system operating requirements.
2.3.1 Life and Dutv Cvcle
The engines shall be designed for a useful life of 36,000 hours over a
15 year period, based on the typical 403 km (250 mile) mission cycle shown in
'ruble 2-T.
Table 2-I. Flight Duty Cycle.
Segment
Altitude
Mach No. !a Power
Time
km ft Min Z Time
Start 0 0 0 - 0,5 1.11
Tdle-Taxi 0 0 0 4 -20 3.1 6.89
Takeoff 0 0 0.12 100 1.22 2.71
Cl imb
(Ist	 seg) 0-3.05 0-10K 128.6; m/sec
(250 kts) IAS
Max.Cont. 5.0 11.11
(2nd seg) 3.05-7.63 10-25K 154.3 m/s
(350 lets)	 IAS
Max.Cont. 5.0 11.11
Cruise 6.41-7.63 21K-25K .70 Max.Cruise 14.0 31.11
Descent 6.1-0.06 20K-200ft .60 F.I. 10.0 22.22
Approach 0.06 200 ft 0.12 65 3.0 6.67
Reverse Thrust 0 0 0.12-0 Max.Rev. 0.08 0.18
Tdle-Taxi 0 0 0 4-20 3.1
45.00
6.89
1	 1.00.00
Cyclic life shall be based on 48,000 mission cycles plus 1000 ground
checkout cycles to full power.
The engine shall be capable of operation throughout the flight envelope
shown in Figure 2.1. The combustor shall meet commercial relight requirements
as shown on the flight envelope.
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The engine shall be capable of withstanding loads caused by seizure of
either rotor with deceleration from maximum rpm to zero rpm in one second.
(Figure 2.2).
Composite parts shall be capable of withstanding unbalanced loads caused
by loss of five adjacent composite fan blades at maximum rpm. Metal parts
shall be capable of withstanding loss of one equivalent metal blade.
2.3.2 Flight Attitudes
The engine shall be capable of operating within the range of flight
attitudes shown in Figure 2.3.
2.4 OT14 EXPERIMENTAL PROPULSION SYSTEM
The OT14 experimental propulsion system, shown in Figure 2.4, features:
a high Mach (accelerating) inlet, a gear driven fan, a composite fan vane-
frame, a treated fan duct with an acoustic splitter ring, a variable geometry
confluent flow exhaust nozzle, an advanced (F101) core and low pressure tur-
bine, a treated core exhaust, top-mounted engine accessories, and a digital
electronic control system.
The fundamental design criterion which established the engine design
approach was the fan engine cycle required to meet the noise objective. The
fan and core exhaust pressure ratios were dictated by jet-flap noise con-
straints and by the powered lift requirements of an over-the-wing installation.
The fan is a low-pressure-ratio (1.35)*, low-tip-speed [350.5 m/sec
(1150 ft/sec]* configuration sized to provide 405.5 kg/sec (894 lb/sec)* of
corrected airflow.
The fan contains 28 titanium blades having an aerodynamic contour
capable of conversion to composite material in a flight system. The fan is
driven by the F101 low pressure turbine through a main reduction gear. The
reduction gear is an eight-star epicyclic configuration with a gear ratio of
2.061.7 and a takeoff power rating of 12,813 kw (17,183 HP).
The fan frame is a flight-weight composite structure containing integral
acoustic treatment, outer casing, containment, and fan tip treatment. Thirty-
three integral outlet guide vanes also act as structural struts. The outer
casing of the frame provides both inner and outer nacelle flowpaths ar.d con-
tainment for failed composite**. Core inlet flowpath and mounts for the
forward bearings, gears, radial drive, etc., are integrally provided.
The nacelle components include a hybrid inlet providing acoustic suppres-
sion by means of a high throat Mach number (0.79) and integral acoustic treat-
ment. The boilerplate fan duct which includes an acoustic splitter and the
*Takeoff power setting.
**Flight engine design.
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Figure 2.3. QCSEE Flight Attitudes.
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co_e cowl are hinged from the pylon to provide access for engine maintenance.
The core exhaust and plug are acoustically treated to reduce aft-radiated
noise. The "D" shaped confluent flow exhaust nozzle incorporates side doors
to vary the area from takeoff to cruise. No actuation system is provided for
the experimental engine, so that exhaust areas must be preset before starting
the engine. A blocker-type thrust reverser is integral with the nozzle and
can be manually preset to the reverse thrust position for testing.
Engine fuel flow is controlled by a full-authority digital electronic con-
trol which schedules core stators and provides starting, acceleration, and
deceleration schedules. Major engine accessories are mounted on a boilerplate
gearbox on top of the fan frame. This accessory package is common with that
of the UTW engine, requiring that the OTW engine be tested in an inverted
position relative to an aircraft installation.
All experimental engine components have been designed to meet the engine
life and operating requirements defined in Section 2.3.
The OTW experimental propulsion system is designed to provide 93,408 N
(21,000 lb) of' uninstalled thrust and 90,294 N (20,300 lb) of installed thrust
at takeoff on a 305.6° K (90° F) day. Analysis indicates that, when scaled
in accordance with the specified ground rules, the engine will meet all of the
program noise objectives.
2.5 OTW FLIGHT PROPULSION SYSTEM
The OT14 flight propulsion system cross section is shown in Figure 2.5.
Comparing Figure 2.5 with Figure 2.4, it will be noted that the major config-
urational difference between the flight and experimental propulsion systems
is the "D" nozzle and accessory orientation. Also the fan duct is modified
and an acoustic splitter is added to satisfy the experimental engine noise
goal and to utilize common UT14 hardware. The noise goal for the experimental
engine is based on a 609.6 m (2000 ft) takeoff, while the acoustic design of
the flight propulsion system is based on a noise goal set for a 914.4 m
(3000 ft) takeoff.
Structural component differences are also in the areas of the turbine
rear frame and core nozzle. The experimental engine utilizes a modified F101
rear frame, while the Bight engine configuration is based on an optimized
flightweight design. The core nozzle of the experimental engine is a non-
coated boilerplate de-ign to minimize cost.
Other differences between the two configurations are primarily in the
areas of material substitutions and utilization of existing accessory compo-
nents in the experimental engine to minimize program cost. For example, the
experimental engine uses steel rather than titanium for fan shafting, reduction
gear carrier, and bearing support cones. Cost savings in the accessory area
are based on utilization of an available oil tank, heat exchanger, pumps,
filters, etc., which would be optimized in the flight engine. Several changes
in the core also have been considered, consistent with the lower cycle com-
pressor discharge pressure.
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IThe 1'1ight propulsion s ystem altio includes: an inlet anti-icing provision
which Is not included In the experimental s ystem inlet, a flight-type fire
detection and extinguishing s ystom In place of a facility s ystem, and a
double^-wall tuel s ystem. The flight system also would Include the necossary
bleed manifolding for cabin air conditioning and for high lift systems
requiring engine bleed air.
The experimental 0111
 engine Is ton mounted from a py lon similar to the
lTl1 engine. The flight  engine would be trunnion mounted from a structural
arch extending forward from the wing box section. By opening the bypass duct
and cure cowl, the engine and inlet can he removed from the p ylon in the down-
ward direction.
Anal yses conducted to date Indicate that the uninstalled thrust/weight
of the flight engine will be within 3% of meeting the program goad of 7.4,
amd that the installed (total propulsion s ystem) thrust/c olght will moot the
program goal of 4.7.
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ACOUSTIC DESIGN
1.1	 Sll,%t-IARY
The preliminary acoustic design (Reference 1. and 2) of the OTW engine
defined a configuration which meets the takeoff, approach, and reverse thrust
noise goals. 'fable 3-I summarizes the current system noise levels at the
three design points.
'Fable 3-1. Summary of OTW Noise Levels at 152 m (500 ft)
Sideline.
• 90,000-1b thrust
• 4 engines
EPNdB
Requirement	 Current Estimates
Takeof f	 95	 95
Approach	 95	 90.6
Reverse Thrust	 100	 100
The noise levels have been obtained by estimating unsuppressed noise
from existing, test -lata of similar fan and core configurations, analytically
suppressing; the dominant engine noise sources with the advanced technology
concepts to be developed under the QCSEE program, and extrapolating these
levels to inflight conditions. Jet/flap noise was added to the engine noise
levels to obtain total bystem or aircraft noise levels.
The preliminary acoustic design effort has attempted to establish OTW
cug.;inea configurations which have balanced suppression in the fan inlet, fan
exhaust, and core.. To establish the balanced system suppression, detailed
predictions have: been made for these 10 different noise sources:
1. Fan inlet 6. Gears
'Z. Fan exhaust 7. Flow
3. Turbine 8. Struts
4. Combustor 9. Splitter
5. Compressor 10. Jet/Flap
By predicting the noise levels of the various sources which could represent
Wise floors, the required treatment can be determined and applied to the
engine only to the extent which is beneficial to the total system.
18
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Figure 3. 1 sutimnarizes tilt, 111,1111 acuust is features of the UTW engine. A
high throat Mach number inlet (0.79) Is used to suppress inlet noise at
takeoti and reverse thrust. Inlet wall treatment having a length equal to
0.14 tai) diameters is added to provido Suppression at approach. Tile rotor-
stator combination has a 1.13 rotor tip chord spacing and a vane/blade ratio
of 1.18. The vane/blade ratio is lower than would normally be selected for
minimum noise generation; however, the vane row is the same as that used on
the y
 UTW engine (V/13 = 1.83).  Tile effect of low V/13 ratio on the UTW engine
i,,; somewhat offset by the large spacing. Fail exhaust suppression utilizes
Inner and outer wall, treatment with varying thickness to obtain increased
suppression bandwidth. A 7().' em (30 inch) splitter is employed to obtain
the required suppression level. A major concern in the aft duct is noise
generated by flow over the treated surfaces, struts, and splitter. To keep
these sources helow the suppressed fan noise, the average duct Mach number is
linitted to 0.47 over the splitter. Core suppression utilizes a low frequency
destgn Cor combustor noise reduction with thinner treated panels on the inner
and outer walls to reduce the high frequency turbine noise. Treatment also
is applied in the core inlet to reduce forward-radiated compressor noise.
3.2 1)1?S 1(;N W,:OU I IU,' ILNTS
_	 >._..___
The noise requiroments for Ole OT14 engine are specified as a total system
or airrralt noise level at the operating; condition:, associated with takeoff
;old al,proaeh ope rat ikill. Reverse thrust regllircitients also are specified for
,it.it is aircraft conditions. These are shown graphically oil Figure 3.2.
The takeoff noise requirement is 95 RPNdI3 oil a 152 m (500 ft) sideline
with the aircraft at a 61.0 ill (200 ft) altitude and the y engines at 100%,.
thrust. Takeoff flap angle and aircraft speed are given in Table 3-I1. Also
shown in 'fable 3-11 :ire inlet angle of attack and upwash angles -ohich must be
accounted for with regard to fan inlet noise generation and high ouch inlet
sllpl)ressI oil .
At approach the noise requirement is the same as at takeoff, but the
Olig;ine is operated at 0Y.'. thrust. Flap angles, dolined ill fable :3-I1, how-
ever, ;ire increased for the powered lift approach.
Reverse thrust noise is limited to 100 PNdI3 at a reverse tliruSt equiva-
lent to 3'):;: of takeoff thrust with the aircraft static. For the (1TW engine,
this thrust .level is accomplished by operating the engine at 100% speed, thus
providing; engine' noise anti suppression equivalent to takeoff. Due to the
1'e \el'tiel', howevol', the aft noise is redirected into the forward quadrant.
Shic• t ,
 the engine noise levels will be mo.lsured only during static
testing;, a procedure for determining; in-flight LPNdB Levels from static data
has heen established as part of the contract. This procedure, Appendix A
of Relerence 2, establishes the following:
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31. .let/flap noise calculation procedure
2. Extrapolation procedures
.3.	 Doppler shift correction
'a.	 Dynamic effect correction
'>.	 In-flight clean-up and upwash angle correction
0.	 Relative velocity correction for jet/flap noise
7. Fuselage shielding; and wing; shielding
8. PNd13 to EPNd13 calculation
This procedure has been used in all noise estimates for the UTW engine.
1. 3 SYSIT'M ACOUSTIC DE SIGN CONS 1DERkTIONS
Many features of the UTW engine designs have been selected based on the
low system noise requirements for a 100,080 N (22,500 lb) thrust engine
installed in an over-the-wing configuration. The two major noise sources
considered were the fail
	 and the ,jet/flap noise. Forward-radiated fan
noise is primarily a function of fail 	 speed. Fan noise in the inlet
quadrant can be reduced with lower tip speed, and tip speeds lower than
300 m/sec (1200 ft/sec) avoid the increased noise levels due to the multiple
pure tones associated with supersonic-tip-speed fans. The lowest tip speed,
350 m/sec (1150 ft/sec), consistent with the fan pressure ratio and engine
cycle requirements was therefore selected for the OTW fan.
Alt-radiated fail 	 levels have been correlated primarily with fan
pressure ratio. I.n addition to controlling aft fan noise, the fan pressure
ratio also determines the fan jet velocity. Since the jet/flap noise is
proportional to the velocity to the sixth power, low fan pressure ratios
result ill 	 reduced aft system noise levels. Since aft-generated fan
noise can be suppressed with acoustic treatment, the fan-pressure ratio was
selected primarily based on the need to achieve low levels of jet/flap noise.
Since the UTW design provides some wing; shielding of jet/flap noise, the
selected pressure ratio was slightly higher than that acceptable for the
UTW des 1g,ns.
The UTW engine rotor-OGV spacing of 1.5 rotor chords was selected in
order to reduce Call 	 noise levels and minimize the need for splitters
in the° fan inlet and exhaust. Wider rotor-OGV spacing would produce addi-
tional reduction which also can be achieved with a lengthened exhaust split-
ter; the latter produces a smaller weight increase than the frame. length
required for additional spacing;. Since the OTW engine uses the same frame as
the UTW, the axial spacing; was fixed. With the shorter chord blades, the spac-
ing; ratio increased to 1.93. This increased spacing ratio and, hence, lower
source noise was offset by a nonoptimum vane/blade ratio for the OTW which
resulted from using; the coilnon vane .frame. For the UTW engine, a vane/blade
ratio of 1.83 was selected to minimize the fan tone second harmonic level
which makes a large contribution to the perceived noise levels. This ratio
for the UTW becomes 1.15 due to the larger number of fan blades.
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Table 3-111 shows the major design features in the OTW design which
impact the projected noise levels. The engine system trades discussed above
have produced an engine preliminary design which meets the noise goals of the
program as well as the performance and thrust-to-weight requirements.
n
Table 3-I1I.	 QCSEE OTW Design Parameters (Takeoff).
Number of fan blades 28
Fan diameter, cm (inches) 180.4 (71)
Fan pressure ratio 1.34
Fein rpm 3778
Fan tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) 350.5 (1150)
Number of OGV's 33
Fan weight flow (corrected), kg/sec (lb/sec) 405.5 (894)
Inlet Mach number (throat) 0.79
Rotor/OGV spacing 1.93
Lnlet treatment length/fan diameter 0.74
Effective exhaust area, m2 (in. 2 ) 1.747 (2708)
Gross thrust (uninstalled), KN (lb) 93.4 (21,000)
Blade passing frequency, Hz 1760
Vane/blade ratio 1.179
Exhaust weight flow, kg/sec (lb/sec) 402.3 (886.8)
Exhaust velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 230.7 (757.0)
3.4 NOISE COMPONENTS
Details of the critical noise sources were presented in the Preliminary
Design Report (PDR). The following gives updated levels which are based on
the data and prediction procedures previously discussed.
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3.4.1 Takeoff Noise
Noise levels for the OT14 engine at takeoff are shown on Figure 3.3 in bar
C hart torm. Unsuppressed noise is dominated by the fail
	
the forward and
att quadrants. Suppressed noise levels are balanced between the fan and
Jet/flap noise in the forward and aft quadrants: i ,'orward quadrant noise is
higher than the aft for the suppressed configuration.
The constituent levels shown are at tlee angle of maximum noise for the
:ap p ressed engine; thus, in the forward quadrant, 1.57 radians (90 0 ) is
selected, since the total of the dciinant sources (jet/flap and fan inlet
noise) are a maximum at that angle. This comparison shows that the takeoff
noise is more sensitive to fan inlet noise than aft noise.
Gear noise and compressor noise are. not ehown as the y were not contri-
buting; noise sources.
3. +.2 Approach Noise
To obtain 65% thrust at approach, the OT14 engine is operated at 82% fan
speed.
The approach noise constituents are shown on Figure 3.4. Jet/flap and
fan inlet noise in the forward quadrant are the dominant sources for the
suppressed levels with fan exhaust and aft jet/flap noise approximately 5
PNdB .lower. Unsuppressed, the tan forward and aft noise are dominant.
Additional approach noise reductions would require nozzle area variation to
reduce thejeL/flap noise by reducing the exhaust velocity.
3.4.3 Reverse Thrust Noise
The predicted noise constituents for the OW engine operating in the
reverse thrust mode are given in Figure 3.5. The constituents are at a
152.4 m (500 ft) sideline at takeoff fan speed with a corresponding thrust
level at 35 percent of the engine rated thrust in the forward mode at take-
off power. The major noise source in reverse thrust is the reverser jet
noise and the fan inlet noise in the forward quadrant. Due to a redirection
of the exhaust flow, the fan exhaust noise also is shown in the forward
quadrant. As with takeoff, the fan inlet suppression is critical to meeting
the noise goal.
3.5 COMPONENT DESIGN
This Section provides the acoustic design approach selected for each
engine noise source and the design status. These suppression techniques
were selected for detailed study as part of the acoustic design development
programs and were based on studies conducted after the PDR. In several
cases the design approach is the same as that presented in the PDR, but ad-
ditional substantiating data were obtained to confirm the earlier selections.
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Since the PDR, the following have been completed:
1. Vane/blade ratio selected
2. Rotor/stator spacing selected
3. Treated vane-frame defined
4. Fan inlet threat Mach number selected
5. Fan inlet length defined
6. Exhaust splitter length selected
7. Aft duct Mach number distribution defined
8. Core nozzle treatment defined
9. Core compressor inlet treatment defined
A detailed discussion of the data and analyses used to establish the
above follows.
3.5.1 Fan Inlet Desi gn
The accelerating inlet, Figure 3.6, has been selected as the primary
design. This inlet provides suppression at takeoff and reverse thrust with
a 0.79 throat Mach number plus wall treatment. At approach, suppression is
obtained by the use of wall treatment.
1--sts have been completed on a scale model, 20 inch-diameter UTW fan
with an accelerating inlet. Results of these tests are shown in Figure 3.7.
With wall treatment, the inlet provided 13 PNdB reduction and met the sup-
pression goal. These data, applied to the OTW engine, also showed 13 PNdB
reduction. The resulting spectra are shown on Figure 3.8.
The aerodynamic lines for the accelerating inlet have been selected as
a result of 30.40 cm (12 in.) inlet tests at the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 Wind
Tunnel. During these tests, noise data were obtained with the accelerating
inlet operating at 0.79 throat Mach number and various angles of attack.
These data, Figure 3.9, show the inlet to be acoustically insensitive to
angle of attack.
3.5.2 Fan Exhaust Design
Several design techniques have been used to establish 13.8 PNdB aft fan
noise reduction, These are:
1. Phased wall treatment
2. Acoustic splitter
3. Rotor - OGV treatment
4. Flow noise floor definition
5. Treated vane row
The aft duct design is shown in Figure 3.10
I
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Figure 3.11 shows the unsuppressed and suppressed aft fan noise spectrum.
As seen by the spectra, the suppression occurs over a very wide frequency
range and results in a noy-weighted spectra (also shown) which is very flat
from 500 to 6300 IIz. This is the basic problem in designing for large suppres-
sion levels and the reason for varying treatment depths to obtain increased
suppression bandwidth.
Cold flow duct test results had shown an interaction or phasing effect
which increased suppression bandwidth when treatment panels were arranged with
varying thickness. The suppression obtained was greater than that expected
from the summation of the individual panel suppressions. The concept was
investigated using a 50.8 cm (20 in.) diameter low-tip-speed fan (NASA Rotor 55)
in the General Electric Anechoic Chamber beginning October 1974. These data
(Figure 3.12 show a slightly increased high frequency suppression relative
to normal prediction values. These results are being incorporated into the
OTW design.
Rotor UGV treatment was applied to the OTW engine to reduce the BPF
tone since the aft duct treatment was designed to reduce the higher frequen-
cies. This type of treatment also was tested on the 50.8 cm (20 in.)
diameter fan and showed broadband suppression as well as tone reduction
(Figure 3.13) .
Flow noise generated by air passing over the treated surfaces (the
splitter and tile- support struts) represents a floor which limits the amount
of suppression attainable in the aft duct. The 50.8 cm (20 in.) Rotor 55 was
tested with nominal and open nozzles to vary duct Mach number for a configura-
tion having all 	 splitter. These results are shown on Figure 3.14. For
a change in Mach number from 0.465 to 0.515, the aft suppression did not vary,
indicating that a noise floor had not been reached at 0.515 Mach number. The
engine aft duct flow lines have been selected to provide an average Mach
number of only 0.45, thus no flow noise limitation is expected on the engine.
A treated OGV is sholm on Figure. 3.10, however, no credit has been
taken for suppression due to this treatment. During the engine testing the
suppression benefit of the treated UGV will be evaluated.
3.5.3 Core Exhaust Design
Prediction of low frequency combustor noise had been based oil
correlations from various engine tests. In order to check these predictions,
core noise measurements were. obtained on an F101 engine which uses the QCSEE
core. Figure 3.15 shows the test configuration and the location of the
acoustic probe in the core nozzle. Far-field measurements also were obtained
during the test. Figure 3.16 is a comparison of far-field levels as a func-
tion of ,jet velocity or engine power setting. At higher power settings, jet
noise is the dominant source at 400 Hz; but, as power is reduced, the jet
noise decays at a V9
 rate and the combustor noise becomes dominant. This is
indicated by the break or flattening of the predicted total noise. Other
sources may be influencing the 400 Hz level in the far field; thus, the
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absolute level is not significant; it is significant, however, that the
prediction procedure is not underpredicting the absolute level.
Probe data, which are not influenced by other sources, also agreed well
with the predicted levels (Figure 3.17) on an absolute level basis.
Figure 3.18 shows the core suppressor design selected for the OTW
engine. This design incorporates stacked treatment which has high frequency
turbine suppression panels placed over deeper, low frequency combustor noise
suppression panels. Hot duct tests were conducted to evaluate the design,
and the results are shown on Figure 3.18 relative to predicted levels.
Table 3-1V compares the resulting PNdB reductions. Both the turbine and
combustor suppression objectives are exceeded by the design.
Table 3-IV. QCSEE OTW Core Suppression APNdB.
Design Requirement	 Component Test Data
Combustor	 4.6	 5.1
Turbine	 5.0	 9.8
Based on these data, it was concluded that the predicted levels were
attainable and, with development of the suppressor concept, the core noise
level would be accounted for.
3.6 SYSTEM NOISE LEVELS
n
	 The primary constituents in the acoustic design are:
Fan inlet noise
Fan exhaust noise
•	 Core noise
Each has a significant development program defined to arrive at the
design objectives. The levels for these three noise sources involve both
unsuppressed noise estimates and suppression estimates. If either or both are
different than the current evaluation, there will be an impact on the system
EPNdB.
Figure 3.19 is a carpet plot showing variations in the suppression
level for fan inlet and fan exhaust noise. The variation in suppression shown
on the figures also can be interpreted as a variation in the unsuppressed
levels with constant suppression. The OTW design is more sensitive to inlet
noise variation than aft noise. A change of 3 PNdB in inlet noise would
increase the system levels from 95 to 96.3 EPNdB, while a 3 PNdB change in
aft noise would result in only 95.2 EPNdB.
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p i!turo 1.20 glVes the footprint or contour plot for the OTW system.
Thy
 takeoff footprint is slightly larger than at approarh, due to the in-
creasNd ,jet/flap noise. The total 90 EMB footprint area is only 17,9 km2
(444 acres) .	 ?
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OTW I?MTSSTONS CONTROL
G.1 M MARY
The objective of the OTW combustor design program was to select a clean
combustion system for the OTIJ engine based on available components and com-
bustion technology being developed under other concurrent component develop-
ment and technology programs.
The 1101 PFRT combustor, selected for the OTW engine, is an advanced
combustor design that has demonstrated excellent performance characteristics
and favorable pollutant emissions characteristics in development tests of the
F101 and CFM56 engines. A consideration in the selection of the PFRT con-
figuration was the readily available hardware and vast amount of development
experience associated with this design.
Cxlly, CO, and NOX , and smoke emission level predictions have been prepared
for the OTW engine based on recent data from a QCSEE OTW component test with
a 1101 PFRT combustor. These estimates indicate that the 0174 engine will meet
the contract goals for smoke and NOx emissions with the use of an unmodified
F1O1 PFRT combustor. However, because of the relatively low cycle pressure
ratio of the OTIJ engine, its predicted C XHy and CO emissions levels will
exceed the goals. Methods cf reducing the levels of these two emissions cate-
gories are being; investigated. Several approaches for obtaining these reduc-
tions in the OTW engine have been identified based on the results of emissions
control technology development programs currently underway at General Electric,
including the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program. These approaches
involve modifications of the operating conditions within the combustor at
engine idle power, sine virtuall ,r
 all of the CxHy and CO emissions are pro-
duced in this engine operating mode. These approaches are:
•	 Increased compressor discharge pressure (CDP) bleed air extraction
at idle
•	 Circumferential sector fuel staging at idle
Both of these operational approaches were simulated in development tests
of the QCSEE OTW combustor to evaluate their application to the QCSEE OTW
engine program. The results of these tests indicated that sector fuel staging
and compressor discharge Lleed both provide significant reductions in CO and
Cxiiv emissions levels. Since the QCSEE OTW engine is not currently configured
for compressor discharge bleed, it is planned to utilize only sector fuel
staging at idle.
Based on these development test data, which are in fair agreement with
previously obtained engine data, either of these operational approaches
1 ti
appears to he suitable for use In au ON flight engine without compromising
anv other combustor performance roqutremonts. Application of sector fuel
staging In the OTW experimental engine is expected to provide reductions in CO
and C' X ll y emission levels. However, the resulting CO and C`11 v emission levels
will exceed the program goal for these emission categories.
Although the PFRT combustor will be used In the OW engAnt., tests, addi-
tional work is under consideration which would involve applying advanced
emission reduction technology from the NASA-GE Clean Combustor program to
develop a new Double Annular Dome Combustor for OCSFE. This combustor develop-
ment will he conducted in a sector test rig and will concentrate on reducing
idle emissions to meat the program goals. This technolog y can then be applied
to a new annular combustor design for they QCSF.F COW engine which would be
expected to meet all the program goals.
4.2 FXIIATIST IMI'SSInNS DFS I'CN COALS
The goal maximum emissions levels to he demonstrated with the t1TW engine
are consistent with the Fnvironme*ntal-Protection-Agency-defined (EPA) emis-
sions standards, which become effective Januar y 1, 1 0 70, for Class T2 aircraft
turbine engines. Engines in this FPA-defined cate = gory are all engines with a
rated thrust of 39,580 N (8,000 lb) or greater. These stalndnrds set maximum
limits on the quantities of CxHy, CO, NOx, and smoke emissions that can be
discharged by engines.
The Class T' engine standards in the three categories of gaseous emissions
are shown in Table 4-1. The standards are defined in terms of pounds of emi s--
siun perl(if)t)-pound thrust-hours for a prescribed takeoff/landing mission cycle.
This prescribed cycle Is shown in Table 4-11. The intent of these standards is
to limit the quantities of these exhaust constituents that can. be discharged
within and around airports.
The smoke standards are expressed in terms of the SAF ARP 117 0 Smoke
Number. The masimulm allowable smoke number Is dependent on rated engine thrust,
a-; shown In P igure 4. 1 . For the hTV engine, the smoke number s tandard 18 22.
Also sholenl in Figure 4.1 are the standards for several other General Electric
commercial engines.
4. 1 SELECTED l'IIM1;V', 01: nl?S1G N
The FIOI PFRT engine combustor will be used in the C1'1W engine. A cress
section of this combustor design Is presented In Figure 4.2.
The FIDI PFRT combustor is an advanced, short-length configuration which
features the use of a unique airhlast-type fuel introduction and atomization
design approach. in this combustor design, the dome comprises 20 carhureting
swirl cups. Fuel is supplied to each of these swirl cups at low pressure by
means of a simple, open-end fuel delivery tube. The carhureting swirl cups
have three stages through which air is introduced and mixed with the fuel, as
I
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Table 4-1. i?PA Gaseous Rmissions Standards for Class T2 Engines.
GASEOUS EMISSIONS (Cxfy , CO, and NOx)
•	 h.arliest effective date - January 1, 1979
•	 Firm standards for engines newly manufactured on or after 1/1/79:
•	 Emissions index expressed as: pounds emissions per 1000-pound
thrust-hours for a prescribed cycle
Cxily
	0.8
CO	 4.3
NOX
	3.0
Table 4-II. EPA Gaseous Emissions Standards, Turbojets and Turbofans.
•	 FPA index expressed as: pounds emissions per 1000-pound thrust-
hours for a prescribed cycle
•	 Prescribed cycle for Class T2 engines:
Mode	 Z Power
	 Time, Minutes
Taxi-idle	 Ground idle	 19.0
Takeoff	 100	 0.7
Climbout	 85	 2.2
Approach	 30	 4.0
Taxi.-idle	 Ground idle	 7.0
so
I
50
•0
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140S
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0
^ 0
Rated Thrust at SI.; Taketilt (Standard Da • ), pounds
CJ6 10
CF70o
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U1111V
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Figury .1.1. EPA Smoke Emission Standards.
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is shown in figure 4.3. Tn the first stage, the fuel is premixed in a scroll
device with a small amount of the combustor airflow, upstream of the flow
areas that meter the airflow into the primary combustion zone (dome) of the
combustor. Additional airflow I ,  introduced through the primary air swirler
which further energizes the fuel-,air mixture and carries it to the primary
cup exit. At this point, the secondary air swirler introduces air which
rotates in a direction opposite to that of air from the primary swirler. Fuel
leaving the downstream edge of the primary cup venturi enters the shear region
created by the mixing boundaries of the rounterrotating flaws, and the high
aerodynamic shear stress imposed on the fuel produces very fine atomization
and highly effective fuel-air mixing over wide ranges of combustor operating
conditions.
With these excellent atomization and mixing capabilities, very-short-length
combustor designs are possible. Accordingly, the F101 PFRT combustor is a com-
pact design with very short length compared to other current technology turbo-
fan engine combustors. Tts very short overall axial length is illustrated in
Figure 4.4.
17xtensive development testing of the F101 PFRT combustor design has been
conducted to perfect its operatin g; characteristics. Excellent performance,
including low exit temperature pattern and profile factors (Figure 4.5) and
acceptable altitude relight capabilities have been demonstrated in these tests.
One of the key accomplishments of these development efforts was the
attainment of the altitude relight performance ;shown in Figure 4.6. This
flight map, of course, is representative of a military engine application.
The OTW engine, on the other hand, will operate over a commercial engine flight
map, similar to that of the CF6-50 engine. The windmilling of the CF6-50
engine is shown in Figure 4.7, where it is compared with the F101 engine flight
map. A commonly employed parameter for evaluating ignition severity is PT/'ref,
where P and T represent the combustor inlet pressure and temperature and Vref
the combustor reference velocity. Regions of low PT/'ref on the windmilling
map represent the most difficult areas in which to achieve ignition. The F101
combustor has demonstrated relight capability with PT/Vref values dawn to 7.4
atmospheres ° K seconds/meter (60 psi. ° R/fps), which i ,; also the minimum
PT/Vrof encountered in the CF6-50 envelope, as is shown in Figure 4.7. There-
fore, it is expected that the OW engine combustor will meet the anticipated
altitude relight requirements. further assessments of the OTW engine combustor
relight capabilities will be made as the windmilling characteristics of this
engine are better defined.
To date., the PFRT combustor has been used in the F101 and other
engines. The engine tests have included both ground and flight test evalu-
-it ion s . These engine tests along with extensive component development test-
ing of this combustor design have been conducted to optimize its operating
characteristics.
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Figure 4.4, F101 PFRT Engine Combustor.
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• Simulated lo()',.' Powor Operating Conditions
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Figure '1.3. F101 PFRT Combustor Brit Temperature
Characteristics.
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i4.4 PREDICTED ENGINE. EMISSIONS CHARACTERISTICS
4.4.1 Smoke Emissions
The predicted peak smoke emission level of the OTW engine is shown in
Figure 4.8. This peak level occurs at takeoff operating conditions. This
predicted value is based on data obtained in the F101 PFRT combustor component
tests conducted as a part of the QCSEF. Program. In the component test, a
smoke number of 42 was measured at the combustor ex't. These component data
are generally in good agreement with engine data obtained at combustor oper-
ating conditions close to those of the QCSEE OTW engine. Because it is a
mixed-flow engine, it is predicted to have a peak smoke emission level of about
7 which satisfies the contract goals with significant margin as is shown in
Figure 4.8. The smoke emission levels of other General Electric commercial
aircraft engines are also presented in Figure 4.8 for comparison.
4.4.2 Gaseous Emissions
The predicted gaseous pollutant emissions characteristics of the OTW
engine are shown in Figure 4.9. The predicted CO, C XHy , and N''Ox levels are
based on data obtained in the recently conducted OTW combustor component test.
Although the component test data is in generally good agreement with data
from other engine tests with this same combustor design, some adjustments to
the CO and CXHy emissions levels could result due to the uncertainty of the
true combustor fuel-air ratios in the engine at idle operating •.onditions.
The NOx data is in very good agreement with engine data obtained at the same
combustor operating conditions.
Using these estimated emissions indices, the emissions levels in terms of
the EPA-defined parameter can be calculated. A copy of the computer summary
sheet showing these calculations for the OTW engine are presented as Figure
4.10. Comparisons of these calculated emissions levels with the EPA standards
are presented in Table 4-III for CxHy, CO, and NOx emissions, respectively. As
shown the OTW engine is expected to meet the NO X emission standard. However,
significant reductions in the CxHy and CO emissions levels of the OTW engine
will be required to meet the contract goals.
Relative to those of other turbofan engine combustors, the emissions
characteristics of the F101 PFRT combustor generally are favorable because of
its advanced design features including its short length as is indicated by
the comparative emissions level data presented in Figures 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13.
At the same combustor inlet air operating conditions, its CxHy and NOx emis-
sions levels are significantly lower than those of other modern combustors.
However, in the OTW engine application, its CO and CxHy emissions levels in
terms of the EPA takeoff-lancing mission parameter cycle are well in excess of
the prescribed standards because of the adverse combustor operating conditions
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Date: 6/75
Engine Performance Source: QCSEE OTW SLS/Std. Day Operation Line
Emissions Data Source: QCSEE OTW Combustor Component Test
Fuel Type: JP5
Engine Class: T2
Based on Component Test Emissions Data
EPA Cycle Condition
Idle	 Takeoff Climb	 Approach
Engine Parameters
Time (minutes) 26.00 0.70 2.20 4.00
Percent Power 4.50 100.00 85.00 30.00
Thrust (pounds) 913.0 3;1:300.0 17255.0 6090.0
Fuel Flow (pph) 665.0 6881.0 5501.0 1884.0
SFC (pph/lb Thrust) 0.7284 0.3'.:90 0.3188 0.3094
Thrust-Hours 395.63 236.83 632.68 406.00
Emissions Parameters
Carbon Monoxide
11:/1000 lb Fuel 123.000 0.900 2.000 12.500
lb/Hour 81.795 6.193 11.002 22.550
pounds 35.444 0.072 0.403 1.570
% of Total lbs 94.543 0.193 1.076 4.188
Hydrocarbons
lb/1000 lb Fuel 30.500 0.000 0.400 1.200
lb/Hour 20.282 0.000 2.200 2.261
pounds 8.789 0.000 0.081 0.151
76 of Total lbs 97.435 0.000 0.894 1.671
Oxides of Nitrogen
lb/1000 lb Fuel 1.600 13.900 11.800 6.200
lb/Hour 1.064 95.646 64.912 11.681
rounds 0.461 1.116 2.380 0.779
% of Total lbs 9.736 23.563 50.258 16.443
EPA Parameter
Summary (lb Emission/1000 lb Thrust-Hr-Cycle)
Percent
Calculated Level
	 1979 Standard Red. Required
Carbon Monoxide 22.43 4.30 80.83
Hydrocarbons 5.40 0.80 85.18
Oxides of Nitrogen 2.83 3.00 0.00
F^gurc •1.10. Emissions Calculations Using Prescribed EPA Landing - Takeoff
Cycle.
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Table 4-111. Predicted CICSFF OTTJ Engine Fmissions
Characteristics.
•	 Based on QCSEE component test data
•	 4.57, power at idle
•	 No CDP bleed
With F101
*	 Combustor
Emission	 1979 Standard	 As Is
CXHV 	0.8	 5.3
(10	 4.3	 23.0
NCX
	3.0	 2.8
Smoke, SAE SN	 22	 <10
^t
Pounds emissions per 1000-pound thrust-hours for
a prescribed cycle as numerically and dimensionally
expressed by the EPA.
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• SLS Standard Day•
• Kerosene Fuel
• No CDP Bleed
• 4-1J2% Power at Idle
1979
— --standard~
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Figure 4.11. CO Emissions Characteristics of AEG Commercial Engines (Ctass T2).
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that prevail at ground idle. These adverse operating conditions are associated
with the comparatively low cycle pressure ratio of the OW engine. This low
cycle pressure, however, does result in somewhat lower NOx emissions levels,
as is shown in Figure 4-13.
The key combustor operating conditions, which are the primary cause of
the differences between the emissions levels of the OTW and higher pressure
ratio engines are presented in Table 4-IV. The Specific effects of combustor
operating conditions, primarily inlet temperature and pressure, on the CO and
CxHy emissions indices of the F101 PFRT combustor are shown in Figure 4.14.
The higher Cxhy and CO emission:, indices associated with the OTW engine result
in proportionately higher calculated mission cycle EPA parameters for this
engine. To meet the applicable CO and CxHy emissions standards, as defined
by the EPA, emissions indices at idle of about 20 and 4 grams . per kilogram of
fuel, respectively, are required. These target emissions indices and the
estimated OTW engine emissions indices are presented in the form of combustion
efficiency values in Figure 4.15. As is shown in Figure 4.15, an improvement
of over 5.0 percent in combustion efficiency at idle is required to obtain the
emissions indices required at idle to meet the EPA goals.
4.5 PERTINENT RMISSIONS REni TCTInN TEMINOLOCY
As is discussed in the preceding :section, features to reduce the CxH y and
CO emissions levels of the OTTJ
 engine are needed to meet EPA requirements.
The CO and CxIiy emissions, of course, are products of inefficier.: com-
bustion. As illustrated in Figure 4. 0 , these emissions are primarily produced
at idle and other low power operating conditions. These emissions mainly occur
at these operating conditions because the combustion efficiencies (degree to
which the available chemical energy of the fuel is converted to heat energy) of
most present-day engines at these low engine power operating conditions are nor-
optimum, typically falling in the 90 to 96 percent range. At higher engine
power settings, the combustion efficiency levels of most en±vines are generally
well in excess of 94 percent and, therefore, virtually all of the fuel is
converted to the ideal. combustion products, carbon dioxide and water, at these
operating conditions. The somewhat reduced combustion efficiency performance
of most existing aircraft turbine engines at idle and other low engine power
operating conditions is due to the adverse combustor operating conditions that
normally= prevail at these engine operating*, conditions. At tt.e low engine power
operating conditions, the combustor inlet air temperature and pressure levels
are relatively low; the overall combustor fuel-air ratios are generally low;
and, the quality of the fuel. atomization and its distribution within the primary
combustion zone is usually poor because of the low fuel and airflows. In any
given engine, all of these adverse combustor operating conditions are rapidly
eliminated as the engine power setting is increased above idle power levels
and, accordingly, its combustion efficiency performance is quickly increased to
near-optimum levels.
To meet the CO and Cxliy emissions standards defined by the EPA for Class
T2 aircraft engines, combustion efficiency values at the ground idle operating
r
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Table 4-IV. Comparison of Operating Conditions of GTW and Higher
Pressure Ratio Engines at Ground Idle and Takeoff.
OT14 Higher Pressure
Engine Ratio Engine
Standard Day Ground Idle
Combustor air flow kg/s 5.5 7.39
(pps ) (12.3) (16.3)
Combustor inlet air temperature ° C 145.5 163.9
(° F) (287) (327)
Combustor inlet air pressure kN/m2 248.2 324.1
(psia) (36) (47)
Combustor fuel-air ratio 0.0159 0.0160
Standard Dav Takeoff
Combustor air flow kg/s 28.5 40.6
(pps ) (62.7) (89.4)
Combustor inlet air temperature ° C 453 509.4
(° F) (847) (949)
Combustor inlet air pressure kN/m2 1724 2455
(psia) (250) (356)
Combustor fuel.-air ratio 0.0309 0.0234
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A
conditions of 9q percent or higher are required. lor example, in the case
of the OT14 engine, CO and C XHY emissions levels of about 20 and 4 gramv per
kilogram of fuel, respectively, are required at idle to meet the EPA standards.
This combination of emissions levels is equivalert Lo a combustion efficiency
value of 99 percent. Thus, significant improvements in the combustion effi-
ciency performance levels, which are typical of pres ,,.ii-it-day engines at the
ground idle operating conditions, are required to meet these EPA standards.
Based on combustion chemical kinetics considerations, these required
significant improvements in combustion efficiency performance at idle appear
to be obtainable in engine combustors, providing that improved control of the
various processes which occur in the primary combustion zones of the combustors
can be attained at idle operating conditions. CO is formed in combustors as a
result of the combustion of near-stoichiometric or over-stoichiometric fuel-air
mixtures in the primary zone, because it is a thermochemical equilibrium
product resulting from the combustion of such mixtures. Even in combustors
designed to have relatively lean primary zone fuel-air mixturzc at all oper-
ating conditions, relatively rich mixtures generally exist locally within the
primary zone since the fuel-air mixing process is not inst.intaneous. Con-
siderable amounts of CO can be generated as a result of the combustion ot
these localized rich primary zone mixtures. At idle, any CO that is so gener-
ated is not rapidly consumed and, therefore, can escape from the combustion
zones of the combustor. Therefore, to obtain low CO emissions levels at idle
operating conditions in any given combustor, very precise control of the
equivalent ratios in the primary combustion zone and in the dilution zone
immediately downstream and of the associated residence times in these zones
is essential.
Unlike CO, the CXHY emissions are not thermochemical equilibrium combustion
products. Moreover , combustion chemical kinetics data show that vaporized
hydrocarbons, and any partially oxidized hydrocarbons, are consumed much more
rapidly than CO. Thus, as long as these constituents reside in a flame zone
for even a very brief time period, they are largely consumed. One of the
products of this consumption process may be CO, depending on the flame zone
stoichiometry and other factors. Thus, at idle operating conditions, relatively
101.7 C-X11y emissions levels should be obtainable, based on these combustion
chemical kinetics considerations, provided that the fuel is properly vaporized
and mixed to some degree with air within the primary combustion zone. In any
given combustor, the primary causes of this category of idle power emissions
appear to be associated with its fuel injection characteristics. In particular,
coarse fuel atomization may result in large numbers of large fuel droplets
which can escape from the primary zone before they are fully vaporized. In
many pre&ent-day combustors, the fuel atomization quality tends to be rela-
tively coarse at the low engine power operating conditions because of the low
fuel flows associated with these engine operating conditions. Also, the fuel
spray pattern of a given combustor may be such that some of the fuel is
directed into the relatively cold air streams used to cool the combustor liners
and other parts. At idle, any fuel that is so entrained by these cooling air
streamrs tends to be carried out of the primary combustion zones as unreacted
fuel. Accordingly, to obtain reduced CxHy emissions levels as well as low CO
emission levels, very effective fuel atomization. at idle is an important need.'
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The effective atomization is needed both to facilitate rapid and satisfactorily
controlled fuel-air mixing in the primary combustion zone and to prevent fuel
droplets from escaping; from the primary zone.
At General Electric, investigations to identify and develop means of
reducing CO and CXHy
 emissions levels at idle by providing improved fuel
atomization and improved control of the primary combustion zone fuel-air
ratios at idle have been unden7ay for ;r y e past several years. For the most
part, these investigations have been pt-l;nariiy conducted with CF6 engine
combustors, which have already developed low smoke emission characteristics.
A major objective of these annular combustor development investigations there-
fore, has been to retain these already developed low smoke emission character-
istics. One of the major development programs of this kind, which is currently
underway, is the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program. To date, some
promising methods of obtaining significant reductions in the CO and CxHy emis-
sions levels of these combustors have been identified in these programs.
One relatively simple means of obtaining more optimum primary zone fuel-
air ratios at idle, without adversely affecting combustion performance charac-
teristics at high power operating conditions, is to extract and dump overboard
increased amounts of compressor discharge airflow when operating at idle.
This approach results in increased fuel-air ratios throughout the combustor.
Tests of CF6-6 and other engines, in which various amounts of compressor dis-
charge airflow wera extracted, were conducted. The results (Figures 4.16 and
4.17) illustrate the beneficial effects of increasing the primary combustion
zone fuel--air ratio, at a constant fuel flow rate. The use of increased bleed
air extraction also results in small, but beneficial, increases in primary
zone gas residence time, which are the result of the lower air mass flows
through the combustor. Significant CO and C XHy emissions levels reductions
were obtained in these investigations. Since many advanced engines have pro-
visions for extracting large amounts of compressor discharge airflow, this
concept appears to be an attractive one.
Still another means of obtaining the higher primary zone fuel-air ratios
is to use the fuel injection staging techniques at idle operating conditioas.
In this approach, fuel is valved to only selected fuel, nozzles, or fuel injec-
tors, instead of to the full complement of nozzles. This approach results in
higher primary zone fuel-air ratios in the portions of the combustor annulus
where the fuel is concentrated. Various forms of such fuel injection staging
can be considered, depending on the nature of the combustor design. Some fuel
injection staging techniques that can be conveniently used in conventional
annular combustors are illustrated in Figure 4.18. Tests of these fuel staging
approaches have been conducted with both a CF6-50 combustor and an F101 PFRT
combustor.
, As shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, the use of circumferential sector
staging, in which the fuel was supplied to groups of adjacent nozzles, was
found to be highly effective. With this type of staging the enrichened fuel-
air mixtures in the fueled zones are obtained and, at the same time, the
number of boundaries between fueled and nonfueled regions are minimized. Cir-
cumferential fuel staging of this kind appears to be an attractive approach for
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use at idle to obtain much reduced CO and CxHy emissions levels. As part of
the QCSEE Program, development tests of the QCSEE OTW combustor were conducted
to evaluate these different approaches. The results of this test indicate
that both sector fuel staging and compressor discharge bleed provide substan-
tial reductions in CO and C,Hy emissions levels at the QCSEE OTW engine idle
conditions. Idle emissions reductions of CO and CxHy similar to those obtained
in the other engine tests wer-- obtained in the QCSEE OTW development tests of
the 1101 PERT combustor as shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. Further studies are
underway to assess the practicality and suitability of applying this approach
In advanced engines such as the QCSEE. OTW.
Based on the results bl1 *'olnea to date in the General Electric and other
investigations, it appeals that r=2ducrions in the CO and CxHy emissions levels
of advanced combustors can be obtained by approaches involving primary :one
stc)iahiometry control at idle. In general, these approaches can be used with-
ouL adversely affecting either the combustion performance or the smoke and
NOx emission characteristics of these combustors at the high engine power
operating conditions. In some instances, the use of these approaches can be
accompanied by small increases in NOx emissions at the low engine power oper-
ating conditions, but the NOx emissions levels at these engine operating con-
ditions are still quite low.
4.6 PREDICTED EMISSTONS CHARACTERISTICS WITH ADDED CONTROL FEATURES
Based on the above described results, sector fuel staging at idle has
been selected for possible use in reducing CO and CxHy emissions in the OTW
engine at idle.
Increased CDP bleed air extraction, although an effective means of
reducing CO and CxHy emissions at idle, could not be employed in the current
QCSEE OTW engine program as it is not configured for CDP bleed capability.
Estimates have been made of the emissions characteristics of the OTW
engine with the use of sector fuel staging at idle. The estimates are based
on the results of the investigations described above which used CF6 and
QCSEE OT14 engine combustors. As shown in Table 4-V, the predicted CO and
CxIL; emission levels for the OT14 engine are still above the prescribed
Standard. These predictions were based on the OTW combustor component test
results. Further evaluation of this emissions reduction technique will be
made during the OTW engine tests.
Additional effort is under consideration which would involve applying
the advanced emission reduction technology developed in the NASA-GE Clean
Combustor program to a double annular combustor design for QCSEE. This new
design would be developed in a sector test program concentrating on reducing
idle emissions to meet the program goals.
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Table 4-V. Predicted OTI J
 Engine Emissions Characteristics.
r:
• Based on QCSEE OTW Component Test Data
• 4.57 Power at Idle
• No CDP Bleed
• Kerosene Fuel
Pounds Per 1000 Pound Thrust - Hours Per Cycle
1979 Combustor With Sector Burning
Emission Standard As Is At Idle
CO 4.3 23.0 11.2
CXHV 0.8 5.3 0.94
NOX 3.0 2.8 2.8
Smoke (SAE SN) 22 <10 <10
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SECTION 5.0
ENGINE CYCLE AND i ERFORMANCE
5 . I SUMMARY
The QCSEE OTW engine has a mixed-flow cycle, utilizing a single-stage,
gear-driven fan. A physical mixer is not utilized; the fan and core exhaust
streams exit confluently through a common e"naust nozzle. Objective thrust
levels are 93,413 N (21,000 lb) thrust uninstalled at sea level static, and
21,129 N (4,750 lb) thrust uninstalled at cruise, Mach 0.8, 9144 m (30,000 ft).
Design cycle and performance data are presented for these flight conditions
as well as for the noise rating conditions, 41.2 m/sec, 61.0 m (80 knot,
200 ft) sideline. The predicted fan performance map also is shown.
5.2 CYCLE SELECTION CRITERIA
Primary constraints on the QCSEE engine cycle include low-noise and low
exhaust emissions. The particular cycle defined under this program also was
selected to allow us-i.io of several major propulsion system components in
common with the QCSEc under-the-wing engine. These components include:
•	 Inlet
•	 Fan frame
•	 Fan bypass duct
•	 Core engine
•	 I.ow pressure turbine
•	 Turbine frame
An inlet throat Mach number of 0.79 is required at maximum power at the
noise rating condition [41.2 m/sec, 61.0 m (80 knot, 200 ft) sideline], thus
establishing the airflow at that flight condition. Ram recovery characteristics
of the selected inlet are shown in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.2, the corrected
airflow characteristics are shown as a function of flight Mach number. Also
shown is the inlet throat Mach number for 406 kg/sec (894 lb/sec) corrected
airflow, selected as the design value at all flight conditions for control
mode purposes.
Performance objectives are summarized in Table 5-I. As shown in Table
5-1, the enginee has an uninstalled thrust at takeoff of 93,413 N (21,000 lb).
At cruise the thrust is 21,129 N (4,750 lb).
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The experimental engine is based on utilization of PERT F101 core engine
and low pressuro turbine components. The ran is gear driven with the gear
r at io selected to match the available 1.11 turbine; the gear ratio is 2.0617.
5. 1 ENGINE AND SYSTEM PE11FORWXNCE
Tile OTW propulsion system incorporates a single--stage, gear-driven fan.
The fan and core stream.-, mix (without a physical mixer) and exhaust confluently
through th- two-position exhaust nozzle. PERT level F101 core engine components
arcs
 utilized. The cycle provides 93,413 N (21,000 lb) thrust uninstalled, at
sea level static conditions, flat rated to a 305° K (90° F) day. Installed,
with the effect on inlet ram recovery allowed for, the thrust level is 90,299 N
(:11,3011 lb) at sea level Static. At the Mach 0.8, 9144 m(30,000 ft) flight
condition, the maximum thrust level uninstalled is 21,129 N (4,750 lbs).
`,ic performance of the OTW experimental engine has been revised from that
shown in the preliminary design report. The major factors contributing to the
revision are the updating of cord performance to represent demonstrated PERT
levels and the revision of duct pressure losses to reflect single splitters.
The predicted OTW experimental engine fan map is shown in Figure 5.3.
Design pre:-sure ratio is 1.36 at 406 kg;/sec (900 lb/sec) corrected flow; the
huh pressure ratio is 1.43. Also shown on the map are the SLS operating
line and the takeoff and clind, operating conditions.
During the takeoff runway roll, corrected airflow is held at 40t, kg/sec
(894 lb/sec), which results in 0.79 inlet throat Mach number at the critical
sideline noise condition. The exhaust- nozzle remains open at the takeoff
area 11.80-1 ql` (2793 in. 2 )1, while the throttle is in the takeoff position.
Fail pressure decreases during; the roll as shown on the fan map.
Whon the throttle is cut back above0.3 flight Mach number, the exhaust
nozzle closes to the cruise area 1.488 m2
 (2307 in.')). This transition shifts
tho operating point on the map to a .lower-flow/higher-pressure-ratio con-
dition at the start of the climb .leg. Climb is assumed to be at 129 m/sec
(2')0 knots) indicated air speed to '3048 m (10,000 ft) where acceleration is
then made to 154.0 m/sec (300 knots) indicated air speed for climb to the 0.7
Mach number 7520 m (25,000 ft) cruise condition shown oil
	 map.
'it%ro predicted stall lines are included on the map in Figure 5.3. At the
time the OT14 map was defined, it was not planned to include tip treatment; so,
the stall line without treatment was incorporated in the cycle deck. Later
the decision was made to use tip treatment in the experimental engine. The
expected offect on the stall line is shown in Figure 5.3.
Parasitic and cooling flaws for the OTW engine cycle are shown in
Figure S.4.
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1	 13alance Piston, LP Shaft and
Source
Stage 3 & CDP LP
Sink
Discharge
Quantity
(% of w95)
2.01
Rear Bearing Cooling
'L	 LP Turbine Rotor Discharge Stage 5 LP Discharge 1.84
and Dovetail Cooling, LP
'turbine Nozzle Vane and Band
Cooling
3	 OW Seal Leakage, IiP Turbine CDP IIP Discharge 5.46
Rot or Cooling
4	 UP Nozzle Vane & Band Cooling CDP IiP Rotor 11.0
(None hargeab1e) Inlet
Figure* 5.4. Cooling Flow Schematic.
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Cycle parameters and performance for the experimental engine are shown
in Table 5-II [see cycle nomenclature (Table 5-III) and station designations
(Figure 5.5)].
The first three columns in Table 5-I1 show sea level static takeoff
conditions corresponding to the objective levels presented in Table 5-I.
The installed data (Column 3) include the effect of inlet ram recovery.
Cruise performance at 0.8 Mach, 9144 m (30,000 ft) is shown in Table 5-II,
Column 4 (uninstalled) and Column 5 (installed). An uninstalled thrust of
21,129 N (4750 lb) is the objective level as identified in Table 5-I.
In Columns 6 and 7 of Table 5-II are shown performance parameters at
0.7 Mach number, 7620 m (25,000 ft), which has developed as the cruise condi-
tion of principal interest in aircraft studies.
At the approach flight condition [41.2 m/sec, 61.0 m (80 knots, 200 ft)],
maximum power is established at 406 kg/sec (894 lb/sec) corrected fan flow,
resulting in an inlet throat Mach number of 0.79. Performance at this
condition is shown in Column 8 of Table 5-II. Approach thrust is assumed
to be 65 percent of the maximum (takeoff) thrust at this flight condition,
as shown in Column 9.
The thrust levels shown in Table 5-II are based on an axial discharge
exhaust nozzle rather than the "D" nozzle planned for testing. Thus, the
performance shown does not reflect the loss in forward thrust associated with
the off-axial orientation of the "D" nozzle, or the offsetting gain in lift
due to deflection of the exhaust gases over the aircraft flap system. The
relationship between an axial discharge nozzle and the selected kickdown "D"
nozzle performance will be established from model testing and applied to test
results when the engine demon.. rator test program is underway.
Fan rotor speed over a range of representative flight conditions is shown
in Figure 5.6. During the takeoff roll, the fan speed is essentially constant.
it drops off as the throttle is cut back to climb or cruise conditions and
the two-position exhaust nozzle closes.
Flight idle is assumed to be 15 percent of maximum cruise power. In
Figure 5.6, the resulting fan speed is shougi for both open and closed nozzle
areas at the flight idle power level. The higher speeds associated with the
open nozzle would offer an acceleration time advantage. However, a specific
nozzle area switchover point has not been identified and possibly significant
thrust .jumps could occur dependent on its selection.
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Table 5-II. OTW Experimental Engine Performance.
I.
Case Number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Parcuur tev
RATING P,'0 T/O 9110 MXCH MXCR MXCR MXCR T/O APP
ALI' 0 0 0 30000 30000 25000 25000 200 200
XM 0 0 U 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.121 0.121
DTAM11 +31 0 +31 +18 +18 +18 +18 0 0
FN 21000t 21000t 20300 17501 •1617$ 55.141 5422* 168771 10970$
SFC 0.339 0.3:49 0.355 0.711 0.723 0.680 0.691 0.102 0.384
JIM 10.20 10.28 10.09 10.00 10.00 9.99 9.99 10.31 10.93
PAMD^ 11.696 1.1.696 1.1.696 •1.361 1.364 5.45.1 5.454 14.590 14.590
xMll --- --- 0.778 --- 0.803 --- 0.785 0.790 0.564
TIA 519.67 518.67 549.67 181.92 48.1.92 491.56 491.56 519.48 519.48
PIA 14.696 1•1.696 1.1.432 6.657 6.610 7.568 7.515 14.557 14.658
P12Q11 1.0 1.0 0.982 1.0 0.993 1.0 0.993 0.988 0.994
XNL 3818 3739 3860 3661 366.1 3657 3657 3738 3104
PCNLR 98.56 98.59 98.87 99.91 99.91 99.05 99.04 98.48 81.78
W2AR 89.1.0 894.2 89.1.0 894.0 891.0 887.4 887.2 894.0 749.5
W2A 868.4 894.2 852.8 418.8 415.8 469.4 466.1 884.8 747.0
P1412 1.336 1.336 1.3.16 1.375 1.375 1.368 1.368 1.333 1.215
F:12D13 0.868 0.868 0.867 0.861 0.861 0.862 0.862 0.868 0.877
P21Q2 1.426 1.426 1.428 1.436 1.436 1.429 1.429 1.425 1.289
F2D21 0.79.2 0.791 1	 0.792 0.78G 0.78G 0.789 0.789 0.791 0.801
W15 790.9 814.9 775.9 380.7 378.0 426.7 423.7 806.6 684.4
T15 604 570 606 539 539 545 545 571 553
P15 19.63 19.63 19.12 9.16 9.09 10.35 10.28 19.40 17.81
P16Q15 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.992 0.092 0.992 0.992 0.991 0.993
1'16 19.46 19.•16 19.25 9.08 9.01 10.27 10.19 19.22 17.68
T25 621 589 624 552 552 559 559 590 568
1125 20.60 20.60 20.25 9.39 9.32 10.63 10.55 20.40 18.67
P25Q21 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.983 0.988
11 19 2321 2215 2348 2313 2213 2212 2212 2'210 1871
P•18 61.39 61.'23 64.27 31.02 30.80 34.74 34.50 63.27 46.36
F:1505 0.903 0.901 0.901 0.8)8 0.898 0.898 0.898 0.901'. 0.895
1 148Q5 3.473 3.169 3.489 3.539 3.539 3.508 3.507 3.463 2.775
XN11 118 793.1 7709 7959 7355 755.1 7511 7539 77U7	 ( 6100
P55Q5 0.993 0.992 0.993 0.991 0.991 0.992 0.993 0.9112 0.996
P56Q55 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.91)1 0.991 0.991 0.991 0.991
T5G 1761 1680 1784 1672 1672 1674 1671 1675 1477
P56 18.22 18.20 18.10 14.61 8.55 9.73 9.67 17.97 16.51
T58 720 679 725 653 653 659 659 679 637
P38 19.10 19.10 18.91 8.93 8.86 10.10 10.03 18.87 17.43
W8 870.4 896.1 8511.8 419.3 116.8 470.5 467.1 886.8 748.2
1'8 720 679 725 653 653 6'59 659 679 637
P8 19.05 19.0:, 18.86 8.90 8.111 '.0.07 10.00 18.82 17.39
A8 2771 2771 2793 2307 2307 2307 2307 2793 2793
AFS 2688 3688 2707 2267 2207 2257 2258 2707 2710
V9 787 761 77.1 11111 llll 1128 1123 757 612
FG9 31(00 21000 20300 15339 15160 16112 3591.1 20390 11105
FRAM 0 ' 0	 ^ M 0 10589 10513	 1L 10598 10522	 1 3713 3135
t	 Un) list 11led
$	 In;;talIvd
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Table 5-111, Mixed-Flow Turbofan Nomenclature.
G	 ALT Altitude,	 feet
\M Flight Mach number
DTMB Temperature increment from standard day oinbient temperature, ° R
FN Net thrust,
	 lb
::tr Specific
	 fuel consumption,
	 lb/hr/lb
BPR Bypass ratio
PAMB Ant) tent pressure, psia
L^lll Engine inlet. throat Mach number
'1'1:1 Fan inlet total temperature,	 ° R
1)LA Fan inlet total pressure, psia
1 1 12oll Inlet duct pressure ratio
\Nl. Fan physical speed, rpm
PC'NLR F,ut corrected speed, percent
W2 AR Engine
	 inle t total	 corrected flew,	 lb/sec
142A Engine inlet total
	
flow,	 lb/sec
P11t;1.' Fan bypass pressure ratio
1 .1 1.1 1)1	 1 Fan
	 adiabatic efticienev
P.'IQ-1 Fan huh pressure ratio
F	 1) 2 1 Fan hub adiabatic efficiency
W15 Bypass duct
	 total	 flow,	 tb/sec
C1`) Bypass duct total
	
temperature,	 It
Y1`i Bypass duct
	 inlet
	
total
	 pressure,	 l).qia
1okll 1) Bypass duct pressure ratio
PD) Bypass duct discha rge i.otal	 pressure, 	 Asia
1'_) `) Fan hub discharge total
	 temperature,	 ' R
1 1 _11 1 Fzui hub d ischarge total pressure, psia
1 1 21)(121 lnterCompressor transition duct pressure ratio
\bill UP compressor physical speed, rpm
PC:MIR 111' compressor corrected speed, percent
W._Sl:
t
UP compressor corrected inlet airflow,
	 lb/sec
W2', 1111 compressor inlet airflow,	 lb/sec
:^ 1
P
Table 5-III. Mixed-Flow Turbofan Nomenclature (concluded).
P3Q25	 HP compressor pressure ratio
E25D3
	 IiP compressor adiabatic efficiency
n :
P3Q2 Overall cycle pressure ratio
T3 HP compressor discharge total temperature, ° R
P3 HP compressor discharge total pressure, psis
P4Q3 Combustor pressure ratio
E36D4 Main combustion efficiency
T4 HP turbine 1st stage nozzle inlet total temperature, °
	
R
W41 HP turbine rotor inlet gas flow, lb/sec
T41 HP turbine rotor inlet total temperature, ° R
E4D42
A
HP turbine adiabatic efficiency
P4Q42 HP turbine pressure ratio
T42 HP turbine discharge total temperature, ° R
W49 LP turbine rotor inlet total gas flow, lb/sec
T49 LP turbine rotor inlet total temperature, ° R
P48
i
LP turbine rotor inlet total pressure, psia
E48D5 LP turbine rotor adiabatic efficiency
P48Q5 LP turbine pressure ratio
XNL48 LP turbine physical speed, rpm
P55Q5 LP turbine frame pressure ratio
P56Q55 Core duct pressure ratio
T56 Core duct discharge temperature, ° R
P56
i
Core duct discharge pressure, psia
T58 Exhaust duct inlet temperature, ° R
P58 Exhaust duct inlet total pressure, psia
W8 Jet nozzle throat total gas flow, lb/sec
T8 Jet nozzle throat total temperature, ° R
P8 Jet nozzle throat total pressure, psia
AS Jet nozzle throat actual area, sq in.
AE8 Jet nozzle throat effective area, sq in.
V9 Jet nozzle exit velocity, ft/sec -
FG9 Gross thrust, lb
FRAM Ram drag, lb
92 j
i
j
o	 11	 12	 1.3 11)	 16
at ion Deseript ion
	
•11	 •lh	 5	 158	 8
t) Free &t ream Air Conditions
IA Total Nacelle Inlet
11 Inlet Throat
2A Total Fail
	 Face
2 Fan Hub Inlet
21 Fan Hub Discharge
` 5 IIV Compressor Inlet
27 III' Compressor 5th Stage (Stator Exit)
3 HP Compressor Dischargo (Stator Exit)
36 Combustor Inlet
•1 Combustor Discharge (111' Turbine Vane Inlet)
.11 RP Turbine Kotor Inlet
•12 HI' Turbine 1i sehargo
-is L-1 Turbine Vane Inlet
-19 Ll' Turbine Rotor Ililet
5 1,1' Turbine Discharge
3:1 1,11 Turbine Frame Discharge
e3 Core Duct Discharge
i8 Mixing Plane
7 Exhaust Nozzle Inlet
ti Exhaust Nozzle Throat
.) Exhaust Nozzl y
 Discharge
12 ball Tip Inlet
13 Fail
	 Discharge
I:, Bypass Duct	 Inlet
16 Bypass Duct Discharge
Fig11Tt , :) . 3.	 StaIioil Dos igltati oil s.
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SIX TION 6.0
FAN AERUDYNAMIC DESIGN
6.1 SUMARY
Tlae aerodynamic design of both the variable-pitch UTW and fixed-pitch OTW
geared fans was completed during the Preliminary Design Phase.
At the major operating conditions of takeoff and maximum cruise, a cor-
re'ted flow of 405.5 kg/sec (894 lbm/sec) was selected for both fans, which
enable~ common inlet hardware to yield the desired 0.79 average throat Mach
number at the critical takeoff noise measurement condition. The aerodynamic
design bypass pressure ratio is 1.36 for the OTW fan, which is intermediate
between the takeoff and maximum cruise power settings. The takeoff pressure
ratio is 1.34. The takeoff corrected tip speed is 354 m/sec (1162 ft/sec).
The pressure ratio and speed were selected on the basis of minimum noise
within the constraints of adequate stall margin and core engine supercharging.
THE OTW fan employs 28 fixed-pitch fan blades. A flight version of the
design would use composite fan blades, but titanium fan blades will be used in
the experimental fan as a cost saving measure. The conceptual design with
composite blades was used to establish the number of fan blades and, in
conjunction with the aerodynamic design, the blade airfoil shape. The metal
blades require a larger fan disk rim than would be required for composite
blades. Tlie fan disk support cone and the remaining; fan components on the
experimental engine will be of flight design.
6.2 DESIGN RI,QULRLMENTS
Ma . or operating; requirements for the over-the-wins; (UTW fan, Figure
6.1, are takeoff, where noise and thrust are of primar y
 importance, and
maximum cruise, where economy and thrust are of primary importance. A
secondary requirement was to utilize Hardware common to the UTW fan when no
significant performance penalty was involved. At takeoff, a low fan pressure
ratio of 1.34 was selected to minimize the velocity of the bypass stream at the
nozzle exit. A corrected flow of 405.5 kg/sec (894 lb/sec), the same as for
the UT14, at this pressure ratio yields the required engine thrust. The inlet
throat is sized at this condition for an average Mach number of 0.79 to
minimize forward propagation of any noise. This sizing of the inlet throat
prohibits higher corrected flow at altitude cruise. Required maximum
cruise thrust is obtained by raising the fan pressure ratio to 1.38. The
aerodynamic design point was selected at an intermediate condition, which is a
pressure ratio of 1.36 and a corrected flow of 408 kg/sec (900 lb/sec).
'fable 6-1 summarizes the key parameters for these three conditions:
n :
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1.1-15
Fan Corrected Flow, lb/sec
850	 875	 900
	
925
1.40 	 _--1--	 I - -  --- --Mnx. c ' r^^i4e.-
Aero Design
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Inlet Throat Mach Number
0.76	 0.79
	 0.82
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Fan Corrected Flow, kg. sec
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Figure 6 .1. Major Operating; Re quirements for OT1ti Fan.
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Table 6-1. 4CSEE OTW Fan.
Takeoff	 Maximum CruiseDesign Point
408 kg/sec
(900 Ib/sec)
1.36
1.43
9.9
358 m/sec
(117: ft/sec
405.5 kg/sec
(894 lb /sec)
1.34
1.43
10.1
354 m/sec
(1162 ft /sec)
405.5 kg/sec
(894 lb /sec)
1.38
1.44
9.8
359 m/sec
(1178 ft /sec)
Po rame to r
Total Ian flow
Pressure ratio -
bypass flow
Pressure ratio
core flow
Bypass ratio
Corrected tip speed
BASIC DESIGN FEATURES
A cross section of the selected OTW fan configuration is shown in Figure
6.2. The fan outer flowpath, vane-frame (including outer and inner flowpath),
and transition duct (including the six frame struts) are all common to the UTW
fan configuration. thus the integrated nacelle vane-frame assembly is common
to both propulsion systems. There are 28 fixed-pitch rotor blades. The overall
proportions for the rotor blades, blade number, and radial distributions of
thickness and chord were selected to provide a satisfactory aeromechanical
alight-type composite configuration. However, to minimize overall program
costs, titanium was substituted for the actual blade construction. The stall
margin for the OTW fan is projected to be adequate. The circumferential
grooved casing treatment is retained from the UTW fan to provide added
protection against stall. The rotor was positioned axially such that the
troilink edge hub intersects the hub flowpath at the sane axial station as
the UTW which puts the ,aft face of the fan disk at approximately the same
engine station. A tip axial spacing between rotor trailing edge and vane/
frame leading edge equal to 1.9 true rotor	 chords results. The vane/
blade ratio is 1.18. Immediately following the rotor, in the hub region, is
a si?litter which divides the flow into the bypass portion and core portion.
The proximity of the splitter leading edge to the rotor blade is to enable
additional design control on the streamlines in the hub region to provide
improved surface velocity and loading disc -ibutions. The 156 OGV's for the
fan hub flow, or core portion, are in the a., filar space under the splitter.
There arcs six struts in the gooseneck which gL =les the fan hub flow into the
core compressor.
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In the vane/frame, which is common with the UTW Fan, the vanes are non-
axisymmetric in that five vane geometries, each with a different camber and
stagger, are employed around the annulus. This nonaxisymmetric geometry is
required to conform the vane-frame downstream flow field to the geometry of
the pylon, which protrudes forward into the vane-frame, and simultaneously
maintains a condition of minimum circumferential static pressure distortion
upstream of the vane/frame. There are 33 vanes in the vane/frame which yield
a vane/blade ratio of 1.18.
6.4 DETAILED CONFIGURATION DESIGN
The corrected tip speed at the aerodynamic design point was selected at
3')8 m/sec (1175 It/sec). This was selected for design purposes, as a compro-
mise between the takeoff and cruise tip speed requirements. The objective
design point adiabatic efficiency is 88% for the bypass portion and 78% for
the core portion. Requirements include 10% stall margin at takeoff and a high
(an huh pressure ratio to provide good core eng:tr ►e supercharging. An inlet
radius ratio of 0.42 was selected, compared to 0.44 for the UTW fan, to
provide additional annulus area covergence at the rotor huh which reduces the
hub aerodynamic loading. Discharge radius ratios are approximately the
same for the two fans. For the 1.803 m (71 in.) tip diameter, a flow per
annulus area of 194 kg;/sec-m 2 (39.8 lb/sec-ft 2) results.
The standard General Electric axisvnmictric flow computation procedure
was employed In calculating the velocity diagrams. Several calculation
:stations were included internal to the rotor blade to improve the overall
accuracy of the solution in this region. The physical splitter geometry is
represented in the calculations. Forward of the splitter, calculation
stations span the radial distance from 01) to ID. Aft of the splitter, calcu-
lation stations span the radial distance between the OD and the topside of
the splitter and between the underside of the splitter and the huh contour.
At each calculation station effective area coefficients, consistent with
established design practice, were assumed.
The design radial distribution of rotor total-pressure ratio is shown in
Figure 6.3. This distribution is consistent with a stage average pressure-
ratio of 1.36 in the bypass region. The higher-than-average pressure ratio
fit the huh region provides maximum core engine supercharging; subject to a
halance between the constraints of acceptable rotor diffusion factors, stator
inlet absolute Mach numbers, and stator diffusion factors. A stage average
pressure ratio of 1.43 results at the core OGV exit. Tile assumed radial
distribution of rotor efficiency for the design is shown in Figure 6.4, which
was hosed on measured results from similar configurations (Quiet Engine,
Fait 13). The assumption of efficiency rather than total-pressure-loss
coefficient Is a General Electric design practice for rotors of this type.
The radial distribution of rotor diffusion factor which results from these
assumptions is shown in Figure 6.5. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the radial
distributions of rotor relative Mach number and air angle, respectively.
At the rotor hub the flow turns 16° past axial, which corresponds to a work
coefficient of 2.6.
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The assumed radial distribution of total-pressure-loss coefficient for
the core portion OGV is shown in Figure 6.8. The relatively high level,
particularly in the ID region, is in recognition of the very high bypass
ratio of the OTW engine and, accordingly, the small relative size of the core
Ut,V compared to the rotor. The annulus height of the core stator is approxi-
mately 70% of the rotor staggered spacing, a significant dimension when
analyzing secondary flow phenomena. It is anticipated that a significant
portion of the core UGV will be influenced by the rotor secondary flows. The
moderately high core OGV diffusion factors, turning angles, and inlet Mach
numbers, as shown in Figure 6.8, were contributing factors in the total-
pressure-loss coefficient assumptions. An average swirl of 6° is retained in
the fluid upon exit from the core OGV, like the UTW configuration. This was
done to lower its aerodynamic loading. The transition duct struts designed
for the UTW configuration were cambered to accept this swirl.
6.5 ROTOR BLADE DESIGN
Tile rotor blade tip solidity was selected as 1.3. With a rotor tip inlet
relative Mach number of 1.22, a reduction in tip solidity would lower the
overall performance potential of the configuration. The rotor hub solidity was
selected as 2.2. The primary factors in this selection were the rotor hub
loading and sufficient passage length to do the required 56° turning. The
radial chord distribution is linear with radius. Mechanical input was pro-
vided to ensure that this chord distribution and the selected thickness distri-
bution, as shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, produced a satisfactory aero-
mechanical configuration.
The detailed layout procedure employed in the design of the fan blade
geometry generally parallels established design procedures. In the tip region
of the blade where the inlet relative flow is supersonic, the uncovered portion
of the suction surface was set to ensure that the maximum flow passing capacity
is consistent with the design flow requirement. The incidence angles in the
tip region were selected according to transonic blade design practice which has
yielded good overall performance for previous designs. In the hub region, where
the inlet flow is subsonic, incidence angles were selected from NASA cascade
data correlations with adjustments from past design experience. The blade
trailing edge angle was established by the deviation angle which was obtained
from Carter's Rule applied to the camber of an equivalent two-dimensional
cascade with an additive empirical adjustment, R. This adjustment is derived
from aerodynamic design and performance synthesis for this general type of
rotor. However, in the rotor hub, the significant turning past axial results
iii profile shapes that resemble impulse turbine blades. Design practice in
turbine blade layout suggested that blade sections using the full empirical
adjustment would result in an overturning of the flow. This overturning by
the rotor would aggravate a relatively high-Mach-number/high-loading condition
on the core OGV. Consequently the empirical adjustment was reduced 2 0 in
this region. The incidence and deviation angles and the empirical adjustment
angle employed in the design are shown in Figure 6.11.
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Over the Entire blade span, the minimum passage area, or throat, must be
sufficient to pass the design flow including allowances for boundary layer
losses and flow nonuniformities. In the transonic and supersonic region, the
smallest throat area, consistent with permitting the design flow to pass, is
desirable since this minimizes overexpansions on the suction surface. A
further consideration was tc minimize disturbances to the flow along the
forward portion of the suction surface to minimize forward-propagating waves
that might provide an additional noise source. Design experience guided the
degree to which each of these desires was applied to individual section lay-
outs. The percent throat margin, the percentage by which the ratio of the
effective throat area to the capture area exceeds the critical area ratio, is
shown in Figure 6.12. The values employed are generally consistent with past
experience.
The resulting blade shapes have very little camber in the tip region.
In the mid-span region, the shapes generally resemble multiple circular arc
sections with the majority of the camber occurring in the aft portion. In the
inner region, the shapes are similar to a double circular arc. Figure 6.13
shows plane sections through the blade at several radial locations. The
resulting camber and stagger radial distributions are shown in Figure 6.14.
6.6 COPE OGV DESIGN
A moderately low aspect ratio of 1.3 was selected for the core portion
OGV to provide a rugged mechanical system. This selection was in recognition
of the potentially severe aeromechanical environment of the core OGV, i.e.,
large rotor blade wakes, because of its small size in relationship to that of
the rotor blade. A solidity at the ID of 2.24 was selected to yield reason-
able levels of diffusion factor, Figure 6.8. The number of OGV's which
results is 156.
Profiles for the core OGV are multiple circular arcs. The incidence
angle over the outer porti ,)n of the span was selected from a correlation of
the NASA low-speed cascade data. Locally, in the ID region, the incidence
angle was reduced 4% This local reduction in incidence was in recognition
of traverse data results on ether high bypass fan configurations which show
core stator inlet air angles several degrees higher than the axisymmetric
calculated values. The deviation angle was obtained from Carter's Rule as
was described for the rotor blade, but no empirical adjustment was made. The
resulting incidence and deviation ang'p- are shown in Figure 6.15. An average
throat area 5% greater than the critical contraction ratio was employed in the
design. The throat area margin is shown in Figure 6.15. Locally, in the ID
region, the margin is zero for the axisymmetric vector diagrams. However, as
1	 noted above, the anticipated inlet air angle in this region will be several
k	 degrees higher; and, therefore, the capture area will be several percent
lower than the axisymmetric calculation. The effective throat-to-capture area
ratio, therefore, will increase to provide adequate margin.
The multiple circular arc mean line consisted of a maximum radius arc
forward of the throat, which occurs at the passage leading edge. This arc
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was determined by the incidence and throat area selection. A small bland
region transitioned into a second arc prescribed by the overall camber require-
ment. The resulting radial distributions of camber, stagger, solidity, chord,
and thickness-to-chord ratio are given in Figure 6.16. Figure 6.17 is a
cylindrical section of the OGV at the pitch-line radius.
6.7 TRANSITION DUCT STRUT DESIGN
The transition duct flowpath is shown in Figure 6.18. It is common to
both the UTW and OTW engines. The ratio of duct exit to duct inlet flow area
is 1.02. There are six struts in the transition duct which are aerodynami-
cally configured to remove the 0.105 radian (6°) of swirl left in the air by
the core OGV's and to house the structural spokes of the composite wheels (see
Figure 6.2). In addition, at engine station 196.5 (Figure 6.2), the 6 and 12
o'clock strut positions must house radial accessory drive shafts. The number
of struts and axial position of the strut trailing edge were selected identical
with the F101 engine to minimize unknowns in the operation of the core engine
system. The axial positions and thickness requirements of the composite wheel
spokes were dictated by mechanical considerations. The axial location of the
strut leading edge at the OD was determined by its proximity to the splitter
leading edge in the UTW engine configuration. At the OD flowpath, the strut
leading edge is 17.8 mm (0.7 in.) forward of the wheel spc':e. A relatively
blunt strut leading edge results from the 26.7 mm (1.05 in.) wheel spoke
thickness requirement. The wheel spoke is radial. The axial lean of the
strut leading edge provides r
makes the LE approximately no
thickness distribution was se
modified for the special cons
thickness is the same for all
6.18) to facilitate fabricati
the strut geometer at three r
distribution for Lne 6 and 12
the radial drive shaft. The
sections is identical to that
forward shell spoke LE, the s
core engine has demonstrated
strut in the F101 application
ilief from the LE bluntness at lower radii and
.mal to the incoming flow. A NASA 65-series
.ected for the basic profile thickness which was
.derations required in this design. The strut
radii aft of the forward shell spoke LE (Figure
)n. A cylindrically cut cross section showing
tdii is shown in Figure .19. The thickness
o'clock struts was modified for the envelope of
.eading edge 40% chord of these further modified
of the nominal strut geometry; and, aft of the
:rut thickness is the same for all radii. The
iperation in the presence of a similar thick
without duress.
6.8 VANE/FRAME DESIGN
The vane/frame performs the dual function of an outlet guide vane for
the bypass flow and a frame support for the engine components and nacelle.
It is a common piece of hardware for both the UTW and OTW engine fans. It
is integrated with the pylon which houses the radial drive shaft at engine
station 196.50 (see Figure 6.2), houses the engine mount at approximate
engine station 210, provides an interface beL'ween the propulsion system with
the aircraft system, and houses the forward thrust links. The vane/frame,
furthermore, acts as an inlet guide vane for the UTW fan when in the reverse
mode of operation.
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Figure 6.17. Cyclindrical Section of OTW Core OGV
at the Pitch Line Radius.
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A conventional OGV system turns the incoming flow to axial. Housing
requirements of the pylon dictate a geometry which requires the OGV's to
underturn approximately 0.174 radian (10°) on one side and to overturn approxi-
mately 0.174 radian (10°) on the other side. The vanes must be tailored to
downstream vector diagrams which conform to the natural flow field around the
pylon to avoid creating velocity distortions in the upstream flow. Ideally,
each vane would be individually tailored. However, to avoid excessive costs,
five vane geometry groups were selected as adequate.
The Mach number and air angle at inlet to the vane/frame are shown in
Figure 6.20 for both the UTW and OTW fans. In the outer portion of the bypass
duct annulus, the larger air angle in the UTW environment results in a less
negative incidence angle than for the OTW environment. Mach number in the
outer portion of the annulus is also higher in the UTW environment. When
selecting incidence angles, a higher Mach number environment naturally
leads to the desire to select a less negative incidence angle. The amount by
which the incidence angle would naturally be increased, due to the higher Mach
number UTW environment, is approximately equal to the increase in the inlet
air angle of the UTW environment. In the inner portion of the annulus, the
inlet Mach number and air angle are higher for the OTW environment. The
natural increase in incidence angle desired because of the higher Mach number
is approximately the same as the increase in the inlet air angle. As a
result of these considerations, no significant aerodynamic performance penalty
is assessed to using common hardware for both the UTW and OTW fans.
Locally, near the bypass duct ID, there is a discontinuity of the aero-
dynamic environment of the UTW configuration. This discontinuity represents
that portion of the flow which passes under the island but bypasses the
splitter. The calculation ignored mixing across the vortex sheet. In the
design of the vane geometry no special considerations were incorporated be-
cause of this discontinuity, since it is believed that in a real fluid the
mixing process will greatly diminish the vortex strength.
The vane chord at the OD was selected largely by the mechanical require-
ment of axial spacing between the composite frame spokes. At the ID the vane
leading edge was lengthened primarily to obtain an aerodyna.:i-ally reasonable
leading edge fairing on the pylon compatible with the envelope requirements of
the radial drive shaft. The ID region is significantly more restrictive in
this regard because of choking considerations, particularly for the OTW
environment, with the reduced circumferential spacing between vanes. The
solidity resulting from 33 vanes, an acoustic requirement, was acceptable from
an aerodynamic loading viewpoint as shown in Figure 6.21. The two diffusion
factor curves are a result of the two aerodynamic environments, UTW and OTW,
to which the common vane/frame geometry is exposed. The thickness is a modi-
fied NASA 65-series distribution. Maximum-thickness- and trailing-edge-
thickness-to-chord ratios of 0.08 and 0.02, respectively, were selected at the
OD. The same maximum thickness and trailing edge thickness were used at all
other radii which results in a maximum-thickness- and trailing-edge-thickness-
to-chord ratios of 0.064 and 0.016, respectively, at the ID.
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As a guide in the selection of the overall vector diagram requirements of
the vane/frame, a circumferential analysis of an approximate vane geometry,
including the pylon, was performed. This analysis indicated that, for
uniform flow at vane inlet, the vane discharge Mach number was approximately
constant circumferentially and that the discharge air angle was nearly
linear circumferentially between the pylon wall angles. Figure 6.22, an
unwrapped cross section at the ID, shows the flow-field calculated by this
analysis. The specific design criteria selected for the layout of the five-
vane geometry groups was to change the average discharge vector diagram with
zero swirl to vector diagrams with f 5° of swirl and f 10 o
 of swirl.
The meanline shapes for each of the five-vane groups vary. For the vane
group which overturns the flow by +10% the meanline is approximately a circu-
lar arc. As a result of passage area distribution and choking considerations,
the meanline shape employed in the forward 25% chord region of this vane
group was retained for the other four groups.
The incidence angle for all vane groups was the same and was selected for
the group with the highest camber. A correlation of NASA low-speed cascade
data was the starting point for the incidence selection. Over the outer
portion of the vane, where the inlet Mach number is lower, the incidence
angles were slanted to the low side of the correlation. This was done in
consideration of the reverse thrust mode of operation for the UTW fan. In
this mode, the OGV's impart a swirl counter to the direction of rotor rota-
tion. Additional vane leading edge camber tends to increase the counter-
swirl and, therefore, the pumping capacity of the fan. In the inner portion
of the vane the incidence angles are higher than suggested by the corre-
lation because of the higher inlet Mach number. Also, in the reverse mode of
operation, this reduction in vane leading edge camber in the ID region reduces
the swirl for that portion of the fluid which enters the core engine and
tends to reduce its pressure drop.
The deviation angle for each of the five vane groups was calculated from
Carter's Rule as described for the rotor. The portion of the meanline aft of
the 25% chord point approximates a circular arc blending between the front
circular arc and the required trailing edge angle. For the vane group which
underturns the flow by 10% the aft portion of the blade has little camber.
Figure 6.23 shows an unwrapped cross section at the ID of two of the 10°
overcambered vanes and two of the 10° undercambered vanes adjacent to the
pylon. Note that the spacing between the pylon and the first undercambered
vane is 50% larger than average. This increased spacing was required to open
the passage internal area, relative to the capture area, to retrieve the area
blocked by the radial drive shaft envelope requirements.
The radial distributions of camber and stagger for the nominal and two
extreme vane geometries are shown in Figure 6.24. The radial distributions of
chord and solidity for the nominal vane are shown in Figure 6.25. The design
held the leading and trailing edge axial projection common for all five groups
which results in slightly different chord lengths for the other four vane types.
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SECTION 7.0
FAN MECHANICAL DESIGN
7.1 SUMMARY
The OTW experimental fan has 28 fixed-pitch metal blades with a 180-cm
(71-in.) fan tip diameter similar to that of 	 UTW fan. This rotor is shown
in Figure 7.1. The conceptual design of this 	 i Is based on using composite
fan blades, but metal blades will be used for reasons of economy and low risk.
The conceptual composite blade design dictates the absence of blade shrouds,
determines the number of fan blades, and affects the sizing of such parameters
as the blade solidity, reduced velocity, and leading edge thickness. In the
flight engine, composite blades would be substituted for the metal blades
without aerodynamic change or compromise in the composite blade mechanical
design. While the demonstrator fan disk is heavier than the composite bladed
flight weight disk, it reflects a flight configuration in both design criteria
and material selection. A comparison between the experimental and flight OTW
fan design criteria is given In Table 7-1.
The OTW fail has both a forward rotating spinner and aft flowpath adapter.
The inner flowpath foriiied by these two parts and the blade platform is identi-
cal to the inner flowpath of the 1IT14 fan from a point near the blade trailing
edge aft. The tip speed of the 0114 fan is about 17% higher than that of the
UT14 fan.
Tile fan blades and disk are fabricated of 6-4 titanium. 6-4 titanium
couplings on the fore and aft sides of the disk Isolate the relatively high
stresses in the disk from the 6061 aluminum forward and aft spinners. In-
creased blade retention capability is provided to prevent axial movement of
the blades (benefiting from General Electric experience in large fan design).
Fan rotor materials and allowable stresses are shown in Figure 7.2.
Two-plane balance of the fail rotor will be provided at the forward aiid
aft disk flanges. In addition, the forward spinner will be permanently bal-
anced in two planes. Blade retainers will be pan weighted and blades will be
moment weighed, all to be preprograiiiiiied into the rotor. Final trim balancing
or field balancing is accomplished through balanc e
 bolts mounted in tile
spinner.
7.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Design life of the fan rotor is 36,000 hours, including 48,000 flight
cycles and 1000 full-power ground cycles. To match the rotor low cycle
fatigue life to these design requirements, stress levels were kept to appro-
priate levels, and contouring and flange scalloping were used to minimize
stress concentrations.
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Figure 7. 1. OTW Pan Rotor.
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558,696
(125,600)
3792
5615
>48,000
Flight Cycles
184,156
(41,400)
3792
5615
>48,000
Flight Cycles
Table 7-I. QCSEE OTW Fan Design Criteria.
Materials
Demonstrator
	
Flight
Titanium
	 Titanium
Titanium	 Composite
28	 28
Component
Disk
Blades
Number of Blades
Per Blade Centrifugal
Load, N
(lb)
Design Point Speed, rpm
Design Burst Speed, rpm
Disk Low-Cycle Fatigue
Life (Minimum)
Disk Low-Cycle Fatigue
Life with Initial
0.025 x 0.076 cm
(0.01 x 0.03 in.) Defect
10,000
	
>16,000
Flight Cycles	 Flight Cycles
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Blade
Ti 6-4
Aft Flowpath
,A 1  6061
Spinner
Al 6061
Coupling
Ti 6-4
Coupling
Ti 6-4
stainers
Ti 6-4 G
Disk —
Ti 6-4
Titanium 6-4 Allowable Stress = 51 kN/cm 2 (74 ksi)
Aluminum 6061 Allowable Stress = 19 kN/cm 2 (28 ksi)
(Allowable Stresses in Both Materials are Determined
by Low Cycle Fatigue Requirements)
Figure 7,2. OTW Rotor Layout.
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Fan blades can be individually replaced without removal of the fan rotor.
Openings in the aft flowpath support permit access for the removal of the
entire fan rotor package and gearbox.
7.3 FAN BLADE DESIGN
The OTW fan blades (Figure 1.3) are machined from 6-A1-4V titanium for-
gings, a finished blade weighing 5.94 kg (13.1 lb). Blade geometry is summarized
in Table 7-II and Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Operating steady-state stresses are
summarized in Figure 7.6 and Table 7-III. Blade airfoil stresses and vibratory
frequencies were calculated by the use of standard General Electric mechanical
design programs in the computer library. These include a twisted blade program
for calculating airfoil stresses and frequencies and a shell program to deter-
mine blade root boundary conditions due to the flexibility of the disk and
adjacent shells. Blade dovetail and disk poststresses were calculated by a
computer time-sharing program based on the dovetail analysis of Dr. H.J. Macke
(Report Nos. R59FP0611 and R63FPD21).
The steady-state effective stress shown in Figure 7.6 is composed of the
resultant of bending, induced tensile, and centralized stresses. This permits
a level of vibratory stress consistent with GE practice (minimum of 6.9 kN/cm2
or 10 ksi, as shown in Figure 7.11). Since the blade leading and trailing
edges are in compression except at the root, where the tensile stresses are
very low, the blade is rather insensitive to foreign object damage on the edges.
At the root, assuming damage that will produce a stress concentration of 3, the
blade is capable of tolerating a vibratory stress of 31 kN/cm2 (45 ksi) single
amplitude. The uncorrected gas bending stress is an indicator of stall stress
levels; in the case of the OTW fan blade, the stall stress is projected to
be less than the allowable vibratory stress.
The fan blades are a "low-flexed" design, i.e., the first flexural fre-
quency of the blades crosses the two per rev :Line in the fan operating speed
range. Without a thicker blade root, which would have been aerodynamically
unsatisfactory, low-flexing was necessary because of the lack of blade
shrouds. This approach, though not common, is used successfully on General
Electric's TF34 fan and J79 stage 1 compressor blade and was successful on
NASA's Quiet Engine C fan. The blade Cam pbell diagram is shown in Figure 7.7.
The frequency of the disk-blade assembly (dashed lines) is somewhat lower than
the fixed blade frequency (solid lines) due to the flexibility of the support-
ing fan disk. The frequency margin between the N=2 disk-blade mode and the
two per rev resonance line is 19 percent at 100% fan speed. The two per rev
resonance crossover occurs at about 66% speed which is in the flight idle
range. However, in the experimental engine which is not a flight engine,
there will be no reason to operate other than transiently in this speed range,
so no problem is anticipated. In a flight engine utilizing composite blades,
the resonant frequency of the blade is subject to some adjustment by a rear-
rangement and recomposition of the fabric plies; also, the flight idle speed
of the engine can be varied somewhat. Experience with the 20 inch UTW simu-
lator which had a similar low flex blade design showed that the vibratory
stresses at crossover were only 30% of scope limits.
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Figure 7.3. OTW Fan Blade.
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Table 7-II. QCSEE OTW Fan Blade.
Number of Blades 	 28
Fan Tip Diameter	 180.3 cm (71 inches)
Airfoil Length	 52.1 cm (20.5 inches)
Aspect Ratio	 2.1
Chord
Max. Thickness/
Chord
Solidity
Blade Tip
26.31 cm
(10.36 inches)
2.65 percent
1.3
Blade Root
20.68 cm
(8.14 inches)
8.6 percent
2.34
Table 7-III. Blade Stresses.
•	 Max. Centrifugal 	 16.6 kN/cm2 (24 ksi) @ 105% N
7.62 cm (3 in.) from root
•	 Max. Effective	 36.5 kN/cm2 (53 ksi) @ 105% N
15.2 cm (6 in.) from root
•	 Leading and trailing edges in compression except at root -
low tensile stresses permit an allowable vibratory stress of
31 kN/cm2 (45 ksi SA) with a stress concentration of 3 (FOD)
•	 Anticipated vibratory stress at first flex - 2/rev crossing is
approximately 30% of scope limits.
•	 Uncorrected gas bending stress = 12.4 kN/cm2 (18 ksi).
I
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Figure 7.7. OTW Fan Blade Campbell Diagram.
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The combined blade (second flex) disk (N=3) mode has a frequency margin
of 14 percent from the 3 per rev line at 100% speed. In the absence of frame
struts or inlet guide vanes ahead of the fan, higher order resonances have
not been a problem on similar configuration engines such as the TF34 and CF6.
It is desirable to have a minimum of 12% frequency margin from the com-
bined blade-disk mode to a per rev stimulus at 100 % speed. The present blade
design, with a margin of 19 % between the first flex N =2 blade-disk mode and
the two per rev line, and a margin of 14% between the second flex N=3 blade-
disk mode and the three per rev line ( Reference Figure 7.7), is considered to
have adequate margin in these two modes of greatest concern.
Blade "instability" or "limit cycle vibration" can be a problem on fans.
It is characterized by a high amplitude vibration in a single mode (normally
the first flexural or torsional mode) at a nonintegral per rev frequency. It
is not one of the classical airfoil flutter cases and is apparently confined
to cascades. Because of the nonlinearity in the aerodynamics involved, it
has resisted practical solutions by solely theoretical means. Accordingly,
General Electric has adopted a semiempirical "reduced velocity" approach for
limit cycle avoidance. Reduced velocity gives a measure of a blade's sta-
bility against self-excited vibration. This parameter is defined as V R =
W/bft9
where:	 b	 =	 1/2 chord at 5/6 span - (met^:rs)
W =	 average air velocity relative to the blade over the outer
third of the span - (meters/sec)
ft =	 first torsional frequency at design rpm - (Hertz)
The basic criterion used for setting the design of the OTW metal blade
was the requirement of having a reduced velocity parameter no higher than 1.5.
This allowable range is based on previous testing of a variety of fan config-
urations in combination with the specific aerodynamic design of the OTW blade.
Blade instability does not occur once the blades are stalled. The cur-
rent design practice is to design blades such that when the fan is throttled,
stall occurs before the empirically predicted blade instability is encountered.
The blade stability is affected by varying the blade chord and thickness dis-
tribution which changes the reduced velocity parameter. The operating and
stall characteristics of this blade are presented in Figure 7.8 in terms of
reduced velocity versus incidence angle. This shows an acceptable blade
design with the design point reduced velocity parameter at 1.3, and in which
the throttled fan should stall before encountering the expected blade stability
limit. The predicted blade stall line includes the effects of special casing
treatment.
OTW composite flight blade would have additional stability margin due to
the higher stiffness-to-weight ratio possible in composite designs.
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The blade is attached to the disk by an axially oriented 55° flank angle
dovetail (Figure 7,9). Maximum blade dovetail steady-state stress is 29.7
kN/cm2 (43 ksi) in combined bending and tensile stress. Dovetail crush
stress is 51 kN/cm2 (74 ksi) and is life limiting by the mechanism of wear
or fretting, noz by low cycle fatigue, since neither a tensile stress nor a
stress concentration is involved. Dovetail flanks are plasma sprayed with
copper-nickel-indium and coated with Molydag to protect against fretting. In
the event of loss of a blade airfoil, the resulting combination of tensile and
bending stress on the disk post is 44 kN/cm2
 (64 ksi) within an allowable
stress in this case of 85 kN/cm2 (123 ksi). The loss of an airfoil will not
cause the subsequent loss of adjacent blades through failure of the disk post.
The blade attachments were designed so that the blade airfoil is the
weakest link in the airfoil, dovetail, aad disk post system to minimize the
size of the piece that will detach in event of a vibratory failure. The
resulting design is such that when the airfoil is operating at its maximum
allowable vibratory stress, the blade dovetail is at 98% of its maximum and
the disk post is at 92% of in maximum. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 illustrate
this design concept.
Figure 7.10 shows the points of maximum stress on the blade dovetail and
the disk post for which stresses are calculated in the dovetail computer pro-
gram. The ratio of the vibratory stresses at these points to the vibratory
stress in the airfoil is shown in the fatigue limit diagram (F;..gure 7.11).
With the airfoil at its maximum allowable stress, all of the maximum
stress points on both the blade and disk dovetails are at less than their
allowable stresses.
7.4 FAN DISK DESIGN
The OTW fan disk is machined from a 6-A1-4V titanium forging. An inte-
gral cone attaches the ring disk to the main reduction gear shafting. Slots
machined into the forward and aft ends of each disk post provide attachment
for individual blade retainers. The rotor is required to have low-cycle
fatigue (LCF) capability for 48.,000 mission cycles and 1,000 ground cycles.
To achieve this requirement, disk extensions were provided for the attachment
of adjacent shell members. This, in addition to scalloping the flanges,
lowered the stresses at the flanges sufficiently to meet the LCF requirements.
Stresses in the disk and shells were calculated using a shell and ring program
in the computer library. A finite element program was used to calculate
stress in the disk dovetail post and in the bottom of the dovetail slot.
The total dead load supported by the disk is 18.5 x 106N (4,150,000 lb).
This includes the centrifugal weight of all nonself-supporting parts (blades,
retainers, disk dovetail posts, etc.) as well as side loads imposed by adja-
cent members. Maximum permissible stress in the disk including stress concen-
trations was limited to 51 kN/cm2 (74 ksi) to meet the LCF life requirements.
Calculated stresses (105% N) including local stress concentrations are shown
in Figure 7.12 for various parts of the disk and shaft. Crack propagation
calculations indicate the LCF life in excess of 16,000 cycles with an initial
0.0254 - 0.0762 cm (0.01 X 0.03 inch) defect.
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Figure 7.11. OTW Pan Blade Dovetail.
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The disk is designed as a prime reliable component, capable of withstand-
ing a stress twice that at the maximum cycle speed without bursting. This
requires a special capability of 141% of the maximum cycle speed or 5615 rpm.
The calculated burst speed of the disk as designed is 6260 rpm or 157% of
maximum cycle speed.
The additional burst margin is available because the disk was not sized
solely on burst considerations, but also on the need to reduce !ovetail
stresses, meet 1.w-cycle fatigue requirements, stiffen the disk to avoid blade
frequency problems, and provide capability for reslotting for possible future
testing of composite blades.
7.5 BLADE RETAINERS
The blade retainers are blocker plates at the ends of each dovetail slot
held in place by slots at the ends of the dovetail post. Radial movement of
the plates is restricted by tapering the slots and providing load points
against the disk. Figure 7.13 illustrates the design. The plates are held
in place during buildup by individual clips and are finally locked in place
by installation of the coupling. This design permits individual blade change
by removal of the spinner, coupling, and individual blocker plate.
To prevent the axial shifting of the blades under unusual load condi-
tions, the retainers are designed to withstand thrust loads of up to 30% of
the blade centrifugal force. This results in a possible axial load of 167 kN
(37,500 lb) that must be restrained without failure of the retention system.
At this maximum load condition, calculated stresses in the retainer are at or
near the ultimate strength of the material. However, under normal operating
conditions, stress in the retainer does not exceed 14 kN/cm 2 (20 ksi).
7.6 'ROTOR SHELL MEMBERS
Me forward spinner is machined from a 6061 Al forging and forms the for-
ward inner flowpath of the fan. It is attached to the forward coupling which
isolates it from the higher stresses of the disk. Scalloping between attach-
ment bolt holes and contouring of the counterbore reduces stress concentra-
tions such that the spinner meets life requirements.
On the experimental engine, the spinner will have a nose cap to provide
access to the interior of the rotor. The opening is also available for
instrumentation lead-in and slipring support.
Permanent two-plane balance of the spinner will be obtained by attach-
ment of balance weights to the flange at the nose cap and a flange at the
rear of the spinner. Rotor field balance capability is built into the spinner
by the inclusion of a series of bolts of variable weight into the rear of the
spinner.
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The aft spinner is machined from a 6061 Al forging and continues the
inner fan flowpath from the blade exit to the fan core OGV's. A flow dis-
courager seal inhibits air recirculation at this point. Openings in the sup-
port member of the aft spinner provide access to fan frame bolts to allow
removal of the fan package.
Titanium couplings at the front and rear of the disk provide transition
members from the disk to the aluminum spinners and isolate the aluminum parts
from the relatively high stresses in the disk. The couplings also lock the
blade retainers in place. The fore and aft coupling designs are interchange-
able and may be used on either side of the disk. Jack points are provided at
rabbeted joints to aid in separating the rotor parts.
Stresses in the rotor shells were calculated using a shell and ring
program in the computer library. The stresses are shown in Figure 7.14 and
include stress concentrations. Allowable stresses were determined by low
cycle fatigue considerations and are limited to 51 kN/cm (74 ksi) in the
titanium parts and 17 kN/cm2 (25 ksi) in the anodized aluminum parts.
Rotor deflections are given on Figure 7.15. Axial movements shown are
relative to the shaft flange. The platform of the blade and the contours of
the forward and aft spinners are dimensioned so that the operating deflections
and dimensional stackups will not cause forward facing steps at the inter-
faces between these parts. The contours that form the flowpath are dimen-
sioned to be on the aerodynamic flowpath at the fan design point.
7.7 FAN HARDWARE
All structural joints in the fan except the nose cap use 0.794 cm
(5/16 in.) diameter Inco 718 belts and Waspaloy nuts. The rotor joint at the
fan stub shaft uses 18 1.27 cm (1/2 in.) diameter MP159 bolts and heavy
walled Waspaloy nuts to permit higher loading of the bolts. The threads at
all the joints are lubricated with MIL-T-5544 lubricant. A summary of design
data on the stub shaft flange bolts is shown in Table 7-IV.
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Table 7-IV. Stub ,Shaft Flange Bolts.
•	 Number of bolts = 18
•	 Size = 1.27 cm - 7.87 the/cir, (1/2 in. - 20 the /in.)
•	 Material = MP159
•	 Assembly torque = 176 N-m (130 ft-lb)
•	 Minimum preload - 95,230 N/Bolt (21,400 lb/bolt)
•	 Total preload = 1.714 x 10 6 N (385,000 lb)
•	 Minimum bolt preload stress - 92.3 kN/cm 2 (134 ksi)
•	 Percent fan torque carried by friction (for f = 0.15) = 105%
•	 Bolt tensile stress (1 metal airfoil out) = 25% of ultimate
•	 Bolt shear stress (1 metal airfoil out) = 31% of ultimate
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SECTION 3.0
FAN FRAME MECHANICAL DESIGN
8.1 SUMKARY
The OTW fan frame is a flight-weight, integrated design constructed of
advanced composite materials and is identical to the UTW frame except for
several minor differences not connected with the structural integrity. Design
integration is achieved by combining the functions of the fan stator vanes,
fan outer casing, and fan frame into one unitized structure, as shown in
Figures 8.1 and 8:2. This approach saves considerable duplication of struc-
ture, resulting in a significantly lighter weight design. This unitized
approach is particularly suited to the use of composite materials, since these
materials are more efficient when employed in large bonded structures rather
than small structures which must be bolted together.
The composite material system selected as the basic material for the
frame is Type AS graphite fiber in Hercule':, 3501 epoxy resin matrix. This
material was selected based on the rather extensive data base for the material,
its good mechanical properties, cost, and its ready availability.
The frame was analyzed using a finite element digital computer program.
This program was run a number of times using different material property
inputs for the various elements in order to arrive at practical thicknesses
and ply orientations to achieve a final design that met all strength and
stiffness requirements for all of the critical conditions. Using this infor-
mation, the detail design of each of the individual parts of the frame was
completed and releaseu. On the basis of these designs, the tooling required
to fabricate the various component parts of the frame was designed.
To verify the structural integrity of the critical joint areas, a sub-
component test program is now being carried out, and partial results are
reported herein. In addition, an element test program was conducted to verify
predicted mechanical properties for specific orientations required for the
frame.
8.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
8.2.1 Loads
In addition to the normal range and combination of steady-state pressure,
thermal, thrust, and torque loads, the engine has been designed to withstand
the loads defined in Table 8-I. Table 8-II summarizes the engine bearing
loads on the frame for lg down, 1 radian/sec, and one composite fan blade-out
conditions. The OTW frame is designed for five composite blades out even
152
Figure 8.1. OTW Fan Frame.
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Table 8-I. QCSEE Engine Loads.
Limit Loads
For any one of the following load conditions, all stresses shall
remain within the material elastic limits.
Condition I:	 (Flight and Landing) - See load diagram, Figure 2.2.
Condition II: (Gust Load) - An equivalent load from a 51.44 m/sec
(100 knot) crosswind acting at any angle within a
plane 1.5708 radians (90 degrees) to the axis of the
engine, zero-to-maximum thrust.
Condition III: (Side Load) - A 4g side load combined with 1/3 the
equivalent load as defined in Condition II, zero-to-
maximum thrust.
Ultimate Loads
The engine shall not separate from the aircraft when subjected to
Conditions IV, V, and VI and for static loads equivalent to 1.5 times
the loads specified as limit loads in metal parts, and 3.0 times the
loads specified as Limit loads in composite part ­ .
Condition IV: (Flight-Engine Seizure) - The sc ire loads are due to
the fan and engine basic gas generator decelerating
from maximum to zero engine speed in one second.
Condition V:	 (Crs,sh Load) - The crash load is defined as lOg forward,
2.258 side, and 4.5g down at maximum thrust or up to
zero thrust.
Condition VI: (5 blades out) - The engine shall be capable of with-
standing unbalance loads caused by the loss of 5
adjacent fan blades at maximum rpm (composite blades
only) .
4
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Table 8-11. QCSEE Frame Radial Bearing Loads.
Condition Radial Bearing Load
1 g Down Y wtons Pounds
Bearing No. *
1B 3425 770
1R 1099 247
2 364 82
3 823 185
1 Radian /Sec
Bearing :40.
1B 27397 6159
1R 27397 6159
2 1699 382
3 9559 2149
1 Fan Blade Out
Bearing No.*
1B 175468 39447
1R 144295 32439
2 6182 3638
3 32494 7305
See Figure 11.17 for a schematic of the engine blaring
locations.
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though the OTW expeimental engine has metal blades. This was done to maintain
structural commonality with the UTW frame. Th.- loads caused by five composite
blades out are slightly greater than a two 0114 metal blade-out condition. Air
loading on the bypass vanes is shown in Figure 8.3.
8.3 STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION
The OTW frame is an all-composite, static structure formed from Integra-
tion of several separate structures. As seen in Figure 8.1, the outer casing
of the frame is an integration of the nacelle with the frame outer shell.
This casing provides part of the external nacelle flow lines as well as the
internal fan flow lines. Fan blade tip treatment and containment are provided
by the grooved and felt-filled structures integrated into the forward portion
of the outer casing. The same basic fan tip treatment is used for both the
UTW and OTW. Due to the different stacking axis and the fact that the OTW
blade tip is cylindrical rather than spherical, minor modifications were made
to the rub material and several of the circumferential grooves were filled in
the OTW frame. The differences in this area between the IT71- ► and OTW configura-
tions are shown in Figure 8.4. Positioning of the fan and core engine relative
to the integral nacelle/outer casing is provided by 33 b ypass vanes which also
serve as the fan bypass stator vanes; therefore, the vine's serve as structural
supports and provide flow turning of the fan flow discharge. The hub of the
frame is connected to the frame splitter through six equally spaced struts.
Areas of the inner shell of the outer casing, the bypass duct and •ore
dint surfaces of the frame splitter, and the pressure faces of the bypass
vanes are perforated to provide acoustic suppression within the frame struc-
ture. Flow turning of the fun flow into the core is provided by an inde-
pendent set of outlet metallic guide vanes (UG 1 's) attached to the forward
flange of the frame hub with a nonstructural fairing; extending back to, .ind
resting on, the leading edge of the flowpath splitter. The fairing; close's
off the gap between these guide vanes and the splitter that existed in the
11TW to help provide core air during reverse, pitch operation. The fan core
OGV design is a brazed and machined fabrication. I'liv splitter is formed
Sheet motai With the stator Valle's pt`11etrat Ind; and hra.—od to tilt` skills.
Oil containment has been achieved by closing; all strut ends and forming
the sump wall at the frame hub. Major interfaces for ,111 penetrations into
the fail sump area are achieved by forming local bosses at all penetration
points. These penetrations include oil in, oil scavenge, power Lake off
shaft (PTO), fan speed sensor, seal drain lines, and the scavenge pump drive
shaft, as shown in Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7. Provisions are also made for
the T2,5 temperature sensor, six total-pressures and -temperature rakes and
several static pressure taps.
i
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Figure 5.3. OTW Fan Design Bypass OGVIFrame Aero Design Air .Loads,
Closed 2°, Open 2°, and Nominal Vanes, 3793 rpm.
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Power Takeoff Shaft
Figure 8.7. Fan Frame Service Areas (Forward Looking Aft).
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Fan frame fabrication will be tailored to include the numerous penetra-
tion lines at specified steps in the manufacturing cycle. The lines are of a
sheet metal and machined ring welded fabrication with local bosses at each
O-ring to support the required clamping force. The scavenge tube and the
other penetration lines aie welded sheet metal or formed tubing fabricated
with the required end connections for the 0-ring seals.
Since the composite frame hub forms the sump walls, the original plan
was to have a 360° metal liner to protect the composite material from exposure
to the hot sump oil; however, a series of exposure tests showed that the com-
posite material suffered no degradation when exposed to hot oil. Supporting
test data are presented in Section 8.7. As a result of these tests, the
liner was eliminated.
8.4 STRUCTURAL FUNCTIONS
The QCSEE frame is required to perform the following major structural and
aerodynamic functions:
•	 Provides the main engine forward attachment points for thrust,
vertical, and side loads sustained during flight and ground
handling.
•	 Supports the fan thrust bearing.
•	 Supports the fan radial load bearing.
•	 Supports the reduction gear.
•	 Supports the compressor thrust bearing.
•	 Supports the aft inner fan cowl.
•	 Supports the core compressor at the forward casing flange.
•	 Supports the fan hub outlet guide vanes.
•	 Provides the mounting position for the accessory gearbox.
8.5 STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
The overall structural concept used in the frame consists of three basic
elements (i.e., strvctural`wneels, shear panels, and reinforcing flanges) with
each element designed to perform specific load-carrying functions. The large
wheel-like structures are joined together with shear panels which form the
bypass and core flowpaths. The frame is then locally reinforced with flanges
in the outer casing, splitter, and hub areas as needed.
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The structural wheel satisfies several load transfer requirements. First,
it transfers tensile and compressive radial loads through the struts from one
casing ring to another. Second, it transfers both normal and bending ring
loads throughout the ring structure. Third, it transfers any forward over-
turning bending moments that exist in the strut from one casing shell to
another. An example of this type of structure is the frame mid-wheel shown
in Figure 8.8.
The shear panels are bonded to the four sides of each wheel cavity and
serve as the basic load-^arrying members between whee l s. The panels perform
the following functions. First, they transfer shear forces between wheels
imposed on the frame by a forward overturning bending moment. Second, they
transfer radial tensile and compressive forces between casings imposed on the
struts by a tangential bending moment. Third, they transfer axial tensile and
compressive forces between wheels. Fourth, they serve as the airflow surfaces
within the frame cavities. Examples of these types of panels are presented in
Figures 8.9 and 8.10 which show the nominal bypass vane and the core strut
skin, respectively.
The reinforcing flanges located at either end of each strut or vane per-
form two basic load-carrying functions: first, they transfer tangential bend-
ing moments out of the struts and into the forward and aft rings, and second,
they transfer tensile and compressive axial loads between wheels.
Analyses have shown that, for the QCSEE frames, a three-wheel frame con-
cept is adequate to carry all imposed loads. The forward wheel is a flat-
spoked wheel composed of splitter ring, a huh ring, and six spokes. The
middle and aft wheels are flat-spoked wheels composed of an outer casing ring,
a splitter ring, a hub ring, six spokes integrally connecting the hub and the
splitter rings, and 33 spokes integrally connecting the outer casing and the
splitter rings. The shear panels are bonded to the interior of each wheel
cavity, and the panels form the airflow surfaces. "I," flanges are bonded to
the inner and outer rings and flowpath panels. This structural concept not
only provides a frame with highly efficient joints, but also results in a
structure which should facilitate fabrication and repair. Structural sound-
ness is enhanced by transferring loads b y
 bonding in many small increments
rather than in a few large increments.
Metal engine mount parts and metal brackets are attached to the composite
structure by bonding and mechanical fastening. The aft splitter ring contains
three engine-mount attachment points. The first attachment point is located at
the 0° (12 o'clock) position on the aft splitter rang and consists of a metal
unihall which supports vertical and side loads. At 45° down from either side
of the metal uniball are metal brackets which support all thrust loads of the
engine. The inner hub of the frame has flanges for attachment of fan rotor
bearing supports, stationary reduction gear bearing supports, the low pressure
turbine shaft forward bearing support, and the core rotor forward bearing
support.
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The nacelle and fan casing are integral with the frame from the bypass
vanes forward to the inlet. The high strength and stiffness in the frame
provide the necessary supports for the stator, radial drive gearbox, and other
equipment. The entire wall thickness of the fan case and nacelle is utilized
to provide fan shroud stiffness and to support the blade containment member.
The full-depth honeycomb is lighter and bass expensive to fabricate compared
to the conventional double structure. The joints normally required in a
metal frame design are minimised, which reduces weight, tooling, and fabrica-
tion costs. This concept is particularly well suited to composite materials
due to their low density and easy "bondability." Slotted tip treatment and
a small area of frangible honeycomb are provided over the fan blade.
8.6 DESIGN ANALYSIS
The integral load distribution for the frame was determined using a fi-
nite element computer program which represented the frame structure as a
combination of curved beams, straight beams, and plates, all capable of
having orthotropic material properties.
In the core region of the frame, the struts were modeled as three straight
beams (representing the spokes of the wheels) connected to curved beams in the
hub and splitter region (rims of the wheels), all tied together by plates
representing the flowpath and splitter walls. The fan flowpath area was rep-
resented by radial beams representing the bypass vanes (wheel spokes and flow-
path panels were lumped together and appropriate section properties used for
these pseudo beams) tied to plates representing the outer casing forward to
the inlet. Appropriate structure also was included to represent the mount
structure and the compressor case back to the turbine frame; although this
structure is not shown in the accompanying figures. The basic mathematical
model is shown, superimposed on the frame trimetric in Figure 8.11. Computer
generated views of the model are shown in Figures 8.12 and 8.13.
A number of iterations were made on thicknesses and orientations of the
various constituent elements of the mathematical model to arrive at an effi-
cient structure, which would satisfy the most severe loading conditions. The
frame structure, in conjunction with the engine mounts, must withstand the
maneuver loads as imposed by the conditions defined in Table 8-I. The frame
must withstand these loads and maintain structural integrity without permanent
deformation. In addition, this structure must be capable of transmitting
mount loads equivalent to 3.0 times the worst possible combination of maneuver
loads without experiencing collapsing, even though the members may acquire
permanent deformation. All ultimate load conditions are calculated under a
room temperature environment. Investigation of the mission requirements
yielded two critical loading cases.
The first case is Condition II (gust loading). Design conditions require
the frame to withstand three times the loads of a 51.44 m/sec (100 knot)
crosswind acting at any angle within a plane perpendicular to the axis of the
engine at zero-to-maximum thrust. This condition was used to size the outer
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nacelle shell and bypass vane; even though the inlet will not be rigidly
attached in the experimental OTW engine configuration.
The second case is the Condition VI five-blade-out condition which re-
quires the frame to withstand the unbalance load resulting from a five com-
posite blade-out condition (iTT14 engine) on the fan rotor which causes a
dynamic, l/rev radial load on the No. 1 bearing support. This condition
sized the core struts, hub, and splitter.
The final sizing for all the major frame structure is shown in Table
8-III, which gives both thicknesses and material configuration. The internal
loads, stresses, and deflections associated with this configuration were com-
puted by the program. The critical stresses, along with the predicted allow-
ables for the major structural members, are shown in Table 8-ITT. The allow-
ables are taken from the Advanced Composites Design Guide. A comparison of
these predicted allowabies with coupon test data is presented in Section 8.7.
The critical bond stresses calculated from the computer model output are shown
in Table 8-V. The maximum radial deflection of the fan casing over the fan
was 0.086 cm (0.034 in.). Running clearance is 0.254 cm (0.1 in.).
8.6.1 Thermal Analvsis
Due to the low thermal coefficient of expansion that is characteristic of
graphite/epoxy composites, an analysis of the critical interface areas, where
metal structure is attached to composite structure and subjected to thermal
changes, was performed. The only areas where this occurs to any significant
extent is in the hub region where the titanium bearing cones are bolted to the
composite rings and are subjected to a AT of 366° K (200° F). Applying the
entire aAT stress to the composite structure results in the stresses shown in
Table 8-VI. This table also shows the summation of the static stress and the
thermal stress versus the allowable stress. As can be seen, the thermal
stresses are relatively low and had little or no effect on the sizing of the
composite structure.
8.6.2 Dynamic Analysis
Since the fan stator vanes are an integral part of the fan frame, a dy-
namic analysis was performed to determine the relationship of the vane first
flexural frequency to fan speed for the critical 28 per revolution (28 blade)
excitation. The first flexural frequency of the composite vane was estimated
by making; an empirical correction to a theoretically calculated value. This
correction was determined by actuall y measuring the frequency -esponse of a
very similar vane in the composite simulated F101 front frame which was avail-
able as a result of a previous program. This measured value was compared to
the theoretical value for this vane and the correction factor thus obtained.
Using; this method, the first flexural frequency of all five of the OTW bypass
vane configurations was obtained. These show as a band in Figure 8.14 which
shows that first flexural excitation of the vanes will occur between 62% and
847 of the maximum normal fan speed. Although this indicates that the first
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_,A
flexural frequency falls within the fan operating range, this should not be a
problem since a relatively low rpm range is 3.avolved, the rotor vane spacing
is large, the fan pressure ratio is low, the fan Mach number is less than 1,
and the composite structure has good damping characteristics. Some vanes will
be instrumented with strain gages during initial engine testing to ensure that
vibratory stresses do not exceed safe levels.
8.6.3 Weight Analysis
A weight analysis was made based on the structure described in Section
8.3 and the sizing determined from the structural analysis. Results of this
analysis are shown in Table 8-VII. These weights , however, do not include
the weight of instrumentation or auxiliary items, even though they will be-
come an integral part of the frame.
8.7 SUPPORTING DATA
The composite frame must attach to (and be detachable from) various
structures at a large number of locations. Also, the composite frame employs
a 14rge number of structural joints that are integrally bonded rather than
mechanically fastened together. Component tests were conducted using speci-
mens and subcomponents representative of various critical areas of the frame
to verify the effect of geometry, fiber orientation, and environmental exposure
on the allowable design stress levels in these specific components.
8.7.1 Element Test Program
The material properties used in the design and analysis of the composite
fan frame were taken from the Advanced Composites Design Guide, third edition.
A limited element test program was conducted to verify that the processing
techniques to be used on the frame would produce adequate results, and also
to provile a check on the data obtained from the Design Guide. The test
program is summarized in Table 8-VIII. Four critical areas of the frame were
selected and preliminary material configurations were defined. Since the
purpose of the test program was to verify the processing techniques and not
to produce specific design data, it was not necessary to delay the test
program until the final material configurations were determined. The test
results for the tension, compression, shear, and bolt hole testing are shown
in Tables 8-IX through 8-XII. Configurations 101 and 102, as defined in Table
8-IX were relatively thin [0.127 cm (0.050 in.)] an` several tab failures
occurred during the IITRI (Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute)
type tensile testing. Comparable sandwich beam tests indicated that the ten-
sile values obtained from the tests in which tab failures occurred were not
representative. Configurations 103 and 104 were relatively thick [0.0254 cm
(0.100 in.)] and sandwich beam data could not be obtained due to shear failure
of the core-to-face bond, as indicated in Tables 8-IX and 8-X. The only test
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value in the program that was significantly below predicted was the zero de-
gree orientation at room temperature test of Configuration 104. Other tests
of this configuration [90° orientation at 406° K (270° F) temperature] were
considerably above predicted strength, indicating that the results for zero
degrees orientation at room temperature were not valid. Based on these data,
it was concluded that it was reasonable and valid to use information obtained
from the Design Guide for the design and analysis of the frame.
To evaluate the effect of acoustic treatment holes in the vane skins,
IITRI tensile tests were run using a 10% open area pattern of holes. The
gross tensile strength was 29,650 N/cm 2 (43,000 psi) and the net tensile
strength was 37,720 N/cm 2 (54,700 psi) compared to a baseline (no holes)
value of 53,920 N/cm2 (78,200 psi) as shown in Table 8-IX. This gives a
stress concentration factor of 1.43. This information was taken into account
in the stress analysis of the bypass vanes. The same stress concentration
was aesumed for the acoustically treated outer casing.
8.7.2 Fluid Exposure Tests
Two series of tests were run to evaluate the effect of elevated tempera-
ture exposures to aircraft fluids. The first series of tests evaluated the
exposure to "Skydrol 500C." The exposure conditions were of an intermittent
nature which left residual fluid on the composite material. The specific
composite material system tested was the type AS graphite fiber in Hercules'
3501 epoxy resin matrix.
The degradation due to exposure was measured as changes in the compression
and tension values of the exposed material. The composite material was molded
and fabricated into individual test specimens. The tension specimens were of
the IITRI type, while the compression specimens were modified ASTMD 695-69
specimens. The specimens, except for the control specimens, were exposed to
"Skydrol 5000" hydraulic fluid for five minutes at 355° K (180° F) followed
by an oven exposure (without wiping or drying the specimens) at 355° K (180° F)
for time periods ranging from 0 to 15 days. Ultimate strength values were
then obtained from the specimens.
The results of these tests are shown in Figure 8.15. Although there is
some test scatter, it appears that the material system tested was not degraded
by the exposure.
Another series of tests was made to determine if the hot sump oil could
be in direct contact with the composite frame without causing degradation in
the composite material properties. The primary purpose of these tests was to
determine if a metal oil shield was required in the sump region.
Tensile test specimens (IITRI) were fabricated using the AS/3501 graphite
epoxy system. The lay-up pattern was (45, 0, -45, -45, 90, 45, 45, 90, -45,
-45, 0, 45), which is representative of the composite sandwich facing in the
sump region which would be in contact with the hot oil. Several of the
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specimens were coated with different coatings to see if they would provide
any additional protection to the bare composite. The coatings used were
Nubulan, Valspar, and Metlbond 328 adhesive. The specimens were soaked in
hot MIL-L-23699 oil for one week at an oil temperature of 422° K (300° F).
The specimens were then tested to failure at 405° K (270° F). In addition
to the oil exposure specimens, several unexposed specimens were tested at
405° K (270° F) after 30 minutes in 422° K (300° F) air and several after
one week in 422° K (300° F) air. The resulting test data are shown in
Table 8-XIII. The predicted unexposed tensile strength, as obtained from
the Design Guide for these specimens is 31,720 N/cm 2
 (46,000 psi) at 405° K
(270° F). Based on these data it was concluded that there was no degradation
of the bare graphite/epoxy due to exposure to hot MIL-L-23699 oil, and neither
the oil shield nor the protective coatings are required.
8.7.3 Subcomponent Tests
Since one of the most critical areas of composite structures is the join-
ing of the individually molded pieces, either by bonding or mechanical fasten-
ing, the critical joint areas of the fan frame will be individually tested
prior to the final frame assembly. This series of subcomponent tests are
outlined in Figure 8.16 and listed in Table 8-XIV. The average results of
these tests are shown in Table 8-XV along with the analytically predicted
values and the values actually required by the frame design. As can be seen,
the test results show that the specimens more than meet the requirements in
all cases.
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SECTION 9.0
REDUCTION GEAR DESIGN
9.1 SUMMARY
A reduction gear is utilized in the OTW engine to provide a decrease in
rotational speed betveen the low pressure turbine and the fan rotor. Appli-
cation of the reduction sear permits the low-tip-speed fan to be driven by a
two-stage F101 low pressure turbine. As shown in Figure 9.1, the main reduc-
tion gear which is located in the forward engine sump region has a gear ratio
of 2.062 reducing the low pressure turbine speed from 7962 rpm to 3862 rpm
for the fan. Input design power to be transmitted by the reduction gears
is 12,813 kw (17,183 hp).
The main reduction gear is being designed and developed by the Curtiss-
Wright Corporation, Wood-Ridge, New Jersey. The design is based on applica-
tion of technology developed by Curtiss-Wright for the reduction gear set of
the YT49 turboprop engine.
The OTW gear set is arranged in an epicyclic star configuration. The
low pressure power turbine drives a sun gea: which drives a ring gear through
a set of eight star gears. These star gears are mounted on spherical roller
bearings which in turn, are, mounted on a fixed carrier. This arrangement
provides the required gear ratio and results in a compact lightweight design.
Design gear stresses have been maintained within industry-approved
limits for the flight design. Somewhat higher stresses will be encountered
during a limited part of the experimental testing. This higher stress
level only occurs during fan mapping and is within limits previously found
acceptable by both Curtiss-Wright and General Electric. Gear scoring will
be prevented by controlling inlet oil temperatures and oil flows. The
contact ratio of the gears is maintained at a value of 2, further reducing
stress since two gear teeth per mesh are always in contact and sharing the
load. This high contact ratio also reduces vibration and noise.
A bearing test program was conducted to ensure satisfactory star gear
spherical roller bearing operation prior to testing in the gearbox. Results
indicated the selected bearing design with reduced radial clearance would
meet the requirements of the OTW experimental engine.
Back-to-back rig tests of two OTW reduction gear units are planned for
the second quarter of 1976 to substantiate the design prior to engine test.
A third OTW unit will be built expressly for engine use and will be tested
prior to shipment.
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• Gear Ratio - 2,062
3862 rpm*
1	
Ring Geart
7962 rpm*
LP Turbine
Star Gear
	 1	
Filed Carrier
Sun Gear
* Takeoff, 305 0
 B (90° F) Day
Figure 9. 1. Low Pressure Rotor Couf igurai ion•
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9.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The OTW main reduction gear unit was designed to meet the following
general requirements:
•	 36,000 hours of life
•	 6,000 hours time between overhaul (TBO)
•	 6,000 hours minimum bearing Bl life
•	 Flight weight design
•	 Minimum noise
•	 MIL-L-23699 or MIL-L-7808 oil
•	 Minimum efficiency of 99.2% (100% speed, 100% power)
The gear set has been designed to satisfy the above requirements in
cacc--' nee with the Flight Duty Cycle specified in Section 2.0 of this report.
The i -julting design then was checked for satisfactory operation in the
experimental engine ground test cycle.
A common set of engine/reduction gear interfaces was established for the
UTW and OTW main reduction gears to permit commonality of the engine inter-
face components (fan frame, engine bearings, shafting, etc.) between the UTW
and OTW engines.
9.3 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The OTW reduction gear is an epicyclic star gear arrangement, as
illustrated in Figure 9.2. The star arrangement uses a concentric sun gear
and ring gear with a set of idlers (star gears) between them. The star gears,
which are mounted by spherical roller bearings on a fixed support (star
gear carrier), distribute the load to many teeth in both the input sun gear
and output ring gear members. Power input to the unit is transmitted from
the low pressure turbine through a flexible coy—. ing to the sun gear.
Output power to the fan is transmitted from the li,t^rnal tooth ring gear
through a spline and cone shaft to the fan disk shaft. Design and configura-
tion details are presented in Table 9-I.
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Table 9-1. oTW Reduction (,'ear Design Details.
[Takeoff, 360° F (90° F) Day]
[1007. Power, 1.007 Speed]
Gear ratio
Turbine -.)k)wer
Turbine speed
Gear pitch line velocity
Star gear speed
Bearing .load
Number of stars
Number of gear teeth
Scan gear
Star gear
Ring gear
Hunting
Nonfactoring
2.062
12813 kw (1.7183 lip)
833.8 rad/sec (7962 rpm)
119.3 m/scar (23488 ft/min)
1570.6 rad /sec (14998 rpm)
26,845N (6035 1bs)
8
81
43
167
Yes
Yes
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9.4 DESIGN APPROACH
The selected OTW epicyclic star gear arrangement is very similar to the
t'irst stage of the YT49-W-1 reduction gear unit shown in Pigur p 9.3, which
was developed for the Curtiss-Wright YT49 turboprop engine. The YT49 engine
was designed, built, and tested during the mid 1950's. Listed below is a
summary of the YT49 engine testing:
•	 Bench tests	 290 hours
•	 Factory engine tests	 1960 hours
•	 blight test in B17 and	 150 hours
B47 flight test buds
A comparison of the principal design features of the OTW, UT14, and YT49
(lst stage) gear sets is presented in Table 9-II. As shown, the OTW design
	
represents a somewhat greater departure front 	 YT49 design than does the
ITTW .
A star gear arrangement is the only epicyclic gear train capable of
providing the selected OT14 reduction gear ratio. In a star gear system the.
star gears distribute the load to ninny tooth in both the sun gear and ring
gear members. This feature greatly reduces the face width required for each
gear. Also, the star gears rotate about a fixed axis, unlike planetary gears
which rotate about a :g un gear as well. as their own axis. This feature elimi-
nates the centrifugal field created by rotation about the sun gear, allowing
the star gears to utilize lighter bearings than a corresponding planetary
gear arrangement.
Specific design approach features of the OTW reduction gear unit are
as follows:
•	 flexibility - Both the input and output members of the system
are flexibly mounted to prevent engine deflections from
influencing gear of ration.
• Controlled Gear Deflections - Rims of the sun Kind ring gears
are contoured so that their deflections match the deflection
in the star gears.
•	 Self-Aligning Star dears - Double-row spherical roller bearings
are used to allow the star gears to align themselves with the
sun and ring, gears and thereby minimize, the effects of carrier
deflections. Bearing outer race is integral with the star gear
to obtain maximum bearing capacity in minimum space.
•	 Nonfactoring Bunting Tooth - This combination of numbers of
teeth results in minimum vibration, low noise, and long life.
•	 Modular Concept - Can be installed and removed as a unit.
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A
In addition to hunting teeth, the design approach includes the following
low noise features:
•	 Precision AGMA quality 13 gears
•	 Contact ratio of 2
•	 Gear diametral pitch = 7.1884
•	 21° pressure angle
•	 Modified involute at tip and root
9.5 DESIGN ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
9.5.1 Design Conditions
The detail design of the OTW reduction gear has been conducted in
accordance with the operating conditions defined in Table 9-III for the
Flight Engine Cycle. Upon completion of the design the stresses were
evaluated at operating conditions established by the experimental engine
duty cycle (Table 9-IV). Results indicated that, although the stress levels
were highest during the fan mapping portion of the experimental engine cycle,
they fell within operating limits previously found to be acceptable by both
Curtiss-Wright and General Electric.
Table 9-III. OTW Reduction Gear Flight Cycle.
Flight Cycle
Fan Fan Oil-in Temperature
Power Speed Time
Condition % ;o % ° K ° F
Start 0 0-30 1.11 - -
Idle 10 67 6.89 339 150
Takeoff 100 100 2.71 355 180
Climb 79.00 95 22.22 355 180
Cruise 57.00 94 31.11 375 216
Descent 3.34 35 22.22 396 254
Approach 54 82 6.67 385 180
Reverse 100 100 0.18 355 180
Idle 10 67 6.89 339 150
100% Fan power = 12,703 kw
	 (17,035 hp)
100% Fan speed - 404.4 rad/sec (3862 rpm)
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Tv-ble 9-IV. OTW Reduction Gear Experimental Engine Cycle.
Experimental Engine Cycle
Hours % Time % Turbine Speed % Turbine Power
1 0.04 105 100
1 0.05 100 140
15 0.56 100 130
15 0.56 100 110
150 5.59 100 100
500 18.64 90 80
1000 37.28 75 50
1000 37.28 30 10
100% Turbine power = 12,813 kw 	 (17,183 hp)
100% Turbine speed = 833.8 rad/sec (7962 rpm)
9.5.2 Materials
Table 9-V lists the materials used in the OTW gear set. The gear
materials are the same as those utilized in the YT49 red>>ction gear design.
Table 9-V. Gear Set Materials.
•	 Sun gear AMS 6265 - carburized - silver plate
•	 Star gear AMS 6265 - carburized - shot peen
•	 Ring gear AMS 6470 - nitrided
•	 Carrier support AMS 6415 - RC32-36
•	 Bearing
- Inner race AMS 6490 - CEVM M-50 steel, R c 60 min.
- Rollers AMS 6490 - CEVM M-50 steel, R c 60 min.
- Cage (steel) ,AMS 6414 - silver plated
i	
- Outer race (integral AMS 6265 - carburized, Rc 60-63
with star gear)
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9.5.3 Reduction Gear Geometry
Final OTW reduction gear geometry details are summarized in Table 9-VI.
Without exception all resulting design details are consistent with good
reduction gear design practice based on the experience of both Curtiss-Wright
and General Electric.
9.5.4 Stress Analysis
The stress analysis approach and results are summarized in Figures 9.4,
9.5, and 916 for the sun, star, and ring gears, respectively. Conventional
compressive and bending stress levels were calculated for the OTW flight
duty cycle using the American Gear Manufacturing Association (AGMA) recom-
mended procedure. Also shown in the figures are allowable compressive and
bending stress levels based on ALMA and Curtiss-Wright experience. As shown,
the calculated stresses fall well within the limits set by AGMA for infinite
life.
In addition to the conventional gear teeth compressive and bending
stresses, an attempt was made to combine the bending stresses with the rim
stresses. Referring to Figure 9.4 for the sun gear, rim stresses were calcu-
lated at three circumferential locations, Stations I, 11, and III. The sun
gear teeth are in mesh with the star gear teeth at Stations I and II, but out
of mesh at Station III. The tooth bending stress, ±. x.3,818 N/cm2 (± 34,545
psi), was directly added to the rim stress at Stations I and II to determine
the combined stress. It should be noted that this represents a conservative
approach, since the maximum rim and bending stresses actually do not occur
at the same location. As shown in Figure 9.4, the maximum positive,
45,420 N/cm2 (65,874 psi), and negative -16,299 N/cm 2 (-23,640 psi), combined
stresses occur at Stations I and II. These two numbers then were used to
define the alternating stress, 35,668 N/cm 2 (44,757 psi), and the steady-
state stress, 14,560 N/cm 2 (21,117 psi), plotted on the Goodman diagram. As
shown, the resulting stress condition falls within the limit line for infinite
life. The same procedure was used to substantiate the star gear (Figure 9.5)
and the ring gear (Figure 9.6) designs.
9.5.5 Design Oil Flow Rates
The design oil flow rates based on the flight cycle conditions are pre-
sented in Table 9-VII. Oil inlet temperatures were defined by General
Electric on the basis of overall engine heat balance studies. The maximum
limit for the bearing outer race temperature was established at 422° K
(300° F). As shown, the calculated maximum bearing outer race temperature
occurs at the cruise operating condition. Available oil pressure at any
given operating condition is a function of the core engine speed. The
required bearing oil flow at the cruise conditions, together with the oil
supply pressure, established the bearing oil flow orifice control size. The
controlling operating condition for oil flow to the gears based on gear
scoring criteria is takeoff. With the bearing and gear oil orifice control
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No. of teeth
Diametral pitch
Pressure angle
Pitch diameter
Center distance
Base diameter
Tooth thickness at P.D.
Backlash
Root radius (min.)
Contact ratio
(no edge break)
(max edge break)
Gear face width
Table 9-VI. 0114 Reduction Gear Geometry.
Sun Gear	 Star Gear	 Ring Gear
81	 43	 167
7.1884	 7.1884	 7.1884
21 0	210	 210
286.2 mm	 151.9 nmi	 590.1 mm
(11.268 in.)	 (5.982 in.)	 (23.232 in.)
219.1 timi	 219.1 nun
(8.625 in.)	 (8.625 in.)
267.2 mm	 141.8 nm1	 550.9 nun
(10.520 in.)	 (5.585 in.)	 (21.689 in.)
5.375 nit	 5.725 mm	 5.375 nun
(.2116 in.)	 (.2254 in.)	 (.2116 in.)
.102-.152 mm	 .1.02-.152 11111	 .127-.203 nun
(.004-.006 in.) (.004-.006 in.) (.005-.008 in.)
1.12 nm1	 1.37 mm	 .864  nun
(.004 in.)	 (.054 in.)	 (.034 in.)
	
2.184
	
2.183
	2.075	 2.057
37.6 putt	 4'2.7 um1	 37.6 nun
(1.48 in.)
	
(1.68 in.)	 (1.48 in.)
203
ve Spline
-- Still Gear Tcoth
• Material: AM 6265 Case Carburired Stcel
Combined Rim and Guar Stressos
8tattoll I	 (Loaded Torsion) II	 (Cumpressio•t) III	 (Out-of-hicsh)
Rim Stress Incl SCF, N cm2 (phi) 1.1,861	 (21,553) -766.4	 (-1,111.5) 17,351	 (25,165)
Con •.hincd Stress,	 N Cm2 	(p,1) 42,715	 (61, +951) -28,620 (-41,509) 17,351	 (25,165)
t
^- i "•^	 ^^^..^ Stun Gear
STA I —	
STA II
conventional Gear Stresht • 4	 /-
Compressivr Stress,
N cm2 (psi)
	
po
Flight	 92,423 (134,044) 	 r`^{
AtT1A 102.57(l (1-18,7611)
C-W	 lltl,;120 (16t1,001t)	 Still
Rending Stress
Flight	 27,85.1 (40,398)	 Strad)'-State Stress, pst s 10"3
A(VA	 38,693 (55,250)	 20	 •1(l	 60	 80	 lilt)	 120	 140
_	 :i5. L7
c-W	 73.11,370 (60,000)
	
wM	 •11.•1	
-__1
	
_ 
	 -._....__ _._.
	
ii
x
)v	 27,6 -__.....
9 tC
u
(1	 13.8 L7.6 41.•1 55.2
	 68.:1 82.7	 :)G.o
8tedd%-State Stress. N'cm' - 10-t1
STA III
(Out Of Mesh)
r
µ ]
w Jp
G' y
s
Fih111• e 9.4. Sun Gear Stresses, Takeoff.
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Table 9-VII. OTW Reduction Gear Total Oil Flows (SI Units).
Flight Cycle
Condition
Total Star
Brg. Flow,
cm3/sec
Flow to Gears
(Spray Bars),
cm3/sec
Total Oil
Flow
cm3/sec
Oil in
° K
Brg. Outer
Race Temp.
° K
Idle 381 630 1011 339 377
Takeoff 639 1208 1847 353 413
Climb 626 1172 1798 353 408
Cruise 622 1154 1776 375 422*
Descent 512 955 1467 396 406
Approach 586 1119 1705 353 398
Reverse 639 1208 1847 353 413
Idle 381 630 1011 339 219
*Controlling condition
Table 9-VIIa. OTW Reduction Gear Total Oil Flows (English Units).
Flight Cycle
Condition
Total Star
Brg. Flow,
gal/min
Flow to Gears
(Spray Bars),
gal/min
Total Oil
Flow
gal/min
Oil in
°
	 r,
Brg. Outer
Race Temp.
F
Idle 6.04 9.99 16.03 150 219
Takeoff 10.13 19.14 29.27 180 283
Climb 9.92 18.58 28.50 180 275
Cruise 9.87 18.29 28.16 216 300*
Descent 8.12 15.14 23.26 254 271
Approach 9.29 17.73 27.02 180 257
Reverse 10.13 19.14 29.27 180 283
Idle 6.04 9.99 16.03 150 219
*Controlling condition
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sizes set, the resulting total oil flows at each operating condition were
established. The engine will be capable of providing flow rates significantly
higher than the design values, should component or engine tests indicate that
increased oil flow rates are desirable.
9.5.6 Reduction Gear Efficiency
Overall reduction gear efficiency is determined by calculating losses
for the spherical roller bearings, gear meshes, and for churning and windage.
These losses are presented in Table 9-VIII. As shown at takeoff, the estimated
reduction gear efficiency is 99.1%, *which is slightly less than the objective
level (99.2%). It should be noted that roughly half the losses are in the
gears, while the bearings, churning, and windage make up the balance.
9.5.7 Heat Rejection
Total heat generated due to the losses in the gears, and the effect of
this heat on the temperature of the oil supplied to the gears for the flight
cycle, is shown in Table 9-IX. The resulting bulk oil temperatures do not
exceed the capabilities of either MIL-L-7808 or MIL-L-23699.
9.5.8 Gear Scoring
Tabulated in Table 9-X are gear scoring index data based on the AGMA
method of analysis. A maximum scoring index of 422° K (300° F) was used in
the design.. Although AGMA gear scoring data indicate this falls within the
medium risk range, both General Electric and Curtiss-Wright experience
indicata that scoring does not occur in high quality gearing at this scoring
index. During the experimental engine ground test program, the oil inlet
temperature to the gears will be maintained at a low level to minimize any
risk of scoring. As shown in the table, the calculated maximum value of
the AGMA gear scoring index occurs at the takeoff and reverse thrust oper-
ating conditions.
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Table 9-VIII. OTW Reduction Gear Efficiency (SI Units).
..
Flight Cycle Power Loss - kw
Condition
Spherical
Brg. Gear Mesh
Churn &
Windage Total
Overall
Efficiency
%
Idle 11.46 4.62 1.52 17.60 98.63
Takeoff 26.32 49.97 37.72 114.01 99.11*
Climb 23.85 39.48 27.34 90.67 99.10
Cruise 20.60 28.49 10.94 68.03 99.07
Descent 3.46 1.84 0.13 5.43 9c.73
Approach 18.31 26.99 13.77 59.07 99.15
Reverse 26 .32 49.97 37.72 114.01 99.11
Idle 11.46 4.62 1.52 17.60 98.63
*Spec 99.20%
Table 9-VIIIa. OTW Reduction Gear Efficiency (Engligh Units).
Flight Cycle Power Loss - hp
Condition
Spherical
Brg.
Gear Mesh
Gear Mesh
Churn &
Windage Total
Overall
Efficiency
%
Idle 15.37 6.19 2.04 23.60 98.63
Takeoff 35.30 67.01 50.59 152.90 99.11*
Climb 31.98 52.94 I	 36.66 121.58 99.10
Cruise 27.62 38.20 25.40 91.22 99.07
Descent 4.64 2.47 0.17 7.28 98.73
Approach 24.55 36.19 18.46 79.20 99.15
Reverse 35.30 67.01 50.59 152.90 99.11
Idle 15.37 6.19 2.04 23.60 98.63
*Spec 99.20%
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Table 9-IX. OTW Reduction Geaa Heat Rejection (SI Units).
Flight Cycle
Condition
Total Loss
I,w
Delta Rise
in Bulk
Oil Temp.
° K
Oil-in
Temp.
° K
Bulk Oil
Temp.
° K
Idle 17.60 8.63 339 348
Takeoff 114.00 31.20 355 386
Climb 90.62 25.47 355 381
Cruise 68.01 19.85 375 395
Descent 5.43 1.97 397 399
Approach 59.04 17.51 355 373
Reverse 114.00 31.20 355 386
Idle 17.60 8.63 339 348
Table 9-IXa. OTW Reduction Gear Heat Rejection (English Units).
Flight Cycle
Condition
Total Loss
Btu/min
Delta Rise
in Bulk
Oil Temp.
° F
Oil-in
Temp.
° F
Bulk Oil
Temp.
° F
Idle 1001 15.53 150 166
Takeoff 6486 56.15 180 236
Climb 5157 45.85 180 226
Cruise 3870 35.73 216 252
Descent 309 3.54 254 258
Approach 3360 31.51 180 212
Reverse 6486 56.15 180 236
Idle 1001 15.53 150 1	 166
t
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Table q-X. OM Reduction Gear Scoring Index.
Flight Cycle
Oil
	
in Temp. AGM AT ;1tlM Scoring
	
Indv.-
" h `'	 1' h °	 1' K t;Condit ion
Idle 1°,t) "os 3.	 17 3`)I 1i3
1'akeoft ;°,°, I1311 121 111.88 4M 200
Cl imh IS ISO III too. U3 •alt) 80
Cruise 17N 210 200 7B. 11 4 1 2tI`)
1)e::0e11t 31)a ',.1 '()2 1 1 . q 7 .10 3 2110
:Approach IY) 1 tit) .100 78.02 Iqr) 218
Reverse 149 ISO 120 117.88 42I x 2qS*
Id.1e IIQ 1"0 :.(1ti '1.1 3!,l 173
Controlling cond i t Ions
43.4 Star Gear Rearing
The selected :.tar gear hearing; configuration is Illustrated In Figure
0.7. Roaring design features include:
•	 Double-row :spherical roller Karin),
•	 Integral :stair ';ear and outer race
•	 "Convent Iona!" inner raov, roller, and cage
•	 11i l food  through cunt e1' of inner race
'1'hLs spherical roller hearing was chosen as the prime rand Mats , on paint
experience with similar hearings in the Curtiss-Wright 1"1AQ turboprop engine
1 irml-staago reduction gears and the recommendations by the SKF Rearint;
Corporation.
'fable VXI shows the a`oragv loads and speed used to determine the
bearing RI life of hOOO hours. The ealculations indicate Mal the bearing.,;
can meet roquirements. Details of bearing minx, geometry. and the el fect of
radial loomvness are disvussed in Paragraph
Table 901. Bearing Life Prediction (Star Gear)
n
hl1ght CYO lr
Cubic 1110,111 load
Mean :4peed (rent)
III i i fe (Hours)
17534 N ('3Q42 Ih)
I Ugh4
b O'.' h
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S l lit i mill rN. 11111t`
Sphorir111 Roller
it 1* G bir
V igury 19.7. 511 1, Uttar tiphorlonl Rol irr llonrins,8.
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9.5. 10 Weight
The weights of the reduction gear components and the overall Sear weight
for the OT14 experimental engine are presented in Table 9-XII.
Table 9-M. OW Reduction Gear Weight Summary.
kg, lb
Sun gear assembly 8.07 17.80
Ring gear 12.42 27.38
Star nuts 2.07 4.58
Carrier 23.00 50.70
Stars 37.26 82.14
Manifold 1.80 3.98
Spray bars 0.27 0.61
Misc. 4.99 11.00
Total 89.88 198.19
`J .6 GORPONENT TEST PROGI:e'1AIS
9.6.1 Star hear Bearing Tests
From the start of the QCSEE program the star gear bearing; has been con-
sidered as the most critical reduction gear element. This is particularly
true for the OWengin: where the bearing; speeds are much higher than those
of the UTW engine. To ensure successful operation of the bearings, a compo-
nent test program was conducted by Curtiss-Wright. A schematic. of the bearing
Lest rig is shown in Figure 9.8, and a photograph of the rig, is presented in
Figure 9.9. The bearing tested was an available SKF bearing, very similar in
design, but slightly larger than the 011 bearing,, and slightly smaller than
the UTW bearing,. Tests were conducted to simulate the more severe OW operat-
ing; conditions. The test results are summarized in Table 9-.l'I.I I
	 As shown,
skidding; was encountered at .low-power, high-speed conditions during the first
test. Evaluation of the data indicated that thr large bearing clearance and
a low oil flow rate resulted in the skidding; pr.)blem. The clearance was
reduced, and the tests were extended to cover all critical engine operating;
modes. No further problems were encountered. Based on these test results, it
has been concluded that the selected OTW bearing design will perform satis-
factorily during the engine test program.
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A comparison of the size and operation parameters of the SKF Double-Row
Spherical Roller Bearing in diff erent star gear bearing applications is
presented in Table 9-1IV. Applications include the YT49 turboprop engine
primary reduction Dear, the UTW and OTW reduction gears, and the test bearing
for the Curtiss-Wright evaluation.
9.6.2 Reduction gear Back-to-Lack Test
Back-to-back tests of the OTW reduction gear are planned during the
second quarter of 1976. A schematic: of the test rig is presented in Figure
9.10. As shown in the figure, two reduction gear units will be run back to
back. Simulated loads will be applied by hydraulic cylinders at the torque
plates. With this type of test setup, the input power requirement is only
that required to overcome the losses in the system, which are only 2 to 3%
of the design power transmission level of a single gear unit.
As indicated in Figure 9.10, the engine geometry and scavenge system
will be simulated on the test guar set side of the rig. During the rig
tests the reduction gear power levels, speeds, and oil-in temperatures will
be simulated over the range of flight cycle operating conditions. Objective
of the test is to verify operating characteristics, including oil flow, heat
rejection, efficiency, gear tooth pattern, adequacy of gear lubrication
(absence of scoring) and bearing performance,. Satisfactory completion of
these tests will provide the necessary confidence in the reduction gear
design prior to engine test.
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SECTION 10.0
ENGINE CORE AND LOW PRESSURE TURBINE DESIGN
10.1 SUMMARY
In order to minimize development risk and expense in the QCSEE program,
the F101 core and low pressure turbine were selected. Moreover, to capitalize
on the advanced state of development of these components, the qualified PFRT,
or YF101, design was specified insofar as practical. Several exceptions to
this approach exist. The following components are different from the PFRT
configuration:
1. Accessory drive gear mount
2. Compressor IGV and inner flowpath
3. Compressor stator actuator and feedback
4. Compressor first stage rotor blade airfoil
5. Combustor
6. HP turbine diaphragm area
7. LP turbine diaphragm area
8. LP turbine No. 2 blade
9. Turbine frame
10. Balance piston arrangement
11. PV HP turbine shrouds
12. Warm bridge HP turbine blade
10.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The F101 core and low pressure turbine were proposed for the QCSEE engines,
because, in addition to providing desirable cycle and thrust size, this core
engine employs suitable advanced technology components.
A major consideration in the detail core selection has been the desire
to retain a5 much "qualified" hardware as practical. Therefore, the PFRT
configuration has been specified in all areas except those discussed in the
following paragraphs.
10.3 ENGINE CORE MODIFICATIONS
The following specific deviations from the PFRT configuration are planned
for the OTW engine.
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10.3.1 Accessory Drive Gear Mount
The F101 internal accessory drive bevel gears are mounted in a 17-4PH
steel casting. This casting is bolted to the aft inner flange of the fan frame.
Because of the higher bypass ratio of the OTW engine, the aft ring of the
composite frame interferes with this gear mount casting. The solution to this
problem was to reverse the casting and bolt it to the forward ring of the
frame as shown in Figure 10.1.
Tn addition, the OTW experimental engine will have two radial drive
shafts; one driving the top-mounted accessories and another driving the
scavenge pump, located in the lower core cowl region. This requirement can
be readily satisfied by using two sets of bevel gears and two support castings
in each engine. (The casting occupies less than 180° of the mounting flange.)
10.3.2 Compressor IGV and Inner Flowpath
In order to increase the margin between maximum core rpm and panel vibra-
tion in the first stage compressor blade, the 42-IGV F101 PV configuration
has been substituted for the 48-IGV F101 PFRT configuration. This change is
discussed further under paragraph 10.3.4.
The F101 inner flowpath in the IGV region is shown as a heavy line in
Figure 10.2. Because of the higher bypass ratio and lower fan exit radius
ratio in the OTW engine, difficulty was encountered in fairing into this flow-
path contour from the fan frame with acceptable aerodynamic flow lines. There-
fore, a modification was made to the inner ring of the inlet guide vane, as
shown in the figure.
10.3.3 Compressor Stator Actuator
The F101 compressor has been developed to optimize efficiency and flow
at reduced corrected speeds, as required by its higher-Mach-number mixed
mission. For use in the OW engine, higher airflow is desired, consistent
with existing rpm and T4 limits. Operation at greater than 100% corrected
speed would result in a severe compressor efficiency loss.
Fortunately, as a part of the F101 compressor development, various
other stator schedules have been tested. One of the demonstrated schedules
delivers significantly higher corrected flow at high corrected speeds, which
meets the ON requirements.
The OTW stator schedule is shown in terms of IGV setting angle versus
corrected core speed in Figure 10.3.
Increased vane travel is required to achieve the higher airflow, necessi-
tating several minor modifications in the actuator and linkages.
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Figure 10.1. Accessory Drive Gear Mount.
222
Fi gure 10.2. Compressor IGV Inner Flowpath.
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I .	 'I'fae vane actuator stroke mast be Increased from 7.747 cm (1.05 in.)
to 8.119 cm ( i.5 in.) .
2.	 A now Stage I bellcrank must be provided.
1.
	 The roll end of the Stage i 1 Wage must be shortoned about 0.127 c•m
(0.050 in.).
4. Volta and nuts in the act uaW n .assembly brl lcranks must be replaoed
with flathead pins to permit them to pass bctween the actuation
support members.
5. In the 1101 eaal,ine, com p ressor stator angle is .^d back to the
control by means or a spl teed shaft. For use with tlic , full authority
digital control In the 0114 engine, an 1A'ITT electric fovdback is
substituted.
10.3. 4 Com p ryspoa^ First Stazv Motor Blade Airfoil
Although the 1'FRT first stage compressor blade has proven satisfactory in
the 111)1 engine, It has been found to exhibit nerodynamic instability In the
part nheed region it the stators ,are mitt-rigged opened from thv nominal scho-
dule. To provide further assurance against operational problems, the F101
Pia
 ;airfoil has been selected for the QCSHV engines. 'Phis airroil is slightly
thicker than the PFRT design and does not have the lon0 ing and trailing edges
vruppvd at the tlp.
Previous test Ing of the PV a irroil indicates no aerodynamic Instability
and no vibratory problems whon run with the 10 101 VV Wvanv IGC. Thercforr,
this configuration has been selmod for the OTW engine.
Figure 10.4 shows the engine sherd margin provided for t.akrof"i operation
as a function of ambient temperature on the day of testing. Also shown are
the other limits that would wane into play only during fan mapping; with
elvvated operating; lines. Rotor speed limits will he set to ensure adetluatr
I rryuency margin at all amb lent temperatures.
10. W Combustor
The setrcted 10 101 PFRT combustor, which incorporates a scroll carburot ing
dome, Provides ;a substant tal data base for the development or low emissions
technology. Sector burning (fueling; of only part of the fuel injectors) will
he employed to reduce HC and CO omissions at idle, but these emission levels
will not meet the t1CSEH goals. '1'i:e combustor will moot the NO, goal; the
smoke requirements, as determined b y rig; testing, will prohnbJy be met.
Although the PYRT combustor will be used in the OTW engine tests, addi-
t iona 1 work Is dodder cons idvr;at iou to develop a new Double Annular Dome Com-
bustor for QGSFR based on the NASA-GE Clean Combustor program.
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10. 3.6 111' Turb int , Diaphragm Area
Figure 10.5 shows tilt, comprossor characteristic selected for the 01V
engine. Because of the reduced cycle pressure ratio of the 0114 engine conh-
pared to tilt, F101 cycle, both the IIP and IT turbine effective areas require
:IcijustmIent to satisfy turbine flow function requirements.
By increasing; the 111' turbine effective area by 5% and decreasing; the
I.1' t llrb ille effective Area by 5".9 the compressor van be made to operate at a
more favorable point.
The means for adjusting; turbine area is to rotate the vanes slightly
to opon or close the throat dimension. Figure 10.0 Illustrate ,, the degree of
rotation needed for a 5" increase in HP turbine area. This will be accomplished
by rotating; the tool usod to FDM the vane slots in the bands. Modified inspec-
tion fixtures are also required.
10.3.7 LP Turbine Diaphragm
1.11 the ease of toe 1.1' tul •bine, 5`., reduction of area is accomplished by
s hlilar means. Ill ofthor rase tilt,
 
cllallh;o in throat dimension (Do) is loss
than 0.05 em (0.020 ill.). Fiellro 10.7 illustrate.,; tills adjustment in the 1.1'T
stage ogle diaphragm.
10.3.8 Low Pressure 'Turhine Second Stage Blade
In the tlTW engine, tike higlior energy extraction of the Ll' turbine results
in an increase in exit swirl which will be removed by rising longer straighten-
ing; vanes in the turbine frame. However, to minimize the required turning; in
West, vanes, and to provide mort , prodictablo angles of attack on the vanes, it
was det,med advisable to incorporate a modified second stage ITT blade. This
blade is slightly dreambered ill the vicinity, of the pitch lint and is the
blade currently Specified for the F101 IT r0111`.1gllraltian.
10.:3. 1  Turb ine Franz,
Modifications to the F101 turbink, framo to extract greater swirl and to
aldapt the Crank, structurally to meet: tilt, 0TW re (lit i.rrments are described in
detail in Sections 10.4 and 10.`).
10.3.1.0 Balance Piston
I.nt.roduction of al reduction guar het111een the low pressure turbine and
tilt tan of the mw ong;ine etfoct ive l ti ruts the load path normally used to
balance tall I)NS IPT I'OtOr net thrust tome. ThorofoIo, tilt , rear sump area
Will he nlodif_ied to inrorgloratt, a pnounrhtic piston to balance part of tilt,
turl• ine Motor thrust. Tilt, do,9ig'n of tYht, halanr: , piston is discussed in dotail
in Section 12.5.
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10.3.11 PV Turbine Shrouds
The stationary shrouds at t11e LIPS of the I11g11 pressure turbine n..anes
consist of Poroloy rub pads welded to structural support segments. Some
shroud failures have occurred in F101 PFRT engines wherein the Poroloy pads
crack and Small pieces break out. Although no secondary damage has been
observed, an improved shroud design has been released for the F101 QT (PV)
engine. This design uses a coarser wire in the Poroloy, a revised layup
pattern, and additional support points. Since the shroud is fully inter-
changeable with the PERT design, it' has been specified for the 0114 core.
10.3.12 Warm Bridge 11P Turbine Blade
Another change being; introduced in the F101 PV engine is the warm bridge
turbine blade. This design employs serpentine cooling air passages with
leading edge film discharge, and trailing edge pin-fin cooling, in place of
the impingement insert design used in the PFRT blade. Test experience has
indicated a much superior endurance life with the warm bridge blade. The
blades can be substituted in the same disk; however, minor modifications
are required in the retainers to adjust axial Blade clamping and in the cool-
ing :fir traducer to increase airflow 0.5=:; of W25. These changes Have been
specified for the 0114 engine.
10.4 LOW 'PRESSURE TURBTNE FIWIE, Al-MOI)YNAMTC DESIGN
10.4.1. Introduction
The OT4 low pressure turbine is a slight , modificationi  of the F10.1 law
pressure turbine operating at an .increased pressure ratio. The increased tur -
bine exhaust swirl necessitated a modification to the present F101 frame/O(W
aerodynamic. geometry. The frame/OGV was redesigned for low noise and .low loss
characteristics.
A single-frame configuration haS been deSigned tr satisfy the rcclu1r0M011tS
of both the UW and 01'W 'engines. Frame &-sign modifications related to 11`114
engine requirements art?, therefore, inel.taded In the following discussion.
10.4.2 Design
Design Point Selection
The turbine operating point for the frame/Off aerodynailale design was
selected to avoid Off—design modes where Separation and consequent core noise
can occur at critical engine operating points. Based on initial cycle data,
turbine off-design vector diagram studies were made at significant QCSEE
operating paints using the Multi-Sector NASA Turbine Computer Program (TCP).
A summary of results is; shown in Table 10.1. The O'TW takeoff condition was
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chosen as the design point, as this case represented the highest turbine
exhaust swirl and Mach number conditions (excluding maximum cruise points).
Subsequent cycle data indicated s pinewhat higher swirl points, but the OTW
takeoff case shown was still considered to be a reasonable design condition.
Axisymmetric Analysis and Flowpath Modification
Axisymmetric analysis of the frame/OGV was done using the CAFD computer
program. This calculation accounts for streamline slope and curvature as well
as lean and sweep effects. The analysis was set up with many intrablade cal-
culation stations in order to analyze endwall Mach number distributions.
First, the F101 frame flowpath with an additional 2.54 cm (1 in.) of axial.
width in the OGV was analyzed. Based on the results of this analysis, a modi-
fied flowpath was selected which was considered an aerodynamic improvement
(with reduced diffusion) and also satisfied frame mechanical design and
exhaust system requirements. This flowpath is shown in Figure 10.8.
The results of the axisymmetric analysis are shown in Fi gure 10.9. Plot-
ted versus radial height at the OGV inlet are the gas angle, OGV design angle,
and inlet absolute Mach number. Also shown is the absolute Mach number distri-
butions on the inner and outer walls through the OGV. The NASA diffusion
factors associated with this flowpath are.
DRoot = 0.316
Deitch = 0.440
Drip	 = 0.183
Vane Modification
The vane modification involved adding 2.54 cm (1 in.) of axial width to
the present F101 OGV to remove the additional swirl. The change was made
entirely in the false nose extension with the strut and aft strut extension
remaining unchanged. Three vane sections at approximate root, pitch, and
tip locations were designed and analyzed using both the CASC and CABIS pro-
grams. The CABIS (Cascade Analysis due to Beuckner, lsay, and Schnacker)
program is an incompressible analysis while CASC (Cascade Analysis by Stream-
line Curvature) gives a compressible solution which accounts for radius change
and streamtube thickness variation. The CASC Mach number distribution for
the pitch section is given in Figure 10.10 for two different false nose
extensions. Figure 10.10 shows that if the nose extension were designed to
attach to the strut, as it presently does in the F101, there would be a dis-
tinct "bump" on the pressure surface. A smooth pressure surface was designed
as shown, and both configurations were analyzed with CASC. The resulting Mach
number distributions clearly indicate the effect of the bump. Consultation
with experienced OGV designers indicated only a small decrement in performance
associated with this. However, it was decided (with Mechanical Design concur-
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rence) to modify the OGV smoothly as shown. CASC Mach number distributions
for the root and tip arcs shown in Figures 10.11 and 10.12. Other intermediate
sections were deaignel---i to Field a smooth stack-up.
10.4.3 Off-Design Study
Rased on revised cycle data, an off-design study was undertaken to evalu-
ate the OGV performance at several significant operating points. Vector dia-
grams for the low pressure turbine operating at the takeoff, apprua.ch, and
maximum cruise points for both the UTW and OTW engines were calculated with
the TCP program. A summary of these results was shown in Table 10.I. Axisym-
metric analyses for the OTW takeoff case (design point) and the U7'W approach
and m,=ximum cruise points (representing extremes in operation) were made using
the CAFD program. These results are shown in Figure 10.13 plotted versus
radial height at OGV inlet are the gas angle, OGV design angle, and Mach
number. Also shown are the absolute Mach number distributions on the inner
and outer walls through the OGV for the UTW approach and maximum cruise posi-
tions. Root, pitch, and tip vane surface Mach number distributions for these
cvcle points were obtained using the CASC program. These are shown in Figures
10.'=► , 10.15, and. 10.16. At the OTW takeoff point, the Mach number distribu-
tion: are satisfactory, and therefore they are satisfactory at the less
severe approach and cruise points.
10.5 LOW PRESSURE TURBINE FRAME MECHANICAL DESIGN
10.:1,,1 Summary
The trirbine frame used in the OTW engine is a modification of the F101
turbine frame. Figure 10.17 illustrates the major design features, and
Table 10-II summarizes the differences from the F101 frame.
Table 10-II. Summary of Design Changes.
Item	 Change	 Reason
• Vane/Strut	 Extended forward fairing	 Reduce exit swirl
• Outer ring	 Larger cross section 	 Change mounting
system to accommo-
date pylon
• Flowpath liners 	 Recontour	 Improve aero flow-
path
• Outer casing	 New structural part	 Support exhaust
nozzle
• Inner casing
	
Thickened and added
	
Support center-
flanges	 body
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10.5.2 Design Requirements
In addition to the maneuver loads shown in Section 2.0, the following
specific design criteria were established:
Max. maneuver loads at operating temperatures 	 < 0.21 Y.S.
1-1/2 times max. maneuver loads at operating temp.	 < UTS
Blade-out loads at operating temp.	 Maintain engine
support
1-1/2 times buckling loads at operating temp.	 < 0.21 Y.S.
Transient thermal plus lg load	 < 0.21 Y.S.
4g vibratory load	 < Goodman diagram
In conjunction with the above limit loads, the primary gas temperature
profile used for frame analysis is shown in Figure 10.18.
10.5.3 Design Description
The OTW turbine frame consists of an outer frame, 14 aerodynamic vane/
struts, flowpath liners, a hub structure, and inner and outer support casings.
Figure 10.19 is a schematic of the OTW engine mounting system.
The outer frame structure co-nsists of the outer casing with a three-link
engine mount, flowpath lines, and support casing for exhaust system.
Since the OTW pylon necessitates a top-mounted frame configuration, a
three-link system has been employed. These links take vertical and side loads
and rolling moments.
Since the three-link configuration concentrates the mount reactions at
the top of the frame, the outer ring section properties must be increased.
This results in a larger ring section -is shown in Figure 10.20. Details of
the revised outer ring are shown in Figure 10.21.
In addition to engine mounting provisions, the outer casing extends aft
from the outer frame, to support the core exhaust nozzle.
In order to axially straighten the exhaust gas, greater turning must be
provided through the 14 vane/struts. These vane/struts are assemblies consis-
ting of a central structural section with leading and trailing edge fairings
having the cross section shown in Figure 10.22. The fairings are nonload-
carrying members, with the leading edge fairing sawcut at intervals to relieve
thermal stress. The leading edge fairings are modified to accept the higher
turbine exit swirl in the OTW engine.
Bearing loads are transferred through the central structural portion of
the struts. The inner ends of the struts are bolted to the hub through foot
pad extensions. The outer ends are assembled to the outer frame through
uniball connections designed to carry loads (but not moments.
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The rear fairingr; act as vane trailing edges and are attached to the
central strut secti on, by slip joints, providing for thermal expansion. The
outer ends of the re-ir fair ings are riveted t^_ the exhaust support casing, and
the inner ends are supported by pin joints whch are attached to the structural
strut.
As shown in Figure 10.17, a cast hub forms the inner structural member
of the frame. It is composed of forward and aft flanges connected by a shear
cylinder. Additional stability is provided by 14 gussets connected to the
forward and aft flanges. Mounted off the forward flange are the forward
liner support and inner turbine seals, while the aft flange supports the bear-
ing and sump housing and the nozzle centerbody.
Inner and outer flowpath liners are contoured to provide a smooth aero-
dynamic passage from the turbine to the exhaust nozzle and centerbody. In
addition, the liners protect the hub from contact with the hot gas, allowing
improved thermal matching with the outer structure.
The inner liner is formed in segments between struts. The liner is
supported along its axial length as shown in Figure 10.17. The outer liner
is also segmented between struts, with the exhaust support casing forming a
separate continuous part. behind the liners. The outer liner is supported from
the outer casing and outer ring flow path support, and is fabricated from
Hastelloy-X material.
The space between the flowpath liners and structural struts is purged by
turbine rotor cooling air. In order to minimize losses from purge air reenter-
ing the gas stream, a fishmouth seal is brazed to the strut along the inner
flowpath as shown in Figure 10.23. The purge air reenters the gas stream aft
of the strut extensions.
10.5.4 Design Analysis
An analytical model representing the turbine frame system was developed.
The GE computer program "MASS" was used to determine loads, stresses, and
deflections. The model consisted of plates in the form of rectangles and
squares. These geometric sections were joined ti form the cylindrical and
conical surfaces of revolution. The struts were modeled as beams with varia-
tions of section properties along their length. The outer mount ring was
modeled as curved beams. Variation of physical properties along the circum-
ference was included in the analysis.
the forward and aft hub flanges were modeled as curved beams and connected
to the shear cylinder which is modeled as curved plates. The axial gussets
in the hub were connected to the hub flanges and to the shear cylinder plates.
The outer strut ends were connected to the outer ring mount using a boundary
condition that allows rotation with no moment transfer to the mount. The
three locations at the outer mount system connect to ground through uniballs.
Results of the analysis were as follows:
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Steady-Stilts' Plus IOG l,andilg at ` omporatur-1
loading and stresses are shown in Figure 10.24. Table 10.111 summarizes
the maximum effective stresses for the various components. All parts meet
the design criteria under this loading condition.
Strut Buckling
This condition was based on establishing the transient time under which
the maximum strut eonlbilled stress due to compression and bending would occur.
This was based on a 50-second excursion from start to maxiimm sea level thrust
based on the temperatures shown in Figure 10.2 . The strut weld joint was
found to be the most critical element, as defined in Figure 10.26. Interac-
tion between the strut longitudinal compression and bending determined the
effective buckling stress. The allowable stress in compression and bending
established the margin of safety of 1.511.
Transient p lus I.0 Load
Using the 50-second transient condition, the effective stresses and
loads are presented in Figure 10.27. Table 10.1V summarizes the maximum
effective stresses for the components, togethor with the resulting margins
of safety. Maximum steady-state plus 4g vibratory are the conbired loads
existing under normal operating conditions. The Campbell diagr%ms shown in
Figures 10.28 and 10.: q
 reflect these combined loads for the huts and struts.
Maximum combined loads cinder tomporature for the struts were found to be at
the inner strut weld line. Stress concentration factors MY have beeIl applied
to the vibrator y
 stro:..
Pin Reaction and Link Attachment
Inco 718 mounting	 pills,	 2.22 coil	 (718	 WA	 IIl diameter, have been selected
for the OTW rear mount .	 Pin load react ions for ON for the b lade -out condi-
tion are shown in Table	 10-V. Table
	
10 —VI	 reflects	 the pin mount
	
loads dale
to maneuvers. The battle loads shown in Table 10-Vll
	 reflect the 0114 unit
loadings.
	
As can be seeI1	 from toot`	 tables,
	 the pin diametvr was determined by
the blade-out condition.
Pin Reac t ion Mounting I,ug, Dgvs Wit
The mount lug design is loused on witlistanding the maxinnrm load due to
0110 blade out and maintaining 011g A110 support. Maximum stress levels occur
clue to shear tearuut across the not section combined with bending. Under this
condition the design strong1h tar exceeds the limit imposed by the .'load.
Figure 10.30 shows the blade-out lug margin or safety.
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Table 10-V. OTW Turbine Frame 2.22 cm (7/8 In.) Pin
Mount, 1 Blade Out.
Load	 Effective Stress
N	 LB	 kN/cm2	 ksi	 MS
RR	56047	 12600	 12.6	 18.2	 7.68
R 	
167070	 37560	 37.4
	 54.1	 1.92
RS	208620	 46900	 46.7	 67.6	 1.33
MS=^!1t-1
aeff
oult - Ultimate strength of Inco 718 bar at 700° K (800° F)
oeff - Effective stress of 2.2 cm (7/8 in.) pin under double shear.
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Table 10-VI. OTW Engine Mount Reaction Load Due to Maneuver,
2.22 cm (7/8 in.) Mount Pin.
Maneuver Condition R  RR RS
[All conditions include N N N
90,295 N, (20,
	
300 lb) Thrust] (lbs) (lbs) (lbs)
10 G Down, 2 G Side 42,919 44,987 54,115
(9,649) (10,114) (12,166)
10 G Down, 1.5 G Side, 2 G Fwd 23,948 41,980 40,588
(5,384) (9,438) (9,125)
6 G Down, 4 G Side, 2 G Fwd 108,274 67,543 108,233
(24,342) (15,185) (24,333)
6 G Down, 4 G Side, 3 G Aft 118,900 56,917 108,233
(26,731) (12,796) (24,333)
4 G Side, 4 G Fwd 120,105 55,712 108,233
I	 (27,002) (12,525) (24,333)
4 G Side, 3 G Aft 134,980 40,837 108,233
(30,346) (9,181) (24,333)
OTW engine weight used is 1,805 leg (3,980 lbs)
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Table 10-VII. OTW Engine Mount Reaction Loads for
2.22 cm (7/8 in.) Pin.
OTW
RL , N RR, N RS, N
Maneuver (lbs) (lbs) (lbs)
1 G Down 2,682 2,682 ---+
+ (603)
+
+ (603) ---
1 G Side 29,441 14,509 27,057+ + +
(6619) (3262) - (6083)
1 G Aft 2.122 2,126 ---+ -
+ (477) (478) ---
1 F Accel 67 67 ---
' (15) (15) ---
1 P Vel 13,664 G,401 36,372- + +
+ (3072) (1439) (8177)
1 Y Accel 62 27 151+ + +
- (14) - (6) -	 (34)
]. Y Vel. _ 15,679 _ 15,679 ---
+ (3525) + (3525) ---
1 Thrust (Aft) 10,836 10,835 ---+ +
+ (2436) + (2436) ---
OTW engine weight = 1.805 kg (3,980 lbs).
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Blade-Out Load
The turbine frame was designed to meet UTW engine composite blade-out
requirements. It was then analyzed for OTW loads, shown in Figure 10.31-A,
representing the unbalance resulting from loss of one titanium airfoil. The
analysis indicated that, at this toad condition, the stress in the weld at
the foot-pad/strut leading edge would reach 79 kN/m 2 (115 ksi). This would
exceed the material ultimate strength less three standard deviations of 63.4
kN/m2 (92 ksi). Furthermore, subsequent system s,..-Aes have shown still
higher blade-out loads as shown In Figure 10.31-B.
While the analysis indicated that the frame cannot withstand the blade
loss without local failure, it is considered acceptable for the experimental
program for the following reasons.
1. The analysis did not consider plastic deformation and the result-
ing stress redistribution.
2. Possible cracking in the toot pad/strut weld should not be cata-
strophic because sufficient rotor support remains to allow engine
shutdown.
3. The titanium fan blades have been designed using an airfoil contour
suitable for composite construction. This results in abnormally
high loads in the very unlikely event of airfoil loss. Much
greater blade-out capability would be available in a flight con-
figuration using composite airfoils.
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1!SECTION 11.0
BEARINGS AND SEALS DESIGN
11.1 SUH NARY
This section summarizes the detail design of the OTW bearings, seals,
and accessory driveb. The systems described in this section include the
sumps, lube oil supply and scavenge, dynamic oil seals, venting and pres-
surizing systems, pump, oil coolers, filters, deaerators, magnetic chip
detectors, static leak check valves, and the lube storage tank. Also in-
cluded in this discussion is a review of the bearing and accessory lubri-
cation and cooling systems and the rotor thrust balance provisions.
The OTW engine utilizes six main shaft bearings to support the rotating
turbomachinery. The short construction of the concentric OTW rotors permits
a two-bearing support system for each rotor. The No. 1B and 1R bearings
support the fan rotor. The high pressure core rotor is supported by the No. 3
and No. 4 bearings. The No. 2 and No. 5 bearings support the low pressure
turbine and power transmission shaft. Both the fan and low pressure turbine
shaft are soft coupled to the engine main reduction gear to minimize induced
loads on the gears. The thrust bearings have been located in the engine
forward sump to provide more precise control of fan and compressor blade
clearances.
Application of a main reduction gear between the fan and low pressure
turbine requires that the normal axial load "tie" between fan and low pressure
turbine components be severed. As a result, the No. 2 thrust bearing must
react Lhe full aft load of the turbine without any negating forward thrust
from the fan. In order to reduce the bearing load to an acceptable level,
a thrust balance cavity has been added to the rear sump. This cavity uses
compressor discharge air to pressurize a balance piston, providing a forward
compensating force on the turbine rotor. A high-load-capacity CF6 No. 1
thrust bearing is used in the design to react the fan axial loads.
A top-mounted accessory gearbox is driven from the core by an F101
internal bevel gearset and a long radial drive shaft. An additional F101
internal bevel gearset located in the bottom half of the engine is combined
with a short radial shaft and a second bevel gearset located in the core
cowl area to drive a vane-type pump that scavenges oil from both the forward
and aft sumps. This pump also scavenges the top-mounted accessory gearbox
which drains into the forward sump.
The lubrication system is designed on the basis of current dry sump
technology utilizing a circulating oil system. Internal engine and gearbox
passages are used wherever possible for oil delivery and return. Venting
and pressurization functions also make use of internal engine passages when
possible. The accessories and tube tank are located in the engine pylon
area.
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Careful attention has been given to fire-safe design features. Carbon
seals are provided for minimal leakage of pressurization air into the sump3 .
During normal operation these seals also eliminate oil leakage from the sump
and thus minimize oil consumption. Oil slingers or windbacks are provided
with the objective of preventing coke formation in the moving parts of the
seals. Each of the cavities adjacent to the sumps are pressurized with
cool air to prevent the inflow of hot gases into the sumps. Adequate oil
drains have been provided to remove inadvertent oil leakage and prevent
fire damage. There are also no trapped oil pockets within the rotating
hardware.
11.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The OTW engine sump and drive system components are designed to meet
the following requirements:
•	 Design loads for sumps and drives components are derived from
the duty cycles defined in Section 2.0. Design life, based on
these loads, meets established life requirements.
•	 Sumps are designed to scavenge at all steady-state attitudes
shown in Figure 2.3.
•	 The design is applicable to future airline use. Where slave
hardware is utilized, no compromises have been made that would
not allow future adaptability for airline application.
•	 The system is designed to operate with MIL-L-7808 or MIL-L-23699
oil.
•	 Gearbox and sumps are vented to areas where temperatures are
less than 371° C (700° F).
•	 The design eliminates any possibility of trapped oil in the rotors.
•	 Where possible, the experimental engine system has been designed
to meet maintainability criteria. Where exceptions occur, due to
utilization of existing hardware and components, studies have
identified changes necessary in the flight design to meet
maintainability requirements.
11.3 LUBRICATION SYSTEM
The OTW lubrication system contains the following suboystems:
•	 Oil supply
•	 Oil scavenge
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•	 Seal pressurization air
•	 Vent air
A conventional dry sump system similar to that used on other General
Electric engines is provided. The lube system schematic is shown in Figures
11.1 and 11.2. The bulk of the system oil supply is retained in the oil tank.
Oil is pressure fed to each engine component requiring lubrication and/or
cooling, and is removed from the gearbox and rear sump by scavenge pump
elements for return to the oil tank.
The entire lubrication system has been designed to ensure that there
are no areas where oil can be trapped (i.e., rotors, gearboxes, shafts, etc.)
which could be detrimental to the engine. Also, the system has been sized
to prevent flooding of sumps and gearboxes during engine shutdowns and to
limit excessive lube tank gulping during engine start ups.
11.3.1 Oil Supply System
The oil supply subsystem consists of the oil tank, gearbox-mounted oil
supply pump, oil supply filters, static leak check valve, oil supply nozzles,
and associated piping.
The basic lube supply system operates in the following manner: IJL-L-23699
oil is supplied by gravity to the inlet of the supply pump at all operating
conditions. The oil is then pumped thrcugh two parallel-piped, 46-micron
oil supply filters to protect the lube nozzles ;;:o±- :ontaminants. The oil
then flows through the static check valve and is distributed to the desired
areas in the engine. Presented in Table 11-I are the engine system oil flow
requirements.
During engine shutdowns, sump and gearbox flooding are prevented by
the static check valve located downstream from the lube supply filters.
This valve, along with careful pipe sizing, also prevents lube flooding
during engine startups.
To sense oil supply pressure during engine running, a port for a
pressure sensor is provided immediately downstream of the static leak check
valve. This pressure sensor, along wi.th other pressure readings taken in
the sumps and gearbox, provides a A? indication across the oil nozzles.
The following special oil supply features have been included in the
system design:
•	 The constant-displacement supply pump has been modified to add
a variable bypass orifice to increase engine oil flow.
0	 Pressure relief bypass valves have been added to the oil supply
filter system. These valves open when the pressure across the
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Table 11-I. QCSEE Luba Flows - OTW.
[r
cm3 sec GPM
No. 1B Bearing 126 2.00
No. 1 Seal 63 1100
No. 1R Bearing 94.6 1.50
No. 2 and 3 Bearing 137.5 2.18
No. 3 Seal 14.5 0.23
No. 1 and No. 2 Inlet G/B 148.9 2.36
Accessory G/B 156.4 2.48
Scavenge Pump G/B 31,5 0.50
Main Reduction Gears 2032.5 32,22
No. 4 and No. 5 Beaming 164.0 2.60
No. 6 Seal 37.8 0.60
Rad. Shaft Midspan Rig 9.5 0.15
3016.6 47.82
Flows Referenced to 14,460 rpm Core Speed
(5977 rpm pump speed)
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filters reaches 27.6 N/cm2 (40 psid). Thus, if the filters become
plugged, full oil flow is always supplied to the engine.
•	 The stati^ leak valve, which is designed to crack and reseat at
10.3 N/cm (15 paid) has been strategically placed to prevent
flowing of oil engine sumps and gearboxes during shutdown.
37,850 cm3
 (10 gal) supplementary oil resevoir, which is vented
to the oil tank and discharges directly into the line leading to
the lube pump inlet. This resevoir is required to accomodate the
volumetric expansion and contraction of the air/oil mixture in
the large capacity slave lube system components.
Oil supply subsystem components selected for the experimental engine
are defined in the following paragraphs:
Oil Tank - A TF39 oil tank has been modified for application in the OTW
experimental engine oil supply system. Modifications include:
•	 A new vortex generator plate designed to accept two CF6 deaerators
to handle increased oil flows.
•	 Addition of a level sensor similar to one used in the CF6 and
F101 tanks.
•	 Replacement of the TF39 lube supply port by a larger port.
•	 Replacement of the TF39 filter caps with CF6 caps. A specially
marked dip stick also has been provided that permits filling
to the 37,850 cm3 (10 gal) level. The supplementary resevoir provides
an additional 37,850 cm 3 (10 gal) of capacity.
Shown in Figure 11.3 is a cross section of the modified TF39 tank.
Lube Supply Pump - A CF6 engine lube/scavenge pump is utilized in the
ON experimental engine oil supply system. Specific design features including
necessary modifications are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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5 CF6 Scavenge elements manifolded for OTW lube supply
Lube bypass variable orifice aeled [2268 cm3 /sec (36 gpm) at
126 cm3/sec (2 gpm) /turn]
276 N/cm2 (400 psi) Lube relief added
LM2500 tach pad cover and filter bowl plug
F101 drive spline (to mate with gearbox)
Gearcase bolts changed from AN4CH6A to MS9501-12 bolts to
increase vibratory capability
CF6 gask-o-seals, manifold bolts/washers, V-band, and seal.
f'
Port
Valve
ex Generator
Oil Level Sensor
K Tv be
Port
Press
Fill Lev
Vortex T
Figure 11.3. Lube Tank Cross Section.
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Figures 11.4, 11.5, and 11.6 show demonstrated pump performance.
Luba Filter - Two CF6 scavenge filters will be connected in parallel
and located downstream of the lube pump in the experimental engine oil
supply system. Design features include:
•	 46µ Nom/76u Absolute
•	 827 N/cm2 (1200 psi) Proof Pressure
•	 11.0 N/cm2 (16 psi) AP @ 1512 cm3 /sec (24 gpm), 367° K (200° F)
•	 27.6 N/cm2 (40 psi) Minimum Bypass AP
•	 46 cleanable water elements
A cross-section of the lube filter is shown in Figure 11.7.
Check Valve - The lube check valve located downstream of the lube
filters has the following design features:
•	 Proof pressure 414 N/cm2 (600 psig) without leakage or distortion
•	 Cracking and reseat pressure is 10.3 N/cm2 (15 psid)
•	 Capability of operation with lube temperature range of 233° K
(-40° F) to 450° K (+ 350° F) for either oils conforming to
MIL-0808 or MIL-L-23699.
11.3.2 Oil Scavenge Subsystem
The scavenge subsystem consists of a three-element pump, slave filter,
'	 slave oil cooler, oil deaerators in the oil tank, and other associated
hardware.
The basic scavenge subsystem operates in the following manner: oil in
the top-mounted accessory gearbox flows by gravity into the forward sump
through drain pipes where it is combined with the forward sump scavenge oil.
This combined oil is then scavenged by the bottom-mounted scavenge pump.
Oil, which lubricates the scavenge pump drive system, is scavenged by a
separate element located within the pump. Aft sump scavenge oil is piped
forward to the bottom-mounted scavenge pump and scavenged by a third element.
Each element is provided with an inlet screen and magnetic chip detector.
The inlet screens catch any debris which is larger than can be passed through
the pumping element without causing damage or excessive wear. The magnetic
chip detectors collect ferrous particles to help condition monitor the
sumps and gearbox components. More detailed information is available through
spectrographic analysis of collected debris.
Total engine scavenge flow is discharged through a common port and
routed through a static check valve (integral with the pump) into the 10-micron
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scavenge filter. The oil then flows to the system heat exchanger where the
heat load of the main shaft bearings, seals, sump walls, gearboxes, and
piping is transferred to the coolant. The oil is then returned to the tank
where deaerators remove entrained air and condition the oil for reuse by the
supply system.
Special features of the scavenge subsystem include:
•	 A static check valve in the discharge line to prevent flooding
of the sump
•	 Chip detectors at all scavenge pump inlets for condition monitor-
ing of accessory drives, sumps, and bearings
• A pressure relief bypass valve on the scavenge filter, which
opens when the pressure across the filter reaches 27.6 N/cm2
(40 psi), to ensure continuous flow to the tank
•	 A service shutoff valve in the filter to minimize oil loss
during filter element changes
Major scavenge system component features are summarized in the following
paragraphs:
Scavenge Pump - design features of the scavenge pump, shown schematically
in Figure 11.8, are as follows:
•	 3 Elements (main, rear sump, gearbox, scavenge) 5166, 473, 126 cm3/sec
(82, 7.5, 2.0 gpm) minimum, respectively
•	 9144 m (30,000 ft) altitude design [3.0 N/cm 2
 (4.4 psia) inlet]
•	 Inlet screens and push-turn magnetic plugs at all inlets
•	 Static leak check valve [1.36 - 2.76 N/cm2
 (2 - 4 psi) crack]
•	 Mini-element (gearbox scavenge) is metering dement discharging
into main inlet to prevent priming problems
•	 6700 rpm input (rear and gearbox elements) geared to 2931 rpm
for main element
Detail design information for the three scavenge pump elements is
presented in Table 11-iI. Test results are shown in Figures 11.9 and 11.10.
Scavenge Filter - specific design characteristics of the slave scavenge
filter are:
•	 Pressure: rated 276 N/cm2 (400 psi), proof 414 N/cm 2
 (600 psi),
burst 862 N/cm 2 (1250 psi)
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s
•	 Temperature range: 233 0 to 810° K (-40' to + 350' F)
•	 Element collapse pressure: 103 N/cm 2 (150 paid)
•	 Bypass valve cracking pressure: 34.5 t 3.4 N/cm2 (50 t 5 paid)
•	 Visual bypass indication: 27.6 ± 3.4 N/cm2 (40 ± 5 paid)
•	 Pressure drop at 3150 cm3/sec (50 gpm), MIL-L-7808
Housing: 2.07 N/cm 2 (3.0 psi)
Element: 2.07 !4 cm2 (3.0 Rai )
Total	 4.14 N/cm2 (6.0 psi)
•	 Materials: Anodized Aluminum, AISI 1010 Carbon Steel, Epoxy
Painted.
11.3.3 Vent Subsystem
Venting of the oil seal pressurization air from the sump cavities is
accomplished through the gearbox. The rear sump is vented through the low
pressure turbine shaft to the forward sump. The forward sump is vented to
the accessory gearbox. The air in the gearbox is vented overboard through
a rotating air/oil separator. Air which is separated from the scavenge
oil in the lube tank is retuned to the accessory gearbox. This air is
required at all conditions to satisfy the scavenge ratio requirements of
the scavenge pump.
The vent flow areas have been sized to:
•	 Maintain the sump internal pressure below outside cycle air
pressure
•	 Prevent (reverse airflow across the oil seals during rapid
power rt:,ductions
•	 Continue engine operation:
- with one seal failed from any cause including coking
- with the remaining seals at their maximum service leakage
limit
11.3.4 Flight Engine Thermal Balance
The flight engine lube oil is cooled by transferring heat to the engine
fuel as well as bypass fuel which is returned to the fuel tanks. The engine
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heat balance study showed that, on a 32° C (90° F) day at 100% rates reduction
gear power, this type of system will probably provide the required 82° C
(180' F) oil needed to maintain 149° C (300° F) maximum gear temperature with
50° C (122' F) fuel inlet temperature. The fuel bypass will absorb the pump-
ing temperature rise. The engine heat loads shown in Table 11-III were
determined from the November 1, 1974 QCSEE Technical Requirements and the
September 5, 1974 Curtiss-Wright Gearing Data. Heat loads from the reduction
gearbox and the engine lube systems have been calculated for each flight con-
dition and are tabulated in Table ll-IV.
Additional studies, outside the QCSEE work scope, are required to obtain
a total system understanding of a recirculating fuel system for future air-
craft application. These studies must include fuel cooling, wing tank cooling,
flight envelope considerations, and the impact of circulating and storing
heated fuel.
11.3.5 Heat Exchanger
A General Electric LM2500 engine lube oil heat exchanger module has been
selected as a -lave heat exchanger for the OTW experimental engine. This heat
exchanger is	 all-stainless-steel heat exchanger offering 527,950 J/sec
(30,000 Btu/min) with 6,4 00 cm 3/sec (100 gpm) of 200' K (80' F) water. Oil
Side pressure drop of the heat Exchanger is less than 6.9 N/cm 2 (10 psi) at
3024 cm3/sec (48 gpm). Water side pressure drop is less than 6.9 N/cm2
(10 psid). Table 11-V and 11-VI show predicted bearing race and AGMA scoring
temperatures for estimated and derated reduction gear efficiency. All tem-
peratures are below the limit of 148.9° C (300' F) of 9310 steel.
11.3.6 Seal Pressurization Subsystem
Oil leakage can potentially contribute to seal coking and contamination
of compressor bleed air, as well as increasing the engine oil consumption. In
order to prevent oil leakage, the mainshaft oil seals are pressurized to force
air to flow across the seals into the sumps at all operating conditions.
The compressor stage for extraction of seal pressurization air has been
selected to have adequate pressure to prevent the hot eng.Lne cycle air from
entering the sumps and yet low enough in temperature d%^j'ng higher-Mach-
number, hot-day operation to permit the oil seals to meet cheir required
life. Pressurization air is extracted at the hub of tht= third stage conspres-
sor rotor and routed internally within the engine to both the forward and
rear sump oil seals. Air from the hub of the compressor is used because it
contains the minimum contamination. For ground idle operation, shop air will
be provided to the aft sump to ensure that hot gas wi, not back-flow into the
system. A higher pressure source could be used in a f1i 'it engine if required.
Oil seal drains are provided in the forward sump oil seals to remove any
seal leakage which could contaminate the compressor. Since these drains
carry fluid only In the case of a seal failure, the forward sump seal drains
are routed overboard. The aft sump seal drains are routed to the flowpath
aft of the low pressure turbine.
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Table 11-IV. Predicted Heat Laada and Oil Flows.
Reduction Engine Total
Gearbox Lube, Q. Oil Flow,*
Condition kw/Btu /min kw/Btu/min kw/Btu/min kg/min/lbs/min
Gidle 1.02/58 5.97/340 7.0/398 80.7/178
Takeoff '.1.5/6345 68.2/31380 179.7/10225 140.6/310
Climb 109.7/6245 62.2/3542 171.9/9787 139.3/307
Cruise 60.7/3456 56.3/3203 117.0/6659 133.8/295
Descent 20.2/1151 24.4/1391 44.7/2542 113.4/250
Approach 57.1/3250 41.7/2374 98.8/5624 127.0/280
Max. Fan 133.8/7614 68.1/3878 201.9/11492 142.0/313
Torque
*8.866 x 10-4 kg/cm3 (7.4 lbs/gal)
Table 11-V. Predicted Temperatures - 6300 cm3 lsec	 (100 Rpm)
(SO" F) Cooling Water.
AGMA
AGMA Bearing Scav Lube Bearing Scorin
AT, Race AT, Oil, 031, Race,* Index.,
Condition 'C/'F 'C/°F 'C/'F 'C/'F °C/'F 'C/'F
Gidle -1.5.5/4
-13.9/7 29.4/85 26.7/80 30.6/87 28.9/84
Takeoff 46.1/115 37.8/100 78.3/173 41.1/106 96.7/206 105.0/221
Climb 45.6/114 35.6/96 70.0/158 34.4/94 87.8/190 97.8/208
Cruise 21.7/71 19.4/67 61.7/143 36.1/97 73.3/164 75.6/168
Descent -2.2/28 0/32 41.7/107 30.0/86 47.8/118 45.6/114
Approach 24.4/76 24.4/76 57.2/135 34.4/94 76.7/170 76.7/170
Max. Fan 56.1/133 38.3/101 84.4/184 43.3/110 99.4/211 117.2/243
Torque
*
9310 Steel 148.9' C (300° F) Limit
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Table 11-VI. Derated Reduction Gear Efficiency 6300 cm3/aec (100 gpm)(80° F) Water Cooling.
AMA
Red. Gear Total Lube Hearing Scoring
Efficiency Q Oil, Race,* Factor,*
Condition % kw/Btu/min °C °F °C °F °C °F
Cidle 96.63 8.49/483 27.2/81 31.1/88 27.8/85
Takeoff 97.11 430.2/24483 61.7/143 117.2/243 125.6/258
Climb 97.10 415.9/23666 60.0/140 113.3/236 123.3/254
Cruise 97.07 247.6/14091 46.7/116 83.9/183 86.1/187
Descent 96.73 76.5/4355 32.8/91 50.6/123 48.3/119
Approach 97.15 233.2/13271 45.6/114 87.8/190 87.8/190
Max. Fan 97.11 502.6/28602 67.8/154 123.9/255 141.7/287
Torque
*9310 Steel  = 148.90 C (3000 F) I t lid t.
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11.4 ROTOR THRUST BALANCE
In addition to the loads resulting from .flight maneuvers and misalign-
ment, the main shaft bearings of a turbofan engine are subjected to axial
loads which are the result of the axial aerodynamic forces on the turbo-
machinery blading, plus pressure forces on the rotor components. Generally
these thrust loads can be minimized by adjusting the radial location of one
or more labyrinth seals.
The core engine (high pressure compressor and high pressure turbine) of
the F1O1 uses a conventional method of thrust balancing, i.e., the forward
compressor load and aft turbine load are balanced by radially adjusting the
labyrinth seals to provide the balancing gas loads. The net axial thrust
load is taken at the No. 3 ball bearing.
The rotor thrust balance situation for the low pressure rotor (fan and
low pressure turbine) of a geared fan system is quite different from that of
a conventional turbofan engine. This is illustrated in Figure 11.11. Loads
shown are typical for the takeoff condition of the OTW engine. In the
conventional engine, the low pressure midshaft ties the turbine rotor to
the fan rotor so that the thrust bearing reacts only the difference in thrust
between the rotors. The OTW engine has a reduction gear which axially dis-
connects the fan from the LP turbine. Therefore, each rotor system (fan and
LP turbine) must have its own thrust bearing. Figure 11.11 shows schematically
the difference between a conventional system and a geared system to support
the OTW fan rotor thrust loads high load capacity ball bearing from the CF6
engine. This bearing is identified as the No.l ball bearing in the OTW engine.
A balance piston arrangement has been applied to the low pressure turbine
rotor to minimize the axial thrust loads on the rotor thrust bearing (No. 2
ball bearing).
Rotor thrust bearing design conditions and loads are discussed for the
fan, core, and LP turbine rotor systems in the following paragraphs.
11.4.1 Fan Rotor Balance
Thrust forces considered in determining the axial loads acting on the
fan rotor thrust (No. 1B) bearing are identified in Figure 11.12. Results of
the analyses, based on the OTW experimental engine duty cycle, are presented
in Table 11-Vii.
The No. 1 bearing cubic mean thrust load for the experimental duty cycle
is 42.07 kN (9457 lb). Based on a specific dynamic capacity of 308.7 kN
(69,400 lb) and a radial load of 4.002 kN (900 lb), this bearing has a
calculated B10 life of 21,775 hours. A material life multiplier of 5 was
used in this analysis.
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Kk
59,161 N (13,300 lb)
Fan	 551603 N (12,500 lb)
LPT
3559 N (800 lb)
Net Load
• Conventional Low Presst ► ile System
OTW Takeoff Conditions
1 .'
59,161 N (13000 lb)
.00
Fan
55,603 N (12,500 lb)
21,351 N (4,800 lb)	 LPT
ON-
Net Load
Reduction Gear
34,251 N
(7,700 lb)
Balance
Piston
• Geared Low Pressure System
OTW Takeoff Conditions
Figure 11.11. Schematic of Conventional and Geared
LP Drive Systems.
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Table ll-VII. Fan Rotor Thrust (No. 1B) Bearing Axial Loads.
Item Case No. %Nf % Fan Power Rim % Time* kN** lbs**
1 946 105 100 3982 .04 57.6 12,949
2 926 102.9 106.7 3904 .60 58.9 13,244
3 945 101.5 105.5 3848 .55 59.2 13,303
4 1 101.5 101.2 3848 5.59 56.2 12,635
5 947 90 82 3414 18.64 49.5 11,134
6 948 75 52 2845 37.29 36.7 8242
7 949 30 5 1138 37.29 9.4 2142
*Total operational time - 2682 hours
**
Sign Convention: + - forward
Table 11-VIII. Core Engine Rotor Thrust (No. 3) Bearing Axial Loads.
Item Case No. % Time* H.P. Spool (rpm) kN** lbs**
1 946 .04 13883 -7.6 -1717
2 926 .60 14078 -10.8 -2429
3 945 .55 14075 -7.0 -1580
4 1 5.59 13924 -8.5 -1902
5 947 18.64 13612 -7.0 -1584
6 948 37.29 12939 -7.6 -1718
7 949 37.29 10,606 -1.4 -309
*Total Operational Time - 2682 hours
Sign Convention: + - forward
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11.4.2 Core Engine
High pressure rotor (HP compressor and HP turbine) thrust load vectors
considered in the core engine thrust balance analysis are shown in Figure
11.13. The HP rotor thrust (No. 3) bearing net axial loads resulting from these
vectors are presented in Table ll-VIII for the OTW experimental engine duty
cycle.
The No. 3 bearing cubic mean thrust load for the experimental duty
cycle is 6.67 kN (1501 lbs). Based on a specific dynamic capacity of 95.99
kN (21,580 lbs) and a radial load of 0.89 kN (200 lbs), this bearing has a
calculated B10 life of 13,560 hours. A material life multiplier of 5 was
used in this analysis.
11.4.3 Low Pressure Turbine Rotor
Low pressure turbine thrust balance load vectors considered in the
rotor thrust balance analysis are shown in Figure 11.14. The turbine aft
load is counteracted by the forward-acting balance cavity force. The
balance piston seal is located in the aft sump area described in Section
11.5. The net load (aft LP turbine minus forward balance piston) acts on
the No. 2 ball bearing. Thrust balance air is supplied from the high
pressure compressor 9th stage rotor as shown in Figure 11.15. This compressor
discharge (CDP) air is routed through a 5.09 cm (2 inch) pipe to the bottom
vertical service strut. The pipe then passes through the strut and connects
to the balance piston cavity.
CDP airflows required for the thrust balance cavity are: 0.272 kg/sec
0.60 lb/sec) for a 0.038 cm (0.015 inch) seal clearance. A 0.152 cm (0.060
inch) seal clearance requires 0.63 kg/sec (1.39 lb/sec).
Axial loads resulting from the LP turbine load vectors based on the
experimental engine duty cycle are presented in Table 11-IX.
The No. 2 bearing cubic mean thrust load for the experimental duty
cycle is 10.58 kN (2361 lbs). Based on a specific dynamic capacity of 84.20
kN (18,930 lbs) and a radial load of 2.67 kN (600 lbs), this bearing has a
calculated B10 life of 31,700 hours. A material life multiplier of 5 was
used in the analysis.
11.5 BEARINGS, SEALS, AND SUMPS DESIGN
The OTW engine bearing arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 11.16.
As shown, the core is supported by a ball thrust bearing (No. 3) located at
the forward end of the HP compressor and an intershaft roller bearing
(No. 4) located at the HP turbine aft end. The ball thrust bearing, which
reacts HP system unbalance thrust loads and radial component loads, is
supported by a housing structurally identical to the housing used in the
F101 engine. This housing is mounted on the aft inner flange of the composite
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fan frame. The No. 4 roller bearing, which supports the aft and of the core
rotor, is mounted between the HP and LP turbine shafts.
The low pressure system of the OTW engine is supported by four bearings.
The main LP turbine shaft is supported by a ball thrust bearing (No. 2) at
the forward end and a roller bearing (No. 5) at the aft end. The ball
bearing is the same as the F101 fan thrust bearing. This bearing carries
the net thrust load of the LP turbine rotor and thrust balance piston, and
also a radial load component from the LP shaft. The No. 5 roller bearing,
which is identical to the corresponding F101 engine bearing, carries radial
loads from the LP shaft and the No. 4 intershaft bearing. Both the No. 2
and No. 5 bearings are supported by housings similar to the corresponding
F101 engine housings. The No. 2 bearing housing is mounted to the mid-
inner flange of the composite fan frame, and the No. 5 roller bearing
support is mounted to the aft end of the turbine frame. The fan rotor is
supported by two bearings: a ball thrust bearing (No. 1B) at the forward
end, and a roller bearing (No. 1R) at the aft end. The ball thrust bearing
carries fan thrust and radial loads. The roller bearing reacts only fan
shafting radial loads. Ball bearing support is provided by a housing mounted
to the composite fan frame forward flange. The roller bearing housing is
mounted to the same forward flange of the composite frame.
A tandem circumferential carbon seal is positioned forward of the
No. 1B bearing. It provides a seal between the fan rotor cavity and the
forward sump. The No. 3 bearing is sealed from the HP compressor rotor
cavity by a face-type carbon seal. The HP turbine rotor cavity is sealed
from the aft sump by the No. 4 carbon piston ring seal located forward of
the inner shaft bearing. Both the No. 3 and No. 4 seals and their associated
parts are identical to F101 hardware. Another tandem circumferential carbon
seal is placed between the No. 5 bearing and the balance piston cavity,
sealing off the aft sump.
All structures such as shafting, seals, and housings were analyzed using
a GE computer program capable of structural analysis with axisymmetric or
discrete loading. Stresses were combined using Von Mises failure criteria
with appropriate stress concentration factors. All combined stresses,
under the most severe design conditions, are below material 0.2% yield
properties.
Bolted connections were analyzed using a GE computer program (where
applicable) for analyzing bolted flanges. This program includes thermal,
centrifugal, torque, and all other flange-type loadings. Bolt materials
were selected on the basis of strength and material compatibility with
mating structures.
Interface connections were analyzed by evaluating structural component
stiffness levels. These stiffness values were calculated using v,aricus
analytical techniques for required directional loadings, and were then
combined with appropriate mating structures to obtain stress resultants.
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U-5.1 Forward Sump
The forward sump, shown in Figure 11.17, contains the internal accessory
drive bevel gearsets, reduction gears, the No. 1B and No. 1R fan shaft
bearings, the No. 2 LP shaft bearing, the No. 3 HP shaft bearing, and carbon
seals forward of the No. 1B bearing and aft of the No. 3 bearing. The balls
and cage of the No. 1 bearing will be the same as used in the CF6. The balls
are M50 and the cage is silver-plated AMS 6414 (AISI 4340 steel)., A new
outer race, which will provide support over its entire length, is designed
and fitted to the common CF6 parts. The outer race is mounted to the forward
support housing by a flange that incorporates an anti-rotation device. The
inner race is mounted on a chrome-plated fan shaft journal and is retained by
a spanner nut common to the CF6 design. Lubrication is provided for this bear-
ing by inner race slots and a groove that is positioned over oil holes that
penetrate the fan shaft. The holes in the shaft are fed by two oil jets.
Both inner and outer races are made of M50 material.
A tandem circumferential carbon seal forward of the No. 1B bearing is
mounted in a 400 series stainless steel housing that is detachable from the
No. 1B bearing support cone. The carbon rides on a fan shaft runner clamped
between the No. 1B inner race and spanner nut. The runner is made from
AMS 6322 with the sealing surface chrome plated. The seal is pressurized
between the carbons by third stage air and is cooled by oil flowing against
the underside of the runner. A seal drain is provided between the carbons
to collect any incipient leakage and direct it overboard to prevent core
engine contamination. Seal design information is presented in Table 11-X.
Table ll X. No. 1 Seal Design Information.
[' Base Diameter
Rotational Speed
Surface Speed
Delta Pressure
Max Supply Air Temp
Rubbing Surface Heat Generation
Oil Flow Rate
Projected Min. Seal Life
39.17 cm (15.42 in)
3900 rpm
665.5 cm/sec (262 ft/sec)
6.21 N/cm2 (9.0 psid)
204.4° C (400° F)
2128 J/sec (121 Btu/min)
63.1 cm3/sec (1 gpm)
>6200 hrs
The No. 1R bearing ',as a flanged inner race which is mounted to the
aft chrome-plated journa.- of the fan shaft. Rollers, cage, and outer race
are mounted as an assembly to the reduction gear support housing. The
bearing is lubricated by two jets mounted 180° apart in the reduction
gear support on the aft side of the bearing. The bearing is preloaded
with a radial interface to prevent skidding. Bearing race and roller
material is AISI 52100. Bearing design information is presented in Table
11-X1.
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Base Diameter
Rotational Speed
DN Value
No. of Rollers
Roller Diameter
Fatigue Life Exceeds
518 mm (20.39 in)
3900 rpm
2.02 x 106
60
18 mm 5. 7087 in)
2x10bhrs
Table 11-XI. No. 1R Bearing Design Information.
The LP turbine rotor No. 2 ball thrust bearing, which is identical
to the corresponding bearing in the F101 engine, is made of M50 material
and jet lubricated on both its forward and aft sides. The No. 3 HP rotor
ball thrust bearing, identical to the corresponding F101 bearing, also is
made of M50 material and jet lubricated on both sides. Oil from the aft jet
cools the back face of the No. 3 carbon seal runner.
Fan shafting consists of two sections and is made of 17-4PH steel.
The forward section is sp.iined at its outer end to provide a torque connec-
tion between it and the main reduction ring gear. This shaft is flanged
at the forward end to support the rotor disk. The shafting is supported
at the forward end by the No. 1B bearing and at the aft end by the No. 1R
bearing.
The outer cone that supports the star gear carrier of the main reduction
gear is made of 17-4PH steel. This cone is bolted to the star gear carrier
at its aft end, and is mounted to the forward inner ring of the composite
frame at the forward end. This cone also supports the forward sump scavenge
scoop/screen.
The No. 1B bearing support is made of 17-4PH steel. This housing supports
both the No. 1B bearing and the No. 1 tandem carbon seal. Integral piping is
incorporated in this housing to supply air to, and to drain leakage oil from,
the carbon seal. The housing assembly is mounted to the forward inner ring of
the composite frame.
The No. 2 bearing housing utilizes the inner casting from the F101
engine. A new conical shell and outer flange are required to mate with the
composite frame. Two F101 internal bevel gear assemblies are mounted
from the No. 2 bearing housing. Material for this housing is 6-4 titanium.
The No. 3 bearing housing is identical to that of the F101 with the
exception that the extreme outer flange has been modified to accommodate
a new fastener for mounting the housing to the aft ring of the composite
frame. The housing, which is made from 6-4 titanium, provides support for
the No. 3 carbon face seal and various lube jets.
Loading diagrams for the forward sump are presented in Figure 11.18, 11.19,
11.20, and 11 . 21 for both steady -state and blade -out conditions. Shafting
was designed using maximum steady -state stresses combined with maximum blade-
out loads. Steady-state loading included torque, centrifugals, thermals, and
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.qz-Axial Reference
OTW Case 926
Steady State Loading
• Fan Torque	 32,254 Nm (285,481 in.-lbs)
• Turbine Torque 15,644 Nm (138,469 in.-lbs)
• Fan Thrust	 96,757 N (21,753 lbs)
• Temperature	 121° C (250° F)
Deflections
Point	 Axial
1	 0.0442 em (0.0174 in.)
2
3	 -0.0348 cm (-0.0137 in.)
Radial t
0.0262 cm (0.0103 in.)
0.0008 cm (0.0003 in.)
0.0320 cm (0.0126 in.)
Rotational
Radians e7
-0.0005
-0.0012
Figure 11.18. Forward Sump Stationary Structure Deflections.
Ax
OTW Case 926
Steady State Loading
• Fan Torque	 32,254 Nm (285,481 in.-lbs)
• Fan Speed	 3904.5 rpm
• Fan Thrust	 96,757 N (21,753 lbs)
• Temperature	 121° C (250° F)
Deflections
Point	 Axial
1	 0
2	 -0.0257 cm (-0.0101 in.)
3	 -0.0401 cm (-0.0158 in.)
Radial t
0.0191 cm (0.0075 in.)
0.0569 cm (0.0224 in.)
0.0246 cm (0.0097 in.)
Rotational
  ^-a
Radians (+
0.0003
0.0006
0.0034
1
1
Figure 11.19. Fox-ward Sump Rotating Structure Deflections.
orsion 5
o
= 3*
op 
t
s
Point
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
615.6 kN (138 1 400 lb)**
	 115.6 kN (26,000 lb)**
Steady State
Effective Stress
kN/cm2 (ksi)
2.76 (4.0)
2.07 (3.0)
27.6 (40.0)
21.4 (31.0)
32.2 (46.7)
30.9 (44.8)
7.58 (11.0)
1.0.3 (15.0)
One Metal Blade Out**
Effective Stress
kN/cm2 (ksi)
24.5 (35.6)
47.7 (69.2)
57.0 (82.7)
23.2 (33.6)
37.8 (54.8)
39.7 (57.6)
10.1 (14.7)
12.3 (17.8)
17-4PH Steel - Rc 33/36
Min 0.276 Yield = 82.7 kN/cm 2 at 121° C (120 ksi at 250° F)
Min Ultimate = 95.8 kN/cm2 at 121° C (139 ksi at 250° F)
* Stress Concentrations Included in Tabulated
Stresses
Figure 11.20. Forward Sump Stationary Structure Stresses.
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Ktorsion = 4*
Khoop = 3
3
5	
G
2
	
7	
8
Ktorsion = 4*
1	 Khoop = 3
Kaxial = 3
115.6 kN (26 1 000 lb)**
615.6 kN (138,400 lb)**
Steady State One Metal OTW Blade Out**
Effective Stress Effective Stress
Point kN/cm2 (ksi) kN/cm2 (ksi)
1 9.31	 (13.5) 15.7	 (22.7)
2 11.7	 (17.0) 50.7	 (73.6)
3 14.9	 (21.6) 20.5	 (29.8)
4 16.0 (23.2) 18.8	 (27.2)
5 14.8	 (21.4) 17.2 (25.0)
6 13.4	 (19.5) 16.2	 (23.5)
7 7.79	 (11.3) 10.1	 (14.6)
8 13.9	 (20.1) 17.0 (24.6)
17-•4PH Steel - Rc 33/36
Min 0.2% Yield = 82.7 kN/cm2 at 121° C (120 ksi at 250° F)
Min Ultimate = 95.8 kN/cm2 at 121° C (139 ksi at 250° F)
* Stress Concentrations Included in Tabulated
Stresses
310	 Figure 11.21. Forward Sump Rotating Structure Stresses.
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thrust. The blade-out condition was one metal blade at maximum speed.
Stresses in the No. 1B bearing housing were calculated from the resultant
radial and axial load components transferred to the housing through the
No. 1B bearing.
Star gear loads, as well as No. 1R bearing reactions, are carried by
the reduction gear support housing. These loads were combined and used to
calculate maximum stresses and deflections in this housing.
A flexible coupling is provided between the IMP turbine shaft and the
main reduction gear; the coupling is splined at the aft end to the LP turbine
shaft and supported by the No. 2 bearing. The forward end is splined to the
main reduction sun gear. This coupling is designed to accommodate misalignment
between the reduction gears and the LP turbine shaft. The aft coupling
section is made of 4340 steel. The forward coupling, which is mated to the
reduction gear, is made of AISI 9310. Both the forward and aft sections are
bolted together at the O.D. of the coupling diaphragms.
Stresses for this coupling are shown in Figure 11.22.
11.5.2 Aft Sump
The aft sump, shown in Figure 11.23 with maximum steady-state temperatures,
contains the No. 4 intershaft roller bearing which supports the aft end of the
HP turbine rotor on the LP turbine shaft and the LP turbine shafting which
is supported by roller bearing No. 5. The F101 LP turbine shaft has been
analyzed and is acceptable for QCSEE.
The aft sump cavity is sealed on the forward end by a carbon piston
ring intershaft seal and on the aft end by a tandem circumferential carbon
oil seal. A new bearing housing supports the No. 5 bearing, No. 5 seal, No.
6 seal, and the balance piston cavity stationary hardware. An extension of LP
turbine shafting is mounted to the aft end of the F101 shaft. This new shaft
supports the balance piston four-tooth labyrinth seal and also carries oil
to the No. 4 bearing. Major modifications to the F101 aft sump hardware
include the addition of a balance piston and the removal of the F101 aft sump
metering/scavenge pump. The No. 4 intershaft roller bearing, which is made
of M50 material, is lubricated through holes under the bearing inner race in
the LP turbine shaft. The No. 5 bearing also made of M50 material, is jet
lubricated from its aft side.
A tandem carbon seal is located between the No. 5 bearing and the balance
piston cavity. The carbons are retained in a small support housing made of
Inco 718 and mounted to the No. 5 bearing support cone. The seal runner is
made of Inco 718, and coated with tungsten carbide to provide a hard running
surface. This runner is integral with the new section of aft shafting and
is cooled by oil dispersed from the aft side of the same jet assembly which
feeds the No. 4 and No. 5 bearings. Seal design information is presented in
table ll-XII.
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15.85 N1cm2 (23 ksi)
17.24 N/cm2 (25 ksi)
24.82 N/cm2
 (36 ksi)
17.93 N/cm2 (26 ksi)
OTW Case 926
Steady State Loading
• LPT Speed	 8049.9 rpm
• LPT Torque	 15,644 Nm (138,469 in.-lb)
• Temperature 121° C (250° F)
AISI 4340 Steel
Min. 0.276 Yield = 68.9 kN/cm2 at 121° C (100 ksi at 250° F)
For a 0.051 cm (0.020 in.) Offset Max. Alternating Stress
is 12.4 kN/cm2 (18 ksi)
Figure 11.22. Flex Coupling Stresses.
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Table ll-XII. No. 6 Seal Design Information.
Base Diameter
Rotational Speed
Surface Speed
Delta Pressure
Max Supply Air Temp
Rubbing Surface Heat Generation
Oil Flow Rate
Projected Min. Seal Life
10.4 cm (4.1 in)
8040 rpm
365.8 cm/sec (144 ft/sec)
4.14 N/cm2 (6 paid)
263° C (505° F)
272.6 J[sec (15.5 Btu/min)
37.9 cm /sec (0.6 gpm)
>10,000 hours
The balance piston cavity is formed by a four-tooth, slant-stepped
labyrinth seal made of Inco 718 and bolted to the aft end of the LP turbine
shaft extension. Seal nominal diameter is 17.15 cm (6.75 in.). The seal
teeth are designed for a one-to-one height-to-pitch ratio. This rotating
seal is insulated from the shafting by a combination of insulating material
and a metal heat shield. The seal teeth are coated with aluminum oxide
to improve their ability to withstand a rub. The stationary rub surface
for this seal is made of Hastelloy X abradable 1/32 hex cell honeycomb with
a ribbon thickness of 0.0076 cm (0.003 inch). The honeycomb is brazed
into an Inco 718 support. This support is mounted to a flange on the No. 5
bearing housing.
The No. 5 bearing, No. 6 seal, and balance piston stationary seal hard-
ware are supported by a new Inco 718 housing which is mounted to the aft end
of the turbine frame. This housing also provides a sump cavity with attach-
ments for oil service lines.
All other aft sump hardware such as seals, spacers, and structural shaft-
ing are common between the F101 and OTW engines.
Loading diagrams for the aft sump are presented in Figures 11.24, through
11.27 for both steady-state and blade-out conditions. Maximum stresses for
the aft sump were calculated using steady-state operating conditions combined
with stresses resulting from one metal blade out. Steady-state loads are
not as severe as those in the F101 engine due to reduced OTW horsepower
requirements. The No. 5 bearing support housing stresses were calculated
including resultant loads from the LP turbine frame assembly.
11.6 ACCESSORY DRIVE DESIGN
Engine accessory power is extracted from the core engine shaft through
right angle bevel gearing, and transmitted through radial drive shafting to
a top-mounted accessory gearbox and to a scavenge pump gearbox mounted in
the core cavity area on the bottom vertical. To minimize frontal area
projection of the engine, the accessory gearbox is configured to match the
width of the pylon strut. Mounted to and driven from the accessory gearbox
axe the following components:
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Axial Reference
4	
pRIGAGE IS
5
Q,t:^.LI^
1	 2
3
OTW Case 926
Steady State Loading
I:
Point Axial
Deflections
Radial t+
Rotational
Radians	 r+
1 0.0175 cm (0.0669 in.) 0.0654 cm (0.02576 in.) 0.000765
2 0.006 cm (0.00237 in.) 0.0622 cm (0.0245 in.) -0.000615
3 0.0031 cm (0.00124 in.) 0.0155 cm (0.00609 in.) -0.0194
4 -0.0269 cm ( -0.0106 in.) 0.0544 cm (0.02142 in.) 0.00041
5 -0.0289 cm (-0.0114 in.) 0.0233 cm (0.00921 in.) 0.0046
Figure 11.24. Aft Sump Stationary Structure Deflections.
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07W Case 926
Steady State Loading
• Turbine Speed = 8050 rpm
Deflections
t RotationalPoint AXial+ Radial+- Radians	 (+
1 0.0549 cm (0.0216 in.) 0.0648 cm (0.0255 in.) 0.003
2 0.0820 cm (0.0323 in.) 0.0640 cm (0.0252 in.) -0.0033
3 0.0587 cm (0.0231 in.) 0.0288 cm (0.01135 in.) 0.00429
4 0.0437 cm (0.01719 in.) 0.0500 cm (0.0197 in.) 0.0032
S 0.0734 cm (0.0289 in.) 0.0417 cm (0.0164 in.) 0.00486
6 0.0686 cm (0.027 in.) 0.0189 cm (0.00745 in.) 0.0039
Figure 11.25. Aft Sump Rotating Structure Deflections.
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Steady State One Metal OTW*
Effectivg Stress Blade Out Effective Stress
Point kN/cm (ksi) kN/cm2 (ksi)
1 52.4 (76) 54.5 (79)
2 5.5 (8) 5.5	 (8)
3 21.4	 (31) 21.4 (31)
4 47.6 (69) 47.6 (69)
5 8.3 (12) 8.3	 (12)
6 1.4	 (2) 1.4 (2)
7 31.0 (45) 31.0 (45)
8 9.7 (14) 9.7 (14)
9 22.8 (33) 22.8 (33)
10 41.4 (60) 41.4 (60)
• Material = Inconel 718
• Minimum 0.2% Yield = 82.0 kN/cm2 At 495° C (119 ksi At 925° F)
• Minimum Ultimate = 105.5 kN/cm2 At 4950 C (153 ksi At 925° F)
Figure 11.27. Aft Sump Rotating Structure Stresses.
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•	 Fuel pump and control
•	 Lube supply pump
•	 Control alternator
•	 Starter
The drive system is shown schematically in Figures 11.28 and 11.29. The
internal right angle bevel gearing utilizes two sets of F101 bevel gears,
Splined to the main engine shaft is m 47-tooth gear which drives 35-tooth
gears mounted in two individual gear housings. Figure 11.30 shows one of
these gear housing assemblies. To utilize these gear assemblies, they are
rotated about the vertical gear centerline to mount to the aft side of the
No. 2 bearing housing instead of just forward of the No. 3 bearing housing,
as is the case in the F101 engine. Larger moment loads associated with this
system require a support between the fan frame aft flange and the bevel gear
housing. The OTW engine design loads are presented in Table ll-X111. Results
indicate that adequate margin exists fcz: the OTW engine test program.
Table 11-X1II. Inlet Gearbox Design Data.
Maximum started torque loads	 339 mN (250 ft-lb)
Maximum accessory horsepower
	 125 kW (167 hp)
Equivalent horsepower (for bearing design) 	 53 kW (71 hp)
Calculated bearing design life (l)
	750,000 hrs
(1)Based on an M50 material factor of five.
Gears and bearing materials are AISI 9310 and CEVM-M50, respectively,
and the housing is investment-cast 17-4PH. The lubrication system is similar
to that of the F101 engine with modifications to the internal lube manifold.
The bevel gears driving the bottom-mounted scavenge pump in the experi-
mental engin: are lightly loaded. Design optimization is required for the
flight configuration. For the Plight design, the 35-tooth gears driving the
top accessory gearbox and the bottom scavenge pump are mounted in a common
housing.
The one-piece radial drive shaft between the internal bevel gear and
accessory gearbox has a central support bearing to keep the critical speed
approximately 25% above shaft operating speed. The bearing is mounted in
a machined housing which is bolted to the aft composite ring of the fan frame.
Provisions are made in the top accessory gearbox for access to the radial drive
shaft to raise it up approximately 3.81 cm (1.5 in.) so that the internal
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gearboxes can be removed without removing the top accessory gearbox. The
center hole of the shaft is used to vent the sumps to the accessory gearbox.
The shaft material is AISI 4340 and the splines are induction hardened.
The shaft between the internal bevel gears and the bottom-mounted
scavenge pump gearbox does not require a central support bearing because of
its short length.
11.6.1 Accessory Gearbox
A cross section and external view of the top-mounted accessory gear-
box are presented in Figures 11.31 and 11.32, respectively.
The accessory gearbox uses F101 bevel gears, spur gears, and bearings.
One new bevel gear is required, and it will be made from an F101 forging.
The spur and bevel gears are 10 and 7.100 diametral pitch, respectively,
and are case-carburized AISI 9310 material. All bearings are CEVM-M50
material. The bearings are assembled in steel liners in the aluminum casing,
and all outer races are keyed to prevent rotation.
F101 carbon face seals are used on the rotating gear shafts. Two
new "gasko" seals have been designed to seal interfaces between the gearbox
main housing and the adapters.
A new cast aluminum (AMS 4217) housing has been designed to fit in
front of the pylon. The main casing is a one-piece design utilizing
forward and aft adapters. These adapters also are cast aluminum (AM 4217).
A starter-mounting adapter and fan-frame adapter also have been designed.
These are machined from forged aluminum bars.
Gear and bearing cooling and lubrication are accomplished in a manner
similar to --rher General Electirc gearbox designs. The lower bevel gear is
shrouded to facilitate scavenging of oil to the forward sump. An air-oil
separator attached to the 47-tooth spur gear provides oil separation for the
sump vent system before venting overboard. The air-oil separator is the
same as that used in F101 MQT vent systems.
The maximum calculated gear tooth bending stress and compressive
stress (Hertz) are 27,580 N/cm2 (40,000 psi) and 113,078 N/cm2 (164,000 psi),
respectively. With applicable factors, the material. allows tooth bending
and compressive stresses of 33,096 N/cm2 (48,000 psi) and 137,900 N/cm2
(200,000 psi), respectively. The lowest calculated bearing life is 58,000
hours which is more than adequate for the OTW engine test program.
The accessory gearbox provides drive pads for the fuel pump/control,
lube supply pump, control alternator, and starter. Provisions are made to
hand crank the drive system through the 18-tooth gear shaft should that be
necessary.
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The fuel pump control is the same as that of the F101 with the exception
of some modifications in the control area. The lube pump is basically a
CF6 lube pump with all its elements manifolded together, and a new quill
drive shaft to fit the F101 gear shaft. The control alternator is adapted
from the F101 engine.
The starter is based on an existing design modified to be compatible
with the QCSEE accessory gearbox. These modifications include:
1. Provisions for a lubricated drive spline with oil being supplied
from the accessory gearbox
2. The clutch has been adjusted to be compatible with the minimum
engine idle speed
3. The QAD (quick-attach-detach) housing was eliminated from the
starter and incorporated into accessory gearbox
4. The air inlet flange position has been made adjustable
circumferentially
Design features of the starter include a single stage radial inflow
turbine wheel, turbine nozzle, compound reduction gearing, pawl and
ratchet - type engaging mechanism, and an output shaft splined to mate with
the engine drive shaft.
The radial inflow turbine eliminates the need for an air access hole
in the main engine mount located aft of the starter.
Shown in Figure 11.33 are the predicted starter torque characteristics at
various pressure ratios. Starter torques at pressure ratios greater than 4 to
1 are above the anticipated engine lightoff point. Facility capability up to
pressure ratios of approximately 5 to 1 is being provided. The program slope
does not allow for optimization of starting time and it is anticipated that
start time will be approximately 60 seconds.
11.6.2 Scavenge Pump
As shown in Figure 11.34, a short radial shaft connects the lower
internal gearbox to a right angle drive to power the scavenge pump. This
gearbox is located in the core cowl region between the fan frame mid- and
aft composite rings. The gears have been selected to reduce the radial
shaft speed from 19,418 rpm to the pump input speed of 6708 rpm. Radial
access to the gears and shafting is accomplished by a plug in the bottom
of the gearbox and an access panel in the fan flowpath liner between adjacent
vanes.
The gears are carburized AISI 9310. Basic gear information is as follows:
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Figure 11.34. Scavenge Pump and Drive System.
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Gear Data
Pinion	 Gear
Number of teeth	 19	 55
Diametral Pitch
	
16	 16
Pressure angle	 200	 200
Spiral angle	 350	 350
The capacity of this gear set is calculated at 53 kw (71 hp). which greatly
exceeds the maximum calculated pump requirements of 6.7 kw (9 hp).
Bearings are CEVM-M50 material. The lowest calculated bearing life of
52,000 hours is more than adequate for the OTW engine.
The housing and mounting adapter are case aluminum (AMS 4217).
The gear mesh and bearings are Jet and splash lubricated, respectively,
and the horizontal gear is shrouded to facilitate scavenging of the gear
casing. Provisions are made to lubricate the pump spline.
Ir
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SECTION 12.0
CONTROLS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGN
12.1 SUMMARY
The OTW experimental engine control system controls two variables:
fuel flow and compressor stator angle. From a hardware viewpoint, the OTW
system has been designed for maximum interchangeability with the UTW engine
control system components. Both systems include a modified F101 hydromechani-
cal fuel control and an engine-mounted digital electronic control specifically
designed for QCSEE engines; however, the memory modules of the digital
computer shall be unique to each engine.
New technology features to be demonstrated on the OTW experimental
engine control system are:
1. Full Authority Digital Control - The OTW digital control will be
programmed to provide steady-state control, transient fuel schedules,
core stator schedules, and limiting fuel control functions, whereas
the transient fuel schedules were performed hydromechanically on
the UTW engine.
2. Failure Filter - A new Failure Indication and Corrective Action
(FICA) scheme will be demonstrated on the OTW engine. The scheme
employs a form of Kalman-Bucy filtering in which a model of the
engine is included in the digital control program to estimate the
control system sensor outputs. Model inputs are control outputs
and the control system sensor outputs. If the sensors are function-
ing properly, the model outputs will be corrected to reflect the
actual sensor outputs. But if a large error occurs between a model
computed sensor value and the actual sensed value, a failed sensor
is indicated and that sensor is no longer used in the control.
However, the engine operation will continue with only a slight
reduction in control accuracy.
To implement the electrical compressor stator control, a new fuel power
servovalve assembly has been added to the control configuration as well as an
LVDT to sense core stator position. The torque motor and LVDT have been
designed for compatibility with the digital control circuitry from the UTW
configuration so that, from an interface viewpoint, the digital controls
for UTW and OTW are interchangeable.
Although the experimental engine will not include a variable exhaust
nozzle, a flight-type engine would employ one; a variable nozzle was con-
sidered in the control mode definition studies. The design of a nozzle actu-
ation system for a flight-type engine can be extrapolated f-:om the current
variable geometry actuation system design technology.
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12.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The control system design is based on a number of requirements, some
contractual and some resulting from the nature of the OTW engine designs.
The major requirements are:
•	 Components - General - The system shall atilize existing controls
and accessories components as applicable except it shall utilize
digital electronics to perform all computational functions.
•	 Digital Control - General - The digital control shall be mounted on
the engine and shall interface with a remotely located aircraft
computer to provide selectable power management, failure indication,
and failure corrective action.
0	 Control Variables - The OTW control system shall control fuel flow
and core compressor stator vanes.
•	 Experimental Engine Flexibility - The system shall include the
capability of making adjustments in the control strategy without
hardware changes. The digital control shall be designed for ease
of replacement of the control law memory modules.
•	 Control Capability - The system shall be cap.-,',,le of coordinated con-
trol variables so that STOL aircraft propulsion test investigations
can be performed with the intent of achieving:
-	 Thrust control throughout the specified flight map with
minimum pilot workload.
Fast thrust response: 62 to 95% forward thrust in one second.
•	 Engine Protection - The system shall protect the engine from rotor
overspeeds, turbine overtempezature, and excessive compressor or
fan pressure.
12.3 ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM
12.3.1 General Description
The requirements outlined in the previous section established the
general structure of the control system, as shown in Figure 12.1. The digital
electronic control is the heart of the system and controls the manipulated
variables in response to commands representing those which would be received
from an aircraft propulsion system computer. The system includes an existing
(F101) hydromechanical control as called for in the program requirements.
This control includes an electrohydraulic servovalve through which the digital
control maintains primary control of fuel flow. The hydromechanical fuel
control positions the metering valve and maintains a constant pressure drop
across the metering valve to deliver the fuel flow required by the digital
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control. In addition, the fuel control provides the following: a backup
core engine speed control, a positive metering valve shutoff, a metering
valve position feedback to the digital control, a separate electrically
operated emergency shutdown function, and a pressurized fuel output from the
fuel pump to power the compressor stator servovalve and actuator assembly.
In order to achieve the operational flexibility required by the QCSEE
program, the commands to the digital electronic control are being introduced
through the control room elements shown on Figure 12.2. The interconnect
unit, operator panel, and engineering panel are actually peripheral elements
of the digital control. They provide means for the engine operators to
introduce commands, to switch between available operating modes, to adjust
various control constants, and to monitor control and engine data. The
remote computer is a separate digital computer system supplied by NASA which
can represent a typical aircraft computer, or can be used to provide other
operating modes in addition to those stored in the digital control memory.
12.3.2 Automatic Control
General
The control system is designed for automatic modes in which operation of
the controlled variables is integrated to respond to input demand signals
simulating those which would exist in a STOL transport propulsion system.
Studies have been conducted exploring a variety of potent.41 methods for inter-
relating the controlled variables.
As a guideline for automatic mode studies, a list of general principles
was established with advice from NASA, McDonnell-Douglas, and Boeing. The
list is as follows:
1. A mechanical power lever link is assumed from the aircraft to the
engine to be used to enable the fuel flow to be controlled by the
digital control and for backup fuel control.
2. A digital demand signal is assumed from the aircraft computer to the
engine digital control demanding percent of available thrust.
3. A digital moda signal is assumed from the aircraft computer to the
engine digital control to select between available operating modes
such as takeoff, climb, cruise, etc.
4. The engine digital control shall compute maximum available thrust
at all flight conditions and shall be capable of setting this thrust
or any portion of it as a function of a single-aircraft thrust-
demand signal.
5. The engine control system shall provide selected engine safety
limits, protecting against rotor overspeeds, fan or compressor
seal!, turbine overtemperature, and compressor discharge overpres-
sure.
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6. Manual control of thrust via the throttle shall be maintainable
within safe limits if the engine digital control and/or aircraft
k	 digital control fails.
7. No throttle or thrust demand changes will be required during takeoff
except in the event of an abort.
8. Detection of engine failure to produce commanded thrust shall be
achieved through a combined indication from engine parameters in
the engine digital control and a warning signal shall be transmitted
to the aircraft.
Thrust Control Function
One fundamental factor in designing for automatic control is the choice
of a thrust control and indication function. This function must be an accurate
measure of thrust in the takeoff regime, and must be related to other sensed
variables in such a manner that the engine digital control can compute and
set maximum available thrust or any portion thereof anywhere in the flight
envelope. A list of thrust functions evaluated for the OTW engine is given
in Table 12-I.
To determine the thrust-setting accuracy of the various potential thrust
control functions, tolerance studies were conducted. These studies were made
up of a series of cases in which different sets of two independent variables
were considered to be controlled by manipulation of fuel flow and nozzle area
(it being assumed that the third OTW manipulated variable, core variable
stators, will be scheduled as a function of core corrected speed as on the
F101). One of the independent variables in each case was one of the candidate
thrust functions. Each case was run through a computer program which com-
bines typical control and measurement tolerances, engine component tolerances,
and engine component deterioration with engine cycle characteristics to define
expected variations in important characteristics such as thrust, turbine tem-
perature, stall margins, etc. Typical results of such runs are shown in
Table 12-II and the variations used in getting these results in Table 12-III.
For the experimental engine, fan speed (PCLNR) was selected as the thrust-
setting parameter (fuel control) because it offers the best takeoff regime
performance index established on the basis of thrust-setting accuracy axzd
engine deterioration effects. In addition, none of the other mode selection
criteria, such as stall margin variations or failure effects, are compromised
with the selection of fan speed as the thrust control parameter. After experi-
mental evaluation and development of the exhaust nozzle aerodynamics, the
engine cycle will be evaluated to select the climb/cruise power-setting
parameter.
One other factor to be considered in evaluating the potential thrust
function is control. loop stability when the function is combined with other
manipulated variables in an automatic control system. This matter is dis-
cussed as a part of C naxt discussion.
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Table 12-I. Thrust Functions Evaluated for QCSEE OTW Control.
Thrust Function	 Basic Type
TP1 = P49/PTO Core Power
TP2 = PS3/PTO Core Power
TP3 = f(P14/PAMB) x (A18) Gross Thrust
TP4 = f(P14/PTO) x (A18) Gross Thrust
TP5 - f(XM11)/(A18) Gross Thrust
TP6 = f(P14/PTO) x f2(XMll) Gross Thrust
TP7 = PCLNR Gross Thrust
TP8 - T41C/T1 Core Power
TP9 PCNHR Core Power
TP11 = T8/T Core Power
TP12 = [(T15 - T1)/T15] x f(XM11) Fan Power
PT13 = WFM/PTO Core Power
Note: Nomenclature is the same as used in the cycle and performance
section with the following additions:
^.	 TP = thrust parameter
PTO = free stream total pressure
T41C = calculated T41
PS3 = the static pressure in the combustor
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Table 12-11. 'Tolerance Studv results.
Variable controlled thrust variations	 - of Point
SLS Take-off Power
1 2 ':'.1. FN T41 SN12 X111
WI-N/IlTo PCNL 2.1 1.8 1.0 6.8 1.6
WFN/PTo \N11 2.05 1.7 1.0 6.7 1.7
WI-N/11TO A8 1.7 1.4 1.0 4.(, 2.2
M-11/1 1TO X115 1. () 1.5 1 .0 8.8 1.6
P14/PTO PCNL 2.2 2.1 2.0 7.3 1.4
11 14/PTO SN11 2.452.4 2.1 7.0 1.7
'ri'b A8 2.1.5 2.1 2.2 4.7 2.7
'1'11 6 X115 2.2 `) 2.2 2.2 8.8 3.7
TI '6 Vill 2.4 2.4 2.1 7.9 1.7
TPb PCN1, 2.45 2.4 2.0 8.7 1.6
1'S3/1 1TO A8 2.'25 2.0 2.5 4.7 2.5
PS3/PTO IU115 2.5 2.2 2.5 ().1 3.4
I'S 3/I1TO XNI1 2.7 2.4 2.5 8.3 1.7
PCNL A8 1.65 1.5 1.() 5.0 1.1
PS 3/1'TO PCNI, 2.9 2.5 2.4 Q.4 1 .7
XI I I A 8 2.4 2 . _' 2.2 5.0 1.7
Variations are runt-;square-sum stackup of tolerances and variation listed
in 'fable 12-VI1.1 .
Thrust performance indicator = I''N variation + 1/2 deterioration effects.
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Characteristic
Fan airflow
Fan eff.
Core compre. eff.
P4/P3
Comb. eff.
HP turb. eff.
A49
LP turb. eff.
P.1_8/P14
P56/P5
Interstage Bld.
P3 Bld.
HP extract.
Cooling Bld.
AE 1'1
Variation
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.0
18.6 kw (25 hp)
0.55
0.1
Table 12-III. Tolerances and Variations Used.
(Note: All are ±% of point unless noted otherwiae)
Engine CharacteristicsControl Variables
SLS
Variable Takeoff
PCNLR 0.52
A8 1.2
XM11 1.65
P49/PTO 1.07
PS 3/PTO 0.97
TP3 5.5
TP4 3.74
TP5 1.74
TP6 1.85
T41C/tl 1.04
T49/T1 1.05
T8/T1 1.04
PCHHR 0.30
TP12 2.41
WFM/PTO 1.43
13 14/PTO 1.11
P14/PTO( P/P) 0.93
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Control Modes
Another task necessary in the definition of the automatic control was the
identification and evaluation of control modes, that is, the interrelation-
ships between manipulated and controlled variables.
Key operational requirements applicable to establishing automatic control
modes at various conditions are:
•	 Takeoff - Set guaranteed maximum static thrust or percent thereof
•	 Climb - Set guaranteed maximum installed thrust or percent thereof
•	 Cruise - Attain minimum installed sfc at required thrust level.
•	 Descent - Maintain sufficient core speed f,ir air conditioning and
power extraction
•	 Approach - Fast thrust response at readily controlled level up to
guaranteed maximum
•	 Ground Idle - Minimum thrust
- Low exhaust pollution
- rpm sufficient for centrifugal anti-icing
A simplified schematic of the fuel control system is shown in Figure
12.3. ; tie fan speed (N1) demand to set percent of thrust is generated as a
function of power lever angle, inlet temperature, and inlet pressure. The
inlet temperature provides a corrected fan speed reference, and the inlet
pressure resets the reference for altitude operation. The N1 demand then is
compared with N1, and metering valve rate demand is generated. The rate
demand is compared with the metering valve rate to generate a servovalve
control signal that is used to position the metering valve. This interloop
is employed to provide stable responsive control of the fuel metering section.
Acceleration and deceleration schedules and temperature and pressure limits
that bound the operation of the thrust-setting governor to achieve safe
operation of the engine are input to the control strategy at the minimum and
maximum selectors shown in Figure 12.3.
Core Stator Control - A simplified :schematic of the core stator control
is shoxni in Figure 12.4. The stators are scheduled as a function of corrected
core speed. Core inlet temperature, T25, is calculated as a function of
inlet temperature and fan speed. This eliminates the need for a separate T25
sensor.
One of the major requirements for this engine is to provide rapid
thrust response during the approach phase of the flight profile. This will
be accomplished through the use of stator reset logic as shown in Figure 12.5.
When the reset is activated, the reset schedule will cause the stators to
close as the power demand is reduced. This schedule will be designed to
maintain the core speed at or near takeoff spec '. Therefore, when the rapid
_T
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1.
thrust response is desired, only the fan will have to be accelerated, since
the core will already be at full speed.
Transient Response - Once the basic control mode was defined, it was
integrated into a hybrid computer model of the engine and control system in
order to evaluate stability and response characteristics. Numerical values
in the model were set in several ways, some being based on engine limits,
some on linear stability analyses, and some on past experience. The model
was run and adjustments were made as necessary to provide optimum stability.
As a result of this process the model was refined to provide satisfactory
steady-state and transient control.
After the numerical values in the model were refined for optimum
stability, the model was run to explore the transient response characteristics
of the chosen control mode, particularly at approach conditions, where fast
response is most important. A typical data trace from one of these runs is
shown in Figure 12.6. Figure 12.7 shows the engine response characteristics
with and without stator reset as a function of control power setting. This
figure also shows that the chosen control mode meets the QCSEE program goal
of one second from 62 to 95 percent thrust at approach conditions. Figure
12.8 shows the predicted characteristics of thrust versus time for various
control power settings. The transient response data indicates that a
significant improvement in engine response time can be obtained using the
stator reset technique discussed in the previous section.
Safety Limits
The control includes a number of safety limits which are briefly described
below:
T41 Limit - Turbine inlet gas temperature (T41) is calculated in the
digital control from the compressor discharge temperature (T3), fuel flow,
and compressor discharge pressure; fuel flow is limited to prevent this
calculated T41 from exceeding a predetermined limit.
Acceleration Limit - An acceleration fuel schedule (which is a function
of core rrm, core compressor inlet temperature, and core compressor discharge
pressure) is incorporated in the digital control, and fuel flow is prevented
from exceeding this schedule. The schedule is designed to provide satisfac-
tory starts and rapid acceleration without core compressor stall or excessive
turbine temperature transients.
Deceleration Limit - A dece'o ration fuel schedule which is a fraction
of the acceleration schedule is incorporated in the digital control, and
fuel flow is not allowed to go below this schedule except in the case of
operation of the emergency shutdown noted below. This schedule is designed
to provide rapid engine deceleration without loss of combustion.
Fan Speed Limit (Normal) - The digital control senses low pressure tur-
bine rpm and limits fuel flow to prevent exceeding a predetermined normal fan
rpm limit.
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Figure 12.6. Typical Transient Response Data Trace.
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Core Speed Limits - Both the digital and hydromechanical controls sense
core speed and provide fuel flow limiting to prevent core overspeed.
Emergency Shutdown - This feature provides complete fuel shutoff in the
event that low pressure turbine rpm exceeds an absolute maximum limit or a
preset rate of change. All elements of this feature are electrically
isolated from the remainder of the system so that it also protects agAinst
system fault which might cause fan overspeed.
12.3.3 Digital Control Subsystem
The digital control subsystem, shown in Figure 12.9, consists of an
engine-mounted digital control and command and monitor peripheral equipment
located in the control roam.
The digital control performs the computational requirements for the
overall engine control system based on the demands received from the command
and monitor equipment and other parameters received from engine-mounted
sensors. In addition to generating control signals to manipulate fuel flow
and compressor vane angle, the digital control transmits engine and control
data to the command-and-monitor equipment in the control room.
The command-and-monitor equipment has a number of featui i to provide
flexibility in testing an experimental engine. These include she following
(1) several modes of operati3n, (2) selected adjustment inputs to modify
Ready-state and dynamic characteristics of the control strategy, (3) a
fault indication and corrective action program, and (4) a comprehensive
control and engine parameter display system which provides conditioned-
' J	 monitoring features for the experimental engine.
A comprehensive failure filter employing a form of Kalman-Eucy filtering
technique will be oemonstratsd on the OTW for the first time. The scheme,
shown in Figure 12.10, includes a model of the engine for the purpose of
estimating control sensor outputs. The engine model operates on the fuel
control and stator control drive signals (IWFTM and 10C) and the control
sensor data to produce an estimate of the control sensor outputs. For amall
deviations, between the sensor outputs and the computed values, the computer
values will be adjusted to reflect the value of the sen- nr outputs through
Cie "K" matrix shown in Figure 12.10. If, however, the deviation becomes
larger than some predescribed limit, a failed sensor is indicated; the
computed value will be inserted into the program in place. of the sensor value.
Fault indication is a part of the digital control strategy. Four fault
tests are performed by the digital control. These are as follows:
1.	 Digital control fault test to check out the analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters and certain portions of the digital
control associated with test.
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2. High engine vibration levels.
3. Low pressure turbine rotor overspeed.
4. Loss of command data link.
For the experimental engine, the corrective action for the fault con-
ditions No.'s 1, 2, and 3 is to reduce or shut down
	 :1 flow, and the
corrective action for fault condition No. 4 is to fail-fixed at the last
true inputs. Fault status is part of the monitoring system. If a fault
occurs, a fault discrete lights on the operator control panel and the fault
condition may be uniquely identified on the engineering control panel.
The following listing contains 48 control and engine parameters and can
be read out from the command-and-monitor equipment in the control room.
QCSEE OTW Monitor Data
1. Fuel control torque motor current
2. Compressor stator torque motor current
3. Fuel flow
4. Calculated turbine inlet temperature
5. inlet Mach number
6. Compressor discharge to inlet pressure
ratio
7. Electrical power demand
8. Fan speed
9. Core speed
10. Compressor stator angle
11-15. Fault identification data
16. Fuel mode control indication
17. Hydromechanical p' • • lever angle
18. Inlet temperature
19. Inlet total pressure
20. Fan discharge to inlet differential
pressure
21. Inlet total-to-static differential
pressure
22. Compressor discharge
pressure
23. Metering valve position
24. Compressor discharge tem-
perature
25. Mode control demand input
26. Fuel temperature
27. Exhaust gas temperature
28. Engine oil inlet temperature
29. Scavenge oil temperature
30. Engine oil inlet pressure
31. Scavenge oil pressure
32. Fan discharge temperature
33. Low pressure turbine
discharge pressure
34. Gearbox interrace bearing
temperature
35. Engine horizontal vibration
36. Engine vertical vibration
37-48. Failure filter data
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The above data may be read from a number of stations in the control
room. Any of the 48 parameters may be selected for display on a Binary
Coded Decimal readout on the engineering control panel, and all parameters
are transmitted serially to the remote (NASA) computer binary form.
Parameters 1 through 15 are available for real-time analog recording at the
interconnect panel, and any of the 48 channels may be selected for analog
recording as a 16th channel. Full parametric digital readouts of parameters
3 through 10 are displayed on the operator panel. Torque motor currents
(items 1 and 2) are displayed on analog meters on the engineering panel.
Digital Control
The digital control accepts operational input demand and engine param-
etric information in the form of AC and DC analog and digital signals and
uses this information to generate engine control signals and engine condition-
monitoring data. A simplified block diagram of the control is shown in
Figure 12.11. The analog signals are conditioned to a standard voltage range
and then multiplexed to an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. The output of
the A/D converter is fed to the central processor unit (CPU) where all
necessary calculations are performed. The CPU output is fed into two cir-
cuits. One circuit is a multiplexer that sends data out to the aircraft.
The other circuit is a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter circuit. The out-
put of the D/A converter is fed to sample and hold circuits and, subsequently,
to the output drive circuits. The drive circuits provide signals to the
torque motors that are used to provide engine control.. Power to the. control
is provided by an engine-mounted alternator. The alternator AC signal is
converted to the necessary regulated DC voltages.
Digital Control Inputs and Outputs
The QCSEE digital control inputs and outputs listed iu Tables 12-IV,
12-V, 12-VI, and 12-VII are described below.
Inputs to the digital control consist of fou'i classifications:
(1) instrumentation sig ,ials, (2) sensor and transducer signals, (3) power
signals, and (4) digital signals. Table 12-IV is a list of the instrumenta-
tion input signals. These signals are all 0-10 volt levels and the only
signal conditioning required is an isolation amplifier in the digitate con-
trol. Presently there are 15 instrumentation signals being used and there
are four spare inputs that may be used if needed.
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Table 12-IV. Digital Control Instrumentation Input Signals.
1. Spare
2. Fuel temperature
3. WF manifold pressure
4. EGT
5. Fuel flow
6. Lube pressure
7. Lube scavenge pressure
8. Lube oil inlet temperature
9. Lube scavenge oil temperature
10. T25
11. P5 pressure
12. Gearbox inner race bearing
temperature
13. Horizontal vib
14. Vertical vib
15. Core stator position
16. Spare
17. Spare
18. Spare
19. Spare
Table 12-V. Digital Control Engine Sensor and Transducer Signals.
1. Power lever RVDT (rotary variable
differential transformer)
2. Fuel metering valve RVDT
3. Core stator LVDT (linear VDT)
4. NIT (LP turbine rpm No. 1)
5. NIT (LP turbine rpm No. 2)
6. T3 (compressor discharge
total temperature)
7. T12 (fan inlet total
temperature)
S. PS3 (compressor discharge
static pressure)
9. PTO (engine inlet total
pressure)
10. PTO-Pull (inlet static
pressure)
11. P14 (fan discharge total
pressure) - PTO
1
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Table 12-VI. Alternator and Digital Signals to Digital Control.
1. N2 alternator winding
2. N2 alternator winding
3. Command data
4. Command Sync.
5. Command clock
Digital Signals - 3 twisted pairs to
digital control
Ir
Table 12-VII. Digital Control Outputs.
1. Fuel metering valve torque :rotor current (TMC)
2. Core stator LVDT excitation
3. Fuel metering valve RVDT excitation
4. Power lever RVDT excitation
5. Fan nozzle LVDT excitation (flight version only)
6. Core stator TMC
7. Emergency shutdown TMC
8. Monitor sync.
9. Monitor clock
	 Digital Signals - 4 twisted pairs to
control room inter-
10. Reset
	 connect unit
11. T12 excitation
354
The sensor signals are shown in Table 12-V and come from various trans-
ducers and sensors located on the engine. Some signals are AC and some are
DC and have various voltage ranges. These signals are conditioned to a
standard 0-10 volt level in order to be used by the digital control.
The remaining inputs are the alternator signals that provide the power
to the digital control and the digital signals that feed digital data to the
control. These are listed in Table 12-VI.
The QCSEE digital control outputs are of three types: (1) torque
motor drive signals, (2) transducer and sensor excitation signals, and
(3) digital signals. rable 12-VII lists these.
Digital Control Functional Description
Input Signal Conditioners
The input signal-conditioning circuits are of two types: (1) isolation
amplifiers and (2) processing amplifiers. The isolation amplifiers isolate
the instrumentation output amplifiers from the control. These amplifiers
prevent loading vroblems.
The signal processing amplifiers differ in design depending on the
type of input signal. These consist of demodulating circuits, frequency-
to-DC converters, and straight gain-setting amplifiers. These circuits
condition all input signals to a standard 0-10 volt level over the signal
range of interest. The proper gains and offsets to accomplish this are
set in these amplifiers. The outputs of both isolation amplifiers and
processing amplifiers are fed into an analog multiplexer.
Analog Multiplexer
The analog mulitplexer circuit consists of three 16-channel multiplexer
chips making a total of 48 signals which can be multiplexed. Each channel
can be addressed separately depending on the signal needed by the digital
control at any particular time. The outputs of the three multiplexer chips
are connected together and are fed to a sample and hold circuit. The output
of this circuit goes to an A/D converter circuit.
Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Converter
The A/D converter is a 12-bit successive approximation-type circuit
with a conversion time of 24 microseconds. The input to the A/D converter
is a 0-10 volt DC signal and is converted to a digital word that corresponds
to the particular voltage at the converter input. For 12 bits, there are
4096 possible words. The output of the A/D converter is fed to a serial
digital multiplexer and from there to the central processor unit (CPU).
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Central Processor Unit (CPU)
The CPU along with the program memory form the digital computer of
the digital control. This circuit contains the arithmetic logic unit, the
control and timing unit, the scratch pad memory, the accumulator, and other
logic circuits necessary to carry out all calculations to generate the engine
control signals and other functions. This unit accepts the A/D converter
signals and the aircraft digital signals via the serial digital multiplexer.
A block diagram of the CPU is seen in Figure 12.12. The output of the CPU
is fed to a digital multiplexer whose output transmits data to the aircraft.
The CPU output also goes to a digital-to-analog converter.
Digital-to-Analog (D/A) Converter
The D/A converter has a 12-bit digital word as an input and the output
is one of 4096 possible voltage levels corresponding to the digital input.
The output of the D/A is bipolar and will be in the -5 volt to +5 volt range.
The D/A output is fed to the output drive circuits.
Output Drive Circuits
The output drive circuits consist of sample and hold circuits and the
output circuits needed to power the valves, torque motors, etc. As the
digital control performs the programmed calculations, the output of the
D/A converter is sampted at the proper time and stored in a sample-and-hold
circuit. This value is held until the next time the program calls for this
particular sample-and-hold circuit to be pulsed and the next value of the
calculation to be stored. The output of each sample-and-hold circuit is fed
to a driver amplifier. The outputs of the driver amplifiers are used to
actuate the torque motors and the valves that provide engine control.
Other Circuits
Transducer excitation circuits also are provided in the digital control.
A 2.048-mHz clock signal is used to generate a 3011-Hz, 20-volt, peak-to-peak
sine wave signal. This signal is fed to two transducer driver amplifiers
whose outputs are used to provide the excitation voltage for the position
transducers (VDT's). The 3011-Hz signal also is used as a demodulate
reference.
The emergency shutdown and overspeed circuit performs two functions:
(1) detects a failure in the low pressure system through speed rate of
change, and (2) detects a low pressure turbine overspeed. If either of these
conditions exists, a fuel valve is closed to shut down the engine. This
circuit is self-contained and has its own power supply.
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The QCSEE digital control power supply circuit accepts an AC signal
from an engine-mounted alternator and converts it to the desired regulated
voltages. There are three supplies: (1) a +15 and -15 volt supply, (2) a
+11 and -11 volt supply, and (3) a +5 volt supply.
Mechanical Design
The engine-mounted digital control unit is made up of a chassis which
provides mounting and which contains electrical connectors for external
communications and a series of individual modules which contain the elec-
trical components and circuits. A sketch of the unit is shown in Figure 12.13,
and a typical module is shown in Figure 12.14.
The mechanical design and packaging approach for the digital control
uses desi&s similar to existing on-engine electrical controls which have
been proven on many military engine applications. To achieve the required
reliability level, the control mechanical design must consider the unique
turbine engine environment. Detail consideration is given to vibratory
loads and cyclic temperature effects with respect to materials, mounting,
potting, and interconnections. Structural integrity of the electrical com-
ponents and interconnections is provided by installing the components in
module cans which are filled with a resilient potting compound. This approach
provides vibration damping. '!'he digital control will be designed to meet
a 10-g vibration level. The module cans are filled with potting material
to a level covering the upper edge of the printed circuit boards (PCB's).
Hookup wirers are attached to the exposed pins at the upper edge of the
PCB's, and a clear RTV is used to fill the module can. The above potted
assembly is cared a module. Each module is a functionally discrete portion
of the control. It is tested as an individual assembly and is directly
interchangeable with a like module should replacement become necessary.
Digital circuits, which use dual in-line package (DIP) components are
mounted on wire-wrapped PCB's. These PCB's have terminal inserts. Inter-
connections are made by wire wrapping solid insulated wire as required for
a point-to-point wiring arrangement on the inserts. These wire wraps and the
DIP terminal interfaces are soldered to complete the electrical connections.
The assembly for the wire-wrapped PCB's is the same as for the analog modules.
The chassis which contains the modules, the connectors, the electrical
filters, and pressure transducers is a dip-brazed, aluminum, inseparable
assembly. The chassis is supported on each end by a mounting bracket to
the fan frame inside of the nacelle. Brackets are strengthened with a "T"
sectioned brace between them. One of the connectors is mounted on the
electrical filter housing which is needed for electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) purposes. Three of the pressure transducers are mounted on a single
manifold which receives the necessary inputs through three pressure ports.
The manifold is mounted to a support plate along with two connectors and a
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Figure 12.14. Typical Digital Control Module.
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self-mounted transducer. Five connectors are mounted on a second support
plate. These two connector supports and the filter housing help form the
housing on the chassis. Internal to the chassis, two stiffening ribs are
used to carry the module loads out to the sides of the chassis. Two flanges,
stiffened wit,-, gussets, carry the loads from the chassis sides out to the
mounting brackets. The transducer and connector mounting system is rugged
enough to adequately resist the loads imposed by the electrical cables and
the pressure, .ires. External surfaces of the chassis and covers are
anodized to improve their resistance to handling. Chassis surfaces which
interface with connectors, mod,; 	 transducers, covers, electrical filters,
and ground paths are chemically treated to minimize electrical resistance.
The lower electrical resistance improves the EMC capability. The module
mounting surface has finned passages for cooling air flow. These passages
are located so as to maximize the conductive-convective relationships. The
whole heat transfer system is designed to minimize the temperature difference
between the cooling air and the electrical components.
Command and Monitor Peripheral Equipment
An overall function schematic of the command and monitor equipment is
shown in Figure 12.15. The interconnect unit processes all of the command
data received from the operator and engineering control panels and the
remote NASA computer and transmits these data to the digital control in a
time-shared serial format in a sequence prescribed by the digital control.
Engine and control monitor data received from the digital control are
processed in the interconnect unit and transmitted to the operator control
panel, the engineering panel, the remote (NASA) computer, and to instrumen-
tation. The following is a description of the input and output requirements
of each of the command and monitor. units.
Input and Output
The inputs and outputs to and from the interconnect unit are in the
form of digital and analog signals.
Engineering Control Panel
From the Engineering Control Panel to the interconnect unit, analog
signals of levels of 0 to 10 volts are used to transmit control demand and
adjustment information. Mode information is transmitted in a parallel
digital manner.
From the interconnect unit to the Engineering Control Panel, monitoring
information is transmitted it a serial-digital form. The information trans-
mitted is converted from binary to binary coded decimal and one selected word
at a time may be displayed on a four-decade digital panel meter. Analog
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signals representing fuel metering, and core stetor torque motor currents
are transmitted to the Engineering Con^rol Panel and displayed on three
analog panel meters (Figure 12.16).
Operator Control Panel
From the operator control panel to the interconnect unit, analog
signals (0 to 10 volts) are used to transmit control demand information.
Mode information is transmitted in a parallel digital manner. The informa-
tion transmitted is illustrated on the lower portion of the front panel
display of Figure 12.17.
From the Interconnect unit to the operator control panel, monitoring
information is ransmitted serially in a digital manner. The information
is sealed by a ni croprocessor and displayed on nine 4-decade digital panel
meters. The information displays are shown on the upper front panel as
shown in Figure 12.1.7.
Remote Terminal Unit
From the Remote :NASA Computer to the Interconnect Unit, four 16-bit
data words are transmitted serially by bit. These words contain one mode
word and three .:ontrol command words.
From the interconnect unit to the Remote NASA Computer, monitoring
information is transmitted serially by bit. The Remote Computer will,
accept this information kind convert it to a form acceptable to the user.
I I	 Digital Control
From the interconnect unit to the digital control, all the information
gathered front 	 peripheral units Is transmitted to the digital control
serially by bit upon demand from the digital control.
From the digital control to the interconnect unit, monitoring informa-
tion is transmitted serially by bit and distributed to each peripheral unit
in a suitable format acceptable to that unit.
Functional Description
Signal Conditioners
All digital signals are transmitted by differential line drivers and
received by I differential line receiver over twisted wire pairs. All
.analog signals transmitted are buffered by low output impedance amplifiers
.and received by operational amplifiers in a differential configuration.
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Figure 12.16. Engineering Control Panel.
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Analog Multiplexer
The analog multiplexer located in the Interconnect Unit consists of
two 16-channel multiplexer chips capable of handling all the analog inputs
from the Engineering Control Unit and the Operator Control Unit. Each of
the 18 inputs is capable of being addressed separately in a predetermined
sequence at a particular time determined by the digital control. The output
of the multiplexer circuit goes to a sample-and-hold circuit and awaits A/D
conversion.
Analog-to-Digital Conversion
All analog signals coming into the Interconnect Unit are converted to
a digital word upon command from the digital control just prior to being
transmitted to the digital control.
Data Bus
Digital multiplexing at the data bus is accomplished by employing
tristate logic devices to provide inputs to the bus. The three states are
high output, low output, and high impedance. Placed in the high impedance
state, the devices can be essentially deactivated, while the other two
states are used to define logic levels in the transmission mode. All but
one of the devices whose outputs are connected to the data bus shown in
Figure 12.15 are placed in the high impedance state, and the remaining
device will be in the transmission mode. In this manner, a single input
to the data bus is made air-ilable to the digital serializer as a 12-bit
parallel data word.
Digital Serializer
The digital serializer is a 12-bit shift register which is parallel
loaded upon command. Subsequently, the data are shifted one bit at a time
into the cransmission system.
Isolators
The isolati-)n of signal and signal grounds is accomplished by means of
optical isolators. These devices convert electrical signals into light,
internally, and then reconvert the light signal back into electrical signals.
This process breaks all electrical connection from input to output while
maintaining the signal information. 1b Durpose of the isolators is to
assure that ground loops, power differs._' • as between systems, and signal
noise are reduced to a minimum.
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Power Supl!ly System
The power supply for the peripheral units is derived from a 400 tlz
source of 200 volt/amps or more. In the interconnect unit +15 and -15
volts are developed and routed to the Engineering Control Unit and the
Operator Control Unit. Analog circuits requiring the use of ±14 volts
in any of the three units use this regulated supply.
'llae +5 volts supply is generated separatel y and used as a logic supply
in each of the three units.
There are two isolated +5 volt logic supplies in the interconnect unit
derived specific.,.LIv to be used in the isolation technique used in this
system.
The Operator Control Unit develops -10v and -12v for the scaling
microprocessor. The +5 volts is developed for a logic supply, and the 12
volts AC is used to light the front panel push button switches and indicators.
The Engineering Control Unit develops -10v to reference the potenti-
iometers. The +5 volts is used as a logic supply while the 10 volts AC is
the deriving source as well as the supplier of the one lighted indicator on
the front panel. 'I1ie +15 volts is used to derive the -10 volts as well as
operating analog circuits.
Other Considerations
The packaging of the Off-Engine Control Peripheral Units (consisting
of the operator control unit, the engineering; control unit, and the inter-
connect unit) is designed to operate in a control room environuk-nt. Both
mechanical and electrical system5 are designed for control room use only.
12.3.4 tivdromochanical Control
General Description
The QCSFT hydromechanical. control is an F101 main engine control which
will contain appropriate modification~ applicable to the unique. requirements
of the QCSEE control system and engine. Me Woodward Governor Company is
the vendor source for this control.
'ltae modified F101 control will perform the following subsystem functions:
•	 modulates core engine fuel flow to govern core speed as a
backup to the digital control
0	 Provides positive fuel flow shutoff and limits core engine
ove rs pee d
367
•	 Reduces fuel flow in proportion to electrical signals from the
digital control as the primary fuel control method
•	 Provides power lever position intelligence to the digital control
•	 Provides minimum fuel system pressurization
•	 Provides fuel flow shutoff to limit fan overspeed in response
to electrical control signals from the digital control
•	 Provides electrical metering valve position intelligence to
the digital control
Hydromechanical Control Inputs and Outputs
1lie inputs to and outputs from the hydromechanical control are listed
below:
Inputs	 Outputs
•	 Pump discharge	 •	 Metered engine fuel flow
•	 Power lever angle	 •	 Bypass fuel flow
•	 Core engine drive speed	 •	 Stator vane actuator control
supply pressure
•	 Electrical fuel flow limit
signal
	 •	 Power level electrical
position signal
•	 Electrical fan overspeed
n ;	 signal	 •	 Metering valve electrical
position signal
Hydromechanical Control Functional Description
A functional block diagram of the hydromechanical control is shown in
Figure 12.18.
Fuel flow to the engine is set by controlling the area of the metering
valve and maintaining a constant pressure differential across it by ineans of
the bypass valve which returns excess fuel to the fuel return and thence to
the fuel pump inlet.
Metering valve area is controlled by the metering valve actuator
which is a fuel-operated piston that responds to the output of an electro-
hydromechanical computer network within the control. One of the inputs
to this network is an electrical signal from the digital control. This
signal will normally be in command of the metering valve.
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The core speed governor receives an input demand by means of a cam
that is scheduled as a function of mechanical power lever position. This
demand is applied to a flyball governor rotated by the core engine rotor
through the accessory gearbox xad control drive shaft. If the demanded
speed and actual speed do not correspond, the governor ports fuel servo
pressure toward the metering valve actuator to change fuel flow and thus
correct the difference. This pressure will only get through to the actuator,
however, if the governor is calling for less fuel flow than the electrical
command from the digital control.
The control includes two valves downstream from the metering valve,
a power lever operated shut-off valve, and a pressurizing valve which operates
to assure adequate fuel pressure at low-flow conditions to operate the core
stator actuators and other fuel servomechanisms and which also serves as an
emergency fuel shut-off valve, closing in response to a fuel servovalve
operated by a signal from the digital control.
The hydromechanical control will be mounted on the F101 fuel pump
similar to Figure 12.19. The pump is V-band flange-mounted to an F1C1
gearbox pump drive pad. Through shafting, it is used to provide core speed
input to the control drive spline.
i2.4 FUEL DELIVERY SYSTEM
The QCSEE fuel delivery system is primarily based on F101 engine main
fuel system components including the hydromechanical control and temperature
sensor described in Section 12.3.3. The fuel delivery system includes the
following elements:
•	 Fuel control (metering section)
•	 Main fuel pump
•	 Fuel filter
These elements are interconnected as shown in the schematic of Figure 12.20.
The fuel pump is a standard F101 main fuel pump unmodified. It is a
balanced vane design of fixed displacement and contains an integral centri-
fugal booster stage to charge the vane intakes.
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12.5 COMPRESSOR STATOR ACTUATION SYSTEM
Actuation of the core compressor stators is accomplished by a pair of
fuel-operated, ram actuators (Figure 12.21). Flow to the actuators is
controlled by separate, 4-way, electrohydraulic, directional flow control
valves mounted on a common manifold block which is mounted can the hydro-
mechanical control. The valves control flow in response to a direct-current
electrical signal from the digital control.
A schematic of the valve design is shown on Figure 12.22. The electrical
signal is applied to parallel, redundant coils of the flat armature torque
motor which applie.-, torque to the jet-pipe causing it to deflect. This
deflection unbalances the pressure on the opposite ends of tie to ol, causing
it to move until the jet pipe is returned to its center position by the
feedback spring, the force of the spring just counteracting the torque
generated by the electrical signal. In this manner, spool position is made
proportional to the electrical signal current. The position of the spool
determines the porting between the high pressure supply from the hydraulic
pump (P), the actuation ports (1 and 2), and the low pressure return (R).
The acutators are F101 components modified to increase the linear stroke
by 5.08 x 10-3m (0.2 inch). The modification is accomplished by shortening
the piston head axial dimension to allow increased retraction when bottomed
in the cylinder.
12.6 SENSORS
The engine sensors are devices ,-Thich change the variab3 f ? to be measured
into a form that can be used as an input signal to the engine digital or
hydromechanical control or as an input signal to an indicator gage. The
sensors include the following:
Low pressure turbine speed sensor
Core engine speed sensor (AC generator)
Fan inlet temperature sensor
Static pressure and pressure ratio sensors
Position feedback sensors
12.6.1 Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) Speed Sensor
lire LPT shaft speed sensor produces two electrical signals that
represent the rotational speed of the low pressure turbine shaft. One
signal will be used for engine fail
	 governing. The other signal will
be used to limit the rate of speed change and maximum speed in the event
of a loss of fan load, overspeed, or control failure.
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The speed sensor is nearly identical to that used on the F101 engine,
with a magnetic pickup at one end and an electrical connector at the other.
I'he sensor is mounted within the fan frame; the pickup head and supporting
tube extend through a fan frame strut to a point aft of the LPT shaft front
bearing. The pickup is fixed in close proximity to a flanged ferromagnetic
disk having 36 equally spaced teeth machined into the flange, 35 with the
same air gap and one with less gap to provide a locating signal for use in
rotor balancing.
'ilie magnetic pickup consists basically of a permanent magnet behind
a soft iron: pole piece around which a coil has been wound. The magnetic
flux linking the coil is high when a ferrous metal object (tooth) is placed
in front of the pole piece and is low with no ferrous metal in front of the
pole piece (slot). T1ue generated voltage is proportional to the rate of
change of flux in the pole piece, and the frequency of the AC signal is
proportional to the speed at which the ferrous material (teeth) passes in
front of the pole piece. The wave form of the electrical signal is nearly
sinusoidal depending upon the relative width of slots and teeth on the
rotating disk and also the width of the piece relative to the slots and
teeth. Signal output from the speed sensor is routed to a conditioner
device in the digital control which produces a uniform voltage amplitude
and wave form at varying speeds so that ultimately the conditioned signal
is interpreted in terms of frequency rather than voltage amplitude.
12.6.2 Core l;ngine Speed Sensor
An alternating-current-generator, driven by the engine gearbox, provides
electrical power to the engine digital control. In addition, a signal source
is generated which represents core engine speed and is used for engine
control and indicating purposes.
Me generator is a 12-pole, high-speed, four-winding, alternating-
current-generator. 'ilhe generator, shown in Figure 12.23, is identical to
that used on the 11 101 engine. The generator rotor is mounted to a drive
shaft which is supported by bearings in the accessory gearbox. Each winding
on the stator functions as an independent power source with independent leads
and pins in a single connector.
A shaft seal in the gearbox permits the rotor to run in an essentially
dry environment, reducing hea* generation and avoiding the possibility of
metallic particle pickup on the Alnico-9 magnetic rotor. The rotor is
shielded for retention of the magnetic segments and to provide a smooth,
low disk friction surface.
'11te frequency of the sinusoidal wave form signal is used as an indica-
tion of core engine speed. The drive gear ratio is such that the rotor
turns at 24,903 rpm at 1007' engine speed which results in a frequency of
2490 iiz .
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12.6.3 Fan Inlet Temperature (T12) Sensor
The '112 sensor provides the engine control with an electrical signal
representing the total temperature of the air entering the fan for use in
scheduling and computing within the digital control.
The fan inlet temperature sensor shown in Figure 12.24 is identical to
that used on the F101 engine. The sensor is a wire-wound resistance-type
device mounted on and protruding through the front frame into the fan inlet
air stream. The sensor consists of a sensing element and housing. The
sensing element contains a platinum wire wound on a cylindrical platinum
mandrel. The wires are insulated from each other and the mandrel by a
ceramic insulant. The element is hermetically sealed in a capped platinum
sheath and the connections are potted. The housing is a slotted airfoil
which controls airflow so that the sensed temperature is that of the free
stream. A series of small holes bleeds off the boundary layer and turns the
stream, but not heavier particles, inward toward the sensing element. The
boundary layer air is exhausted out the top. Some of the diverted air
stream flows through the first slot and carries the lighter contaminants.
'rhe remaining portion of the diverted flow goes through the second slot and
around the sensing element.
The T12 sensor operates on the principle that the resistance of the
platinum wire is a predictable function of temperature. A constant direct
current of 12.5 milliamperes is applied to the sensor coil, and the voltage
is used as an indication of temperature.
12.6.4 Absolute and Differential Pressure Sensors
Fan inlet static pressure (PS11), fan discharge pressure (P14), free-
stream total pre y — tre (PTO), and core compressor discharge static pressure
PS3) are sensed an,, used in the digital control for scheduling and compu-
tation. PS3 and PTO are sensed as absolute pressures and (PTO-PS11) and
(11 14-PTO) are sensed as differential pressures.
The sensors are thin-film strain gage bridge transducers identical to
those used in the F101 engine. A cross section of the sensor is shown in
Figure 12.25. The sensors receive their electrical excitation from the
digital control and change the AP and static pressure signals to electrical
signals. They are located inside the digital control chassis.
5 in the thin-film resistance strain gage bridge transducer [below 6.89 x
10 N/m2 (100 psia)], the strain member is a cantilever beam which provides
a metal substrate on which a ceramic film is deposited for electrical insula-
tion. For higher pressures, a diaphragm is used instead of the cantilever
beam. The four strain gage resistors are then vacuum deposited on the
insulator. The resistors are electrically connected into a bridge circuit
using film-deposited interconnecting leads.
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Operating ranges for the sensors are 0-206.9 N/cm2
 (0 to 30C Asia) for
PS3, 0-13.8 N/cm2 (0 to 20 psia) for PTO, and 0-8.3 N/cm2 (0 to 12 paid) for
both differential sensors.
Tile sensors operate on the principle of a mechanical distortion pro-
ducing a change in electrical resistance across a strain gage and, hence, a
change in eleccrical current output from a bridge circuit. Referring to
Figure 12.25, pressure is ported to the sensing beam. The beam is shaped
such that it bends and causes "stretch" oil
	 surface to which the strain
gages are attached.
12.6.5 Position Feedback Sensors
Rotary and linear variable differential transformer transducers will
be used to sense the position of various engine parts and components.
These are:
Tme
Compressor stator vane actuator position
	 LVDT
Power lever position	 RVDT
Fuel metering valve position 	 RVDT
The variable differential transformer translates the displacement of
a magnetic core into an AC output voltage which is proportional to the
displacement. Several different designs are used to obtain specific per-
formance characteristics, but basically, these transducers are constructed
of one primary coil and two secondary coif as shown in Figure 12.26.
An alternating current provided by the digital control (6.6 volts rms
3030 11z) is fed through a primary winding. 1'he magnetic core couples the
primary and secondary coils by conducting the alternating field inside the
coils. Mien the core is in the center position, an equal portion of the
core extends into each of the secondary coils and affects all equal coupling
between the primary and each secondary coil. ildt alternating voltage of
equal magnitude is induced in tile- secondary coils. With the secondary coils
connected in series opposed, they output is close to zero. As the probe is
moved to either side, the coupling between the primary and one secondary
coil is increased, while the coupling between the primary and the other
Secondary coil is decreased. A larger voltage is then induced in one second-
ary coil than in the other, and the output voltage will be the difference
between the two voltages and linearily proportional to the position of the
LVDT core rod.
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Figure 12.26. Variable Differential Trans-
former Schematic.
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SECTION 13.0
NACELLE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
13.1 SUMMARY
The QCSEE OTW propulsion system design requirements include exhaust
area variation and flow turning exceeding any previous design data base.
Therefore, in order to define an acceptable exhaust system for QCSEE, an
experimental development program was conducted by GE and NASA at the Langley
Dynamic Stability Branch facilities. Both static and low speed wind tunnel
tests were conducted. As a result of this program, an exhaust system has
been developed which meets the QCSEE OTW exhaust area variation requirements
between takeoff and cruise; it provides excellent lifting capability at
takeoff and approach wing flap settings, and it houses a target-type thrust
reverser that meets the required reverse thrust objectives. Since the
QCSEE program is a ground engine demonstration program only and no aircraft
geometry was defined, the program did not have any high speed cruise drag
test program.
The nacelle external geometry was designed for an aircraft cruise Mach
number of 0.72. The nacelle external lines were defined to maintain a
maximum diameter of 200.2 cm (78.8 inches) with a balanced design consider-
ing aerodynamic, acoustic, and mechanical requirements. The fan discharge
duct was designed to provide a low Mach number flow over the acoustically
treated panels to optimize the attenuation effectiveness without adversely
affecting aerodynnmic performance.
The upper portion of the exhaust noz:sle houses the thrust reverser
which is designed to provide reverse thrus,- equivalent to 35Z of takeoff
thrust. The sides of the nozzle contain movable doors which open up at
takeoff and landing to provide approximately 25% more flow area than the
closed cruises position. These doors were designed not only to effect this
area requirement. but also to enhance flow spreading and thereby improve
powered lift operation.
An accelerating inlet with a high throat Mach number and acoustic
treatment in the diffuser was selected to meet the engine noise suppression
requirements. The design objective was to achieve the highest practical
throat Mach number consistent with high levels of fixed-geometry inlet per-
formance across the assumed aircraft operating envelope. The Gesign throat
Mach number of 0.79 was based on studies of available inlet data. The
inlet was to be as short as possible consistent with acoustic treatment
needs and required aerodynamic performance at all aircraft/propulsion
system operating conditions. These system operating conditions included
inlet operation without separation at 50° angle of attack at an aircraft
speed of 41.18 in/sec (80 knots) and 90° crosswind at velocities of 18 m/sec
(35 knots).
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Scale model inlet tests of several inlet configurations conducted in
the NASA Lewis 9 b y 15-ft VSTOL Wind Tunnel resulted in the selection of an
inlet geometry capable of marting all requirements. The selected inlet
configuration has a highlight diameter to throat diameter ratio of 1.21 and
a highlight to maximum diameter ratio of 0.400.
l 3.'2 DESIGN REOLTIREMEN_1'S
The primary system design requirements defining the OTW propulsion
s ystem were the following:
•	 System to be representative of a four-engine aircraft installation.
•	 engine installation to be designed for a symmetrical configuration,
not tailored to a specific aircraft design.
•	 System to have external flow lines representative of an installation
having low drag at cruise. Mach number = 0.72.
•	 System to provide upper surface flow attachment for all flap
posit ions.
•	 Aircraft cruise/tak.:off thrust = 0.21 for nuzzle sizing purposes.
•	 Approach flap chord line angle = 60°.
•	 i'akeuff .flap chord line angle = 30°.
•	 Reverser to provide reverse thrust equivalent to 35% takeoff thrust
for ground use only with operational capability down to 5.1 m/sec
(10 knots) without exceeding engine limits.
•	 Inlet to have no separation at angles of attack to 50° with 41.1
m/sec (80 knots) free stream velocity, and up to Ili m/sec (35 knots)
at crosswind angles of 90°.
•	 Fxhaust system to provide about 25n area variation as required by
Cho engine c ycle between takeoff and cruise opeI'ating conditions.
13.3 COMPONENT DESIGN
13.3.1 Exhaust System
The exhaust nozzle was designed to achieve the desired flow character-
istics specified in the design requirements using the data base established
by NASA Langley. These data, shown in Figure 13.1 from SAE Paper 740470
define the unique relationship of the aerodynamic turning and geometric
nuzzle and flap parameters.
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The design evolved from the preliminary flowpath definition shown in
Figure 13.2 to the Baseline QCSEE OTW exhaust system configuration illustrated
III Figure 13.3. The design incorporated two side doors for the 25% area
variation requirement and a target-type thrust reverser. The Baseline
design appeared to be aerodynamically and mechanically feasible but lacked
a specific data base to launch any full-scale hardware design.
The inadequate data base was due largely to the innovation of the two-
door concept which was unlike any other design available, and the difficulty
in determining what the exit area characteristics were in terms of flow
coefficient anu velocity coefficient. A ,joint GE, NASA Lewis, NASA Langley
program was established to obtain the required data base for the QCSEE
nozzle and to define the forward and reverse nozzle geometries to satisfy
the design requirements previously stated. It was also desirable to confirm
that the flap flow attachment achieved at static conditions would be main-
tained during wind-on conditions.
The nozzle development effort commenced by establishing a general
maximum area available for side door arrangements since the specific door
design was not yet known. This area is shown in Figure 13.4. A brain-
storming; session by GE and NASA resulted in the concepts for consideration
shown in Figure 13.5. The plan was to start with the baseline nozzle shown
ir. Figure 13.5 and, if the test results so dictated, to proceed to investi-
gate each concept in a designated order of priority. However, satisfactory
baseline configuration performance made it unnecessary to pursue testing
the remaining concepts.
The internal performance (flow coefficients, velocity coefficients)
test setup is shown in Figure 13.6. The model is shown with a bellmouth
installed on a 14 cm (5.5 inch) diameter tip turbine driven fan and round
calibration nozzles at the exit. Also shown on the test bench in Figure
13.6 is the QCSEE OTW baseline nozzle with side doors open to the takeoff
pos Ition. This model was designed to allow ready interchangeability of the
aft ducting. The model was pressure instrumented and thrust was measured
using a two-component force balance mounted beneath the floor plane. After
round nozzle calibration runs were completed, QCSEE OTW nozzle thrust,
airflow, and pressure ratio were obtained for takeoff and cruise side door
settings. These data were taken with nozzle alone and with small and large
Ilat plate wing upper surface simulations as shown iii 1^igure 13.7.
For wing/flap static turning performance, the OTW scale model, and fan
iissembly were taken off the force ? ­Jance and a wing, which was configured
fur the 60° approach flap setting, installed. The QCSEE nozzle was positioned
over the wing upper surface and mounted to the test bench in a manner which
did not ground the wins;/force balance system, see Figure 13.8. With the
propulsion simulator. and QCSEE nozzle supplying airflow to the wing upper
surface, the resultant wing lift ind drag forces were measured on the force
balance. These data were combineu 'ith nozzle alone axial and vertical force
data to obtain propulsion system/wii. / flap static turning angle and ..rising
efficiency (relative to the takeoff nozzle with large plate).
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Figure 13.6. Nozzle Bench Test Setup.
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While the initial static turning test results of the baseline nozzle were
very encouraging, and in general agreement with the Langley data base in
Figure 13.1, the measured static turning angle (48°) did not meet the QCSEE
objective of 60°. Variations of the baseline nozzle were then made and
tested in the program as shown in various views on Figure 13.9 through
13.14. The nozzle arrangements depicted respectively as the Baseline,
recontouured number 1, and recontoured number 2, reflected technical in-
sight into the flow turning mechanism and the direction to proceed for
improving static turning with some attention to the impact on external
drag. Two side door arrangements were included in the experimental evalu-
ation, a small door with angle of 60° and large door with angle of 25°
described in Figure 13.10.
The resultant turning data for RC-1 and Baseline nozzles is shown in
Figure 13.15. The recontoured RC-1 nozzle produced significantly better
turning data than the baseline with relatively insignificant difference
between the large and small door designs. RC-2 data indicated the same
degree of static turning, but these results are not shown because of sus-
pected force balance measurement errors.
The recontoured RC-1 nozzle performance with large nozzle side doors
was considered very satisfactory, meeting all turning objectives, and all
consideration for alternate concepts was dropped at this point. Only the
wind-on test was required to ensure that the flow attachment was not affected
by freestream effects.
The initial static tests were conducted at Langley using a single-fan
propulsion simulator. With this configuration, the maximum nozzle exit
pressure ratio obtainable was in the order of 1.15, whereas the QCSEE
demonstrator engine nozzle pressure ratio was approximately 1.3 at the
takeoff power setting. In order to avoid having to extrapolate scale model
flow and velocity coefficient data from 1.15 up to the 1.3 nozzle pressure
ratio region, the test set up was converted to a higher pressure ratio
tandem fan arrangement as shown in Figure 13.16. Total pressure measurement
instrumentation is also shown in this figure. All final calibration nozzle
and QCSEE Baseline and RC-1 nozzle data presented on Figures 13.17 through
13.25 were obtained with this tandem fan configuration.
Figures 13.17 and 13.18 show the flow coefficient and velocity coeffi-
cient characteristics of the four round calibration nozzles. These data
were adjusted to agree with reliable flow coefficient data which were
obtained by NASA Lewis on similar nozzles (reference NACA Report 933). The
adjustment was made by applying a total pressure bias correction to computa-
tion of model ideal weight flow and ideal velocity ,(both functions of
measured nozzle pressure ratio) to effect a match between calibration
nozzle flow coefficient data and the referenced NACA data at the respective
nozzle cone half angles, e. The bias correction was rationalized on the
basis that simulator total pressure was measured from a manifolded single
reading and did not compensate for significant total pressure profile
effects which should have been mass weighted in favor of the higher fan
pressures found at the fan tip and turbine drive air regions. Without this
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Figure 13.9. Baseline Nuzzle Variation.
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mass weighting, measured total pressure was erroneously low and resulted in
velocity and flow coefficient levels above unity with increasingly higher
value:; occurring; as model pressure ratio was decreased. The total pressure
bias correction amounted to nominally 0.9 percent at a measured pressure
ratio of 1.10 and 1.3 percent at measured pressure ratios of 1.25. The
1esultant round nozzle flow and velocity coefficient trends and level with
tho adjusted pressure ratio are reasonable and Justify the method used to
correct the data. All scale model coefficient data contained in this
report have been adjusted using the corrections determined from analysis of
t he round nozzle data.
Figures 13.19 and 13.20 present flow coefficient data for the baseline
and RC-1 Nozzles. Both nozzies show essentially the same area change
between takeoff and cruise effective areas with relatively small changes in
effective areas attributed to flat plate configuration. The cruise to
takeoff area change measured is considered acceptable for the QCSEE OTW
demonstrator engine cycle needs.
Nozzle velocity coefficient data are shown on Figures 13.21 and 13.22
for the baseline and RC-1 nozzle configurations. These velocity coefficients
are defined as the resultant thrust (determined from vertical and axial
force balance readings) divided by the calculated ideal thrust (function of
pressure ratio). The results show that RC-1 and baseline takeoff velocity
coclf iciclnts are essentially the same ()0.91 to 0.915) with the large plate
installed. with RC-1 performance for the small plate and plate off approxi-
mately 1.0 to 1.5 percent better than the baseline. The difference in per-
formance between the large plate and either small plate or plate off con-
tig;urations is attributed to a combination of (1) large plate skin friction,
(2) nonaxial velocity components (flow angularity loss) which arise from
Hie side door•
 flow spreading, and (3) jet impingement losses associated
wit.11 turning the exhaust flow axially along the large plate.
Cruise nozzle velocity coefficient data indicate RC-1 and baseline
noz,,Ics have comparable performance with the large plate installed and fur
plate off conditions. As with the takeoff nozzle, the difference in per-
foi'mance between large plate and plate off configurations is attributed to
lar'g;e plate friction and jet impingement turning losses; angularity losses
are considered to be essentiall y eliminated when side doors are closed.
The w Lnd-on evaluation was c'onduc'ted in the NASA Langley 3.65 m (12
It) pressure tunnel. The test wing and flap arrangement is shown in Figure
13.21 schematically and installed in the wind tunnel in Figure 13 24.
Illustrated in Figure 13.'25 is the model with tufts under actual freestream
conditions. '1'110 tufts show excellent flow attachment and confirm that the
excellent static flow attachment characteristics are retained with wind-on.
The Langley program also evaluated the addition of vortex generators.
The data Shown in Figure 13.26 with the baseline nozzle show a slight
improvement with the vortex generators but the system lift was still less
than the recontoured nozzles and therefore the recontoured nozzle was
selected as the oCSEE1 design. Another factor in the selection was the
M11<11OW11 illlpaL't of vol'tex generators on noise generation.
•11
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Figure 13.26. Effect of Vortex Generators (VG) On Static Turning;
with Vaseline Nozzle.
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The QCSEE OTW propulsion system final flow path design which evolved from
the Langley development tests is shown on Figure 14.5 (Section 14.0). This
configuration is designated RC-1A, being deriveu nom the roof lines from
RC-] and the floor lines of RC-2 (see Figure 13.12). Roof lines from RC-1
were selected because of potentially higher cruise performance with the
shallower 28°30' boattail angle versus 33° for RC-2, as shown on Figure
13.9. The floor lines from RC-2 were selected because the curvature was
more moderate and, therefore, more conducive to flow attachment inside the
nozzle.
13.3.2 Thrust Reverser
The OTW thrust reverser configuration was established from 1/1.2 scale
model tests at the NASA Langley Research Center. The test setup shown
schematically on Figure 13.27 consisted of two 13.97 cm (5.5 inch) diameter
tip turbine driven fans coupled in tandem, a bellmouth for airflow measure-
ment, and a force balance having both axial and normal (relative to model
centerline) force measurement capability. Reverser configurations were
attached to the aft portion of a single-stream simulation of the QCSEE OTW
fan duct and "D" nozzle model which was modified to form the basic reverser
opening and blocker door assembly. A typical scale model installation in
the static facility is shown on Figure 13.28. This figure also shows the
blast shield used to prevent reingestion.
Reverser geometry investigated included blocker axial spacing (X)
blocker height (11B), lip length (1.) and lip angle (t^), blocker door inclina-
tion angle ((x), and skirt geometry and rotation angle (,). Figure 13.29
further describes the geometric parameters evaluated. Forty-three configura-
tions were tested in all, with reverser pressure ratios ranging between
.1.1.2 and 1.32.
Initial informal testing at Langley showed that the baseline reverser
geometry (refer to Figure 13.29) performed poorly relative to the 35% of
takeoff thrust required. Also, the reverse iirflow level was 15 to 20%
below forward thrust takeoff values at the same pressure ratio. Some
additional informal exploratory tests (many not recorded) were then conducted
in an attempt to establish the direction for further development effort.
Significant reverse thrust improvement was noted with extended lip length
(up to L/DTH = 0.8) and by extending the side skirt forward (including one
configuration which totally blocked off the two sides) and rotating the
skirts outward to capture flow which was observed to be spilling out the
sides. Increasing the blocker door inclination angle (a) was also found to
substantially increase reverse thrust level.
The final test matrix shown in Tables 13-I and 13-1I was established
can the basis of results obtained from the preliminary investigations. Lip
;angle (G,) variation was included in the final matrix along with blocker
door height (H R) and the tabbed skirt configuration. The tabbed skirt
concept evolved from the extended skirt in order to eliminate skirt and
nozzle side door interference which would otherwise occur with stowing the
414
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Tubb` 13-1. ltoverser Test Matrix.
Untrimmed Cut Lino
X H  L Skirt
Nun Blast Angle DateD D D
No. TH t Tll Tlf 1nU.)t Shield Skirt Tested
9 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth On Fu11 0 Dee,	 75
10 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth On Nominal 0 Dee, 75
11 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 0 Dec, 75
12 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dec,	 75
13 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 25 Dec, 75
14 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Dee,	 75
15 0.915 95 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dee,	 75
16 0.915 95 25 1.73 0.8 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dec,	 75
17 0.915 95 25 1.73 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dee,	 75
18 1.017 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dec,	 75
19 0.823 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dee,	 75
20 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Extended 45 Dee,	 75
21 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Dec,
	
75
22 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth Off Nominal 45 Dee,	 75
23 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.4 Flight Off Nominal 45 Dec,
	 75
24 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth Oft' Nominal 45 Dec,	 75
25 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.H Bellmouth Off Extended 45 Dee,	 75
26 0.790 105 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth On Extended 43 Doe,	 75
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Table 13-II. Reverser Test Matrix (Concluded).
Trimmed Cut Line	 QCSEE Pivot
Run
No.
XP
D
T11 4
H 
D
TH
L
Inlet
Blast
Shield Skirt
Skirt
Angle
0
Date
TestedDTli
40 0.865 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Jan, 76
41 0.865 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
39 0.865 95 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 0 Jan, 76
42 0.865 95 25 1.63 0.2 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
43 0.865 95 25 1.63 0.8 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
35 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Jan, 7646 0.865 95
45 0.865 95 35 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
44 0.865 95 35 1.63 0.2 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
37 0.865 105 15 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal -15 Jan, 76
36 0.865 105 15 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On { Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
38 0.865 105 15 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On I Tabbed 0 Jan, 76
35 0.865 105 15 1.63 0.2 Bellmouth Orr Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
32 0.865 105 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Jun, 76
33 0.865 105 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
31 0.865 105 25 1.63 0.•1 Bellmouth On Tubbed U Jan, 76
34 0.865 105 25 1.63 0.2 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
51 0.865 105 35 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
50 0.865 105 35 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 0 Jan, 76
29 0.865 115 15 1.63 0. •1 Be'.lnouth On Nominal 45 Jan,	 76
27 0.865 115 15 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tubbed 45 Jan, 76
28 0.865 115 15 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On 'Tabbed 0 Jan, 76
30 0.865 115 15 1.63 0.2 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan, 76
25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Nominal 45 Jan, 7648 0.865 115
47 0.865 115 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 45 Jan,	 76
49 0.865 115 25 1.63 0.4 Bellmouth On Tabbed 0 Jan, 76
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reverser. Blocker door axial spacing (XF/DTH) was also included in the
matrix because of its potential for increasing the airflow level in reverse,
since none of the other parameters previously investigated were totally
affective in this regard.
Langley scale model test results are presented in Figure 13.30 through
13.39. Airflow ratio data (WREV/WFWD) contained on each figure is defined
as the measured reverse mode flow at the test pressure ratio (PT/Po)
divided by the forward takeoff nozzle airflow at the same pressure ratio.
Reverse thrust data shown is defined as the measured reverse mode thrust at
pressure ratio (PT/Po) divided by the resultant forward thrust at the QCSEE
takeoff pressure ratio (about 1.29 on the model pressure ratio basis).
Forward thrust and airflow characteristics were obtained from previous
static tests (Section 13.3.1) of the RC-1 model configuration with nozzle
area control doors in the 25° position and with the small plate attached;
the resultant thrust was calculated from normal and axial force balance
readings from the equation.
FFWD	 FAXIAL + FNORMAL
Performance trends for the baseline reverser blocker door inclination
angles with varying side skirt geometry and lip length are given in Figure
13.30. This figure shows that a very long (and mechanically impractical)
lip (L/D1,H = 0.8) in combination with a tabbed side skirt rotated outward
to 45° (,b) is required to meet the QCSEF 35% reverse thrust objective. The
figure further points out the relative insensitivity of reverser airflow
ratio (0.82 to 0.875) to these parameters compared to the large reverse
thrust chaures observed.
The effect of increasing the Blocker door inclination angle (rotation of
the door forward at the top) on performance is presented on Figure 13.31 and
13.32. These data show that reverse thrust requirements can be met at both
105° and 115° (Q, ) blocker door setting with a practical lip length of 0.4
1,/I) TH . Again, side skirt geometry must be the tabbed configuration, rotated
outward 45°. Note that the increased blocker door inclination angle caused
a further reduction in flow ratio compared with values in Figure 13.30.
The effect of blocker doer axial spacing was investigated to establish
the affect on airflow matching characteristics and reverse thrust. The
test results shown on Figure 13.33 indicate only 0.005 increase in reverse
llow ratio for a l.u-ge increase (1.06 to 1.20) in blocker spacing (XF/DTH),
1111d that this flow increase was offset by a comparable reverse thrust loss
,'It the 1.3 pressure ratio condition. Considering the results of QCSEE OTW
engine sta11. margin studies with reduced exit area (described in a subsequent
paragraph) and the level of reverse thrust demonstrated from the Langley
reverser test, it was concluded that there was no reason to change the
baseline QCSEE reverser pivot point from its current location (Xp/DTH =
0.865).
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Figure 13.30. Effect Of Lip Length, Side Skirt Geometry and Shirt Angle
on Reverse Thrust and Airflow; CL = 95°, ^ = 25°,
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Figure 13.31. Effect of Side Skirt Geometry and Skirt Angle on Reverse Thrust
t	 and Airflow; Q, = 1050 ,	 = 250.
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The reverser side cut line was trimmed off at an angle (see Figure
13.29) to provide a smoother flow path for reverser efflux in the region
where the side skirt is ,joined to the blacker dour. The trimmed cut line
also raises the reverser side walls and provides additional spillage
control. The beneficial effect of the trimmed cut line is shown in Figure
13.34. At the takeoff pressure ratio level (P1•/Po	 1.3) an improvement in
reverse thrust ratio of about 0.025 was measured; reverse airflow ratio was
not affected.
Figures 13.35 through 13.39 present airflow and reverse thrust parametric
derivatives obtained from cross plotted matrix data. Significant observations
to be made from there data :are:
1. Lip length (Figure 13.35) has a powerful effect on reverse thrust,
particularly in the region from L/ DTH = 0.2 to 0.4. While gains
in reverse thrust are significant all the way up to L/ DTH = 0.8,
mechanical design constraints on an engine configuration would
limit the lip length. Lip length has little influence on airflow
capacity.
2. Lip angles (Figure 13.36) lower than 25' (velative to the engine
centerline) are ineffective in increasing reverse thrust while
significant improvement in reverse thrust was observed between
25" and 35' sett ings. Airflow capac ity wa g
 little influenced by
lip angle in the range tested tlso-150).
3. Mocker door inclination angle (Figure 13.31) in the range Q5° to
105" was found to significant ly affect both reverse thrust and
airflow capacity, while little change was noted for the increment
between 105" and Mo.
4. Outward rotation of the side skirts (angle ,) had a strong favorable
effect on reverse thrust With :a moderate increase in airflow as
shown on Figure 13,38, Some informal exploration of angles above
the 45° shown on this figure indicated no additional performance
benef it.
5. lilocker door height variation in the range of Hh11 TH between 1.63
and 1.73 proved to have little ef fect on either reverse thrust or
aLrtlow capacity as indicated from Figure 13.39.
The OTW reverser configuration selected from analysis of the scale model
data is shown on Figure 13.40. The configuration has an increased lip length
(1,/DT11 = 0.4) and the lip angle was reduced to 29' (d. The reverser blorker
door is rotated forward 10° (representative of the lUV scale model setting)
and tabbed side shirts rotated outward 45° (1) are incorporated. The reverser
side cut line is also trimmed to take advantage of the performance gain indi-
cated from scale model tests. The blacker door pivot point remains unchanged
at \p/DTH = 0.865, since axial spacing test results showed no significant
gains in airflow capacity could be made by moving; the Mocker aft any
reasonable ;amount.
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Figure 13.34. Effect of Reverser Cut Line on Reverse Thrust and Airflow.
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it
The selected 1'1`\'1'1ser configuration was evaluated In the lost matrix
(Milo 11-11) was run It.	 Sval y mods`i pvrformanve data from this conf igura-
1 ion 1sov figure 1 1. 11) was adjusted to account for Mocker door leakage
expected on tI ►r IulI - volt reverser. Air11ow ratio and rvvorsv thrust
characteristics with loakagv effects included are prvsvytvd on Figurt.,
11.41.
	
A h lot'kor boor leakage effective area of i70 e 	 (1 1 1 ill. •) was
i
used based on a phsy l va l leakage area of 1020 &(INS i n. -) and a flow
t'oulf it'lvnt, of 0.0.	 The calvulalvd full-:atilt' reverser performance data
I rom Figure 14.11 shows the tin reverse thrust goal is met at a pressure
ratio slightl y above the takool t value. 	 These 	 also show that the
QVSFF engine in bat'kpressurod I','. (WRvv/W1,wd - 0.85) in reverse , Windt` rola-
live to file 1orwartl thrust takvo11 conditions.
Itocau,,,t` of concern I of t lit , impact of 1 K haokproHsuro on till' fan stall
margin, a brief chock was made using the l:n map (Figurt` 11.42). 	 The OTW
t'vt'lo dock \,o used to generate a sea lovoi slat It' operating lint' with 82,
of l ho nominal takool l exhaust nonslo Ji 1 vet ivo area.	 This operating line
is the upper dashed line on tho map. 	 rho operating line was then adjusted
to reflect In leakage area resulting in the SS7. operating lint,`.	 The expected
rt'\'t`rsv thrust rating point is the intersect i on of tilis l ► nv with tho
roo"irotl 1.1 . 1 to" prvsstlro ratio (I.11 nonvio pressure ratio). 	 This point
indicates IW stall margin, considered adequate for experimental engine
testing.
i	 Van IlischarLe Olict
the t:a (iir;t`hAr'"k , duct for the OlU propulsion system was designed to
maintain low waI I Mach {lumbers for illaxilliuni acoustic suppression objectives.
lilt , dII, t I IOW Mach number distribution is shown in Figure l 1.0 as calculated
u:; i ng a tint` J i Mont; i ona I ALich number t vhe o f analysi s.
rho oxll	 How aroo distribution characteristics are shown in
i'ifallre 11.40 for the no,'.:'fo in tilt` t'I'llitit' and f.Ikool1 positions.
1 1. 1.1
	
1n10t
rho Wit ia1 design -bjoctivo lof the QCSFF inlet was to ,it'llieve the
highest practical throat Math Number co"sislont with inlotiongine ope ration
,i t' I'ot;t: tilt , , I; ; ;.tlit od a i rc ra l t operating vnvo l opt` "sing ,i fixed  geomet ry
Plot. 
	 As shown in Figure 11.41, based on representative subsonic inlet
test results, a f irgo degradation in inlet recovery is encountered at one-
dimensional throat Mach numbers in excess of M - 0.8 2, duo to of toots of
radial throat velocit y
 gra d ient and boundary layvi girth ilong tlx inlet
I i1).	 (consequent Iv, to provide margin for of lovis Nuon "n ugino-to-ongino
How variation, How variation duo to oporat tonol of toots on vngino toler-
,illtos l
 :lull fillot-to-Inlot throat area variation, a maxililum practical design
throat Mock Illlllbe r tit 0.i t) wa:; "WIot'tOd.
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The inlet aerodynamic design requirement was to achieve a high level of
recovery at the high throat Mach number with the shortest possible length
acoustic treatment in the diffuser. A scale model inlet program was con-
ducted at the NASA-Lewis 9 x 15 Foot VSTOL Wind Tunnel. The scale model
installed in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 13.46. The 30.48-cm (12-
inch) model represents a 17% scale of the full-size inlet. Test data in
terms of inlet recovery as a function of angle-of-attack are presented in
Figure 13.47 for four different inlet configurations. As shown, two of the
configurations exceeded the 50° angle of attack objectives and two failed to
meet the objectives. On the basis of the test results, a 1.21 diameter
ratio (DHL/DTH) inlet with an external diameter ratio of 0.900 (DHL/Dpw{)
was selected as the best overall balanced design for angle of attack,
crosswind, and cruise operation. Test results indicated that the selected
configuration achieved all of the design objectives. The geometry of the
selected inlet is presented in Figure 13.48. Additional inlet information
is available in NASA CR-134866.
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Figure 13.46. QCSEE 30.48 cm (12 in.) Inlet Model in NASA Lewis 9 x 15-foot
VSTOL Wind Tunnel,
GMAT, PATE T$
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SECTION 14.0
PROPULSION SYSTEM AND NACELLE MECHANICAL DESIGN
14.; SUMMARY
14.1.1 Flight Propulsion System
The over-the-wing flight propulsion system shown in Figure 14.1 is
designed for installation on a high-wing, short-haul aircraft utilizing
upper-surface-blown (US1i) flaps to provide powered lift. Major features of
this propulsion system include: a high throat Mach number inlet; full
authority digital control; integrated aircraft, nacelle, and engine struc-
ture; composite acoustic panels and nacelle structures; a variable area
"W'-shaped exhaust nozzle; and a singlerdoor target reverser.
The engine accessory package is mounted on the bottom of the fan casing
with a separate aircraft gearbox mount at the rear of the engine. The shaft-
driven aircraft gearbox carries an air turbine starter, a 60 kVA integrated-
drive generator (IDG), a hydraulic pump, and a fuel/oil cooler to dissipate
heat generated by the gearbox and IDG. This arrangement has the unique
advantage of eliminating all hydraulic and lube interconnections between the
engine and aircraft. Thus on engine installation or removal, the only liquid
disconnects would be the fuel lines. In this concept, the target reverser
and the exhaust nozzle area control doors would be operated by the aircraft
hydraulic system.
These features in combination with the integrated nacelle concept yield
the following significant advantages when compared with current, conventional
aircraft/propulsion system installations.
•	 Reduced Frontal Area - The high Mach inlet requires a small throat
diameter than does a conventional low Mach inlet. This allows a
smaller highlight diameter while maintaining the lip thickness
required for operation at angle of attack or with a crosswind.
Performance requirements at the low QCSEE cruise Mach number per-
mits a high value of highlight-to-maximum nacelle diameter ratio
which results in a relatively small frontal area.
Separation of the engine and aircraft gearbox reduces the size of
the conventional bottom bulge which also contributes to reduced
frontal area.
•	 Shorter Pipes and Wires - Location of the accessories on the
bottom results in shorter "runs" from the engine to the accessories
and to the aircraft wing, reducing system weight and improving
maintainability. On conventional propulsion system installations,
pipes are routed around the fan casing. In the QCSEE design the
exterior of the casing is clean permitting the engine fan casing to
serve also as a part of the nacelle.
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•	 Reduced _[ ntern_al Lo sses - The engine mounting concept in the over-
the-wins; installation eliminates the need for an upper pylon. The
bottom pylon call
	 reduced in size because it houses only the
ongine-to -gearbox piping and the aircraft bleed systems. Tlae
smaller pvlon reduces bypass duct blockage and resultant internal
pressure losses.
•	 Integrated Enpine / Naccllc Structure - The small throat diameter of
the high Mach inlet permits a significant reduction in nacelle
maximum diameter while maintaining the required aerodynamic con-
tours to .assure good ins- Aled performance. This combination of
diameters results in a suastantial reduction in nacelle thickness
and allows the fail 	 to be combined with the fan casing/frame
into one integral structure.
The integrated ongine/nacelle design approach results ia^ thin nacelle
walls of ,approximately 9.9 cm (3.9 in.) at the top and 35.6 cn. (14.0 in.) at
the .accessory bav at the bottom. The walls of this configuration are 20 to
•'W., thinner than walls oil 	 aircraft nacelles. The resulting nacelle
maximum diameter is 198 cm (78.8 in.), and tlae overall length is 660 cm
(259.7 in.).
The propulsion system installation over the wing results in a height
from the ground to the bottom of the nacelle of approximately 4.6 m (15 tit).
A maintenance stand therefore is required to reach the engine accessories.
The accessory cowl doors are hinged to the fan casing and swing out to expose
the rngine accessories as shown in View A of Figure 14.2. This permits
direct ,access to install or remove any component and allows visual inspection
of iccvsso^ics and piping j oints while the engin , , is operating. Core engine
,acceSS provisions are shown in View B. Opening this door also exposes the
"hewer-cake-off" drive shaft from the engine to the aircraft gearbox. A rear
door opens for access to tlae aircraft gearbox and accessories as shown in
Virw C. Fran and core cowl doors open to permit vertical installation of the
en}, ine, with the cowl doors and aircraft gearbox remaining "on-the-wing."
Nacelle cross sections showing the transition to the "D" -shaped exha :.t
tioz:le exit are shown in Figure 14.3. These cross sections show how the
reverser blocker door forms the top of the "A" nozzle in the forward thrust
mode. The Mocker in the reverse thrust mode is shown in phantom in Figure
14.1 and ill trimetric. Figure 14.4. The side nozzle area control doors
arc s
 Shown in figure 14.3. These doors open to enhaaace flow spreading over
tho upper surface: of the wing for maximum propulsive lift on takeoff (if
roctuired) .and at approach. The 011W cycle requires a range of forward thrust
no.. lc areas from 15,613 to 18,452 cm 2 (2420 to 2860 in') between cruise and
t.C;ceoft - operating renditions.
The allq "flight" propulsion system installation gives a unique opportu-
nit y
 to combine several functions into a single structure. In the proposed
cont iguration the att outer fan duct serves as the aircraft support pylon,
thus integrr;titag engine, nacelle, and aircraft structure into a semicomposite
unit. This system results in substantial weight savings. Figure 14.4 shows
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a typical flight quick engine change (QEC) unit or neutral engine system.
The change unit includes the inlet, the engine accessories and piping, and
the core cowl, bottom pylon, and the basic fan engine and core exhaust sys-
tem.
The mount system shown in Figure 14.4 takes thrust loads (Vectors TI R
and I' ll ) through uniballs on the horizontal centerline on both sides of the
casing. These uniballs are oriented to also take vertical loads (Vectors
Vvl, and V '-)R)- Side load is reacted at the top (Vector S3) with the induced
moment clue to side load/torque taken in the vertical mounts (Vectors V2L and
V2h). To complete the determinant mount system, the sixth and final load
vector (V4), is an airfoil shaped vertical load link attaching the turbine
frame to the nacelle at the top vertical centerline. Unit maneuver and
blade-out loads at the mount points are shown in Table 14-1.
14.1. 2E Experimental Pr opulsion Sy s tem
The over-the-wing experimental propulsion system is shown in Figure
14.5. The experimental system will be mounted from an overhead facility, and
will therefore be run in an inverted position. The overall configuration
basically is the same as the flight system except that the exhaust nozzle
plus; is not canted, and a fan exhaust duct splitter has been added to meet
the exper'.mental engine acoustic objectives. The nacelle maximum diameter
could be the same as in the flight installation, but the overall length is
54.1 em (21.3 in.) greater to provide common core exhaust system hardware
with the under-the-wing (UTW) experimental engine system. The overall length
is 713.7 cm (281.0 in.) to the confluent flow exhaust nozzle exit plane.
Comparative outlines of the "flight" and experimental systems are shown in
Figure 14.6. Other specific design differences between the "flight" propul-
sion system and the experimental engine design are summarized in Table 14-I1.
The test configuration of the OTW experimental engine will incorporate
boilerplate nacelle components. Internal flow lines are similar to the
"flight" lines; however, changes have been made to reduce overall program
cost by maintaining commonality with the UTW experimental system and by
eliminating hardware that is not essential to demonstrating the system
tatIcalIV.
The OTW system includes the following features/components:
•	 iiuilerplate inlet from UTW program with one set of hardwall and one
set of SDOF acoustic treatment panels. One set of bulk absorber
panels and materials for an additional set of SDOF panels will be
procured.
• Boilerplate fan and core cowls from UTW program with hardwall and
one set of SPOF acoustic panels. Materials for air additional set
of SOON' panels and two bulk absorber panels will also be procured.
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Figure 14.6. OTW Flight Versus Experimental System Outlines.
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Table 14-II. Experimental Verses Flip%t Propulsion System, OTly
Areas of Difference Experimental Flight
Accessories
Accessory gearbox case Cast aluminum Optimized design
Oil tank TF39 Mod (Facility) Shape to installa-
tion
Heat exchanger Slater/oil (LM2500- Fuel/oil (engine)
facility)
Fuel delivery system F101 modified Resized
Control system Digital Optimized digital
Lube filters CF6/industrial Flight design
Accessory placement Test Aircraft
Hydraulic system None Aircraft only
Nacelle
Acoustic design 609.6 m (2000 ft) 916.4 m (3000 ft)
Takeoff Takeoff
Fan exhaust system Baseline 54.1 m (21.3 in.)
shorter
Core exhaust system Boilerplate Optimized (un-
suppressed)
Accessory cover None Hinged
Maintainability and Flight Safety
Anti-icing No Yes
Fire det. and Test-type Flight-type
extinguishing;
Fuel system Single-wall Double-wall
i
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•	
	
A boilerplate acoustic splitter from the UTW program will be
adapted *o the OTW engine by substituting a shorter tail piece.
•
	
	 The core exhaust nozzle and plug from the UTW program will be used.
These components incorporate interchangeable hardwall or stacked
acoustic treatment.
•
	
	 A lengthening of the OTW experimental system was required to use
the core exhaust hardware from the UTW program and to provide the
capability of rotating the OTW "D"-shaped nozzle for tes::ing in
either the horizontal or vertical planes.
•
	
	
The experimental system is inverted relative to its normal posi-
tion. This permits common facility mounting hardware for both the
OTW and UTW test systems.
•
	
	
The external flow lines and the accessory cover have been elimi-
nated. If used, the radius would be approximately 8.9 cm (3.5 in.)
larger than the flight configuration. This increase in external
dimensions is required for the structure to support the replaceable
acoustic panels.
•
	
	
The boilerplate inlet, fan cowl, and exhaust nozzle/reverser will
be supported from the test stand to prevent overloading of the
composite fan frame. Frimary component attachment joints will be
the same as in the flight configuration to assure normal flange air
and noise leakage. Secondary joints will be provided to "break"
the load path between the engine and the test-stand-mounted boiler-
plate components (i.e., normal engine thrust and other operating
loads will be carried through the main engine mounts to the test
stand).
14.2 DESIGN CRITERIA
All components have been designed consistent with the requirements
specified in Section 2.0. Additional specific nacelle component design
criteria are as follows:
Inlet
•
	
	
No anti-icing system components or inlet metal leading edge are
included in the design.
F	 •	 Design is a one-piece structure with quick disconnect-type fas-
teners. The experimental engine does not include the forward
extension of the external pylon/accessory cover.
•	 Boilerplate hardware will be supported from the facility.
454
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•	 Boilerplate inlet will have an aero-acoustic leading edge lip. The
lip is contoured to simulate Mach rnimber distribution for 80 knots
forward aircraft velocity at static operation conditions.
Fan Cowl
•	 No power opening devices are included for either flight or boiler-
plate propulsion system hardware.
•	 Aft cowl to fan frame attachment is quick disconnect type similar
to DC-10/CF6 design.
Exhaust Nozzle
•	 The variable-area exhaust nozzle is designed to spread the flow
over the wing when propulsive lift is required. Exhaust area
varies from 15,613 cm 2
 (2420 in. 2 ) at cruise operating condition,
to 18,452 cm2 (2860 in. 2 ) at takeoff condition.
Thrust Reverser
• The target reverser in the flight configuration must be capable of
withstanding inadvertent deployment to the reverse thrust position
under the following operating conditions:
-	 At speeds up to 154 m/sec (300 knots) from 0 to 3048 m (10,000
ft) altitude at cruise power without damage.
-	 At speeds up to 193 m/sec (375 knots) above 3048 m (10,000 ft)
altitude at maximum power without separation from the aircraft.
Core Cowl
•	 Must provide access to core and core-mounted accessories without
engine removal.
Maintainability
•	 The engine is capable of removal from an aircraft wing and/or
facility:
-	 Without disconnecting engine-to-engine configuration hardware
or accessory components (except for facility-mounted com-
ponents and connecting hardware on the experimental engine).
-	 Vertically downward (after uncoupling facility-mounted • om-
ponents on the experimental engine).
-	 Without removal of fan cowl doors or exhaust nozzle.
455
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•	 Accoss to horoscope ports is possible without removal of engine
components or disconnecting piping.
• Engine accessories have been located- for easy inspection and main-
tenance. In the experimental engine configuration some compromise
has been made to facilitate use of existing component hardware.
14.3 BOILERPLATE NACELLE DESIGN
Presented in this section is a discussion of the conceptual design of
the "boilerplate" nacelle hardware that will be used for testing of the OTW
propulsion system. The preliminary design review of the boilerp.La,e nacelle
and facility hardware for the OTW system was held In September of 1975. Com-
pletion of the detail design is scheduled for the second quarter of 1976.
14.3.1 Inlets
Planned testing of the OTW engine will require three boilerplate inlet
configurations. The NASA Quiet Engine "C" bellmouth inlet will be utilized
for aerodynamic engine mapping and baseline acoustic evaluation. The b'-11-
mouth inlet package consists of a fiberglass/honeycomb bellmouth and a
cylindrical casing that satisfied the aerodynamic requirements for a low-
Mach-number inlet (Figure 14.7).
A massive inlet suppressor will be utilized to isolate aft end noise and
provide additional information for acoustic evaluation. The four-ring
splittcr shown in Figure 14.8 from the Quiet Engine "C" satisfies the require-
ments for a massive inlet suppressor.
An accelerating inlet (Figure 14.9) will be employed for the aero and
acoustic evaluations. It includes a fiberglass/honeycomb lip and a fiber-
glass structural shell that provides the attachment bosses for interchange-
able sets of acoustic treatment pa.iels and hardwall panels. A typical
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) acoustic panel will consist of an aluminum
perforated face plate stretch-formed to the correct contour and bonded to a
honeycomb panel, which, in turn, is bonded to a fiberglass backing sheet.
A typical inlet-to-test-stand mounting system at the Peebles test site
is shown in Figure 14.10. As a result of their non-flight-weight construc-
tion, all inlets will be mechanically decoupled from the engine to prevent
overload of the composite fan frame r'.langes due to excessive engine motion
and/or vibration. A typical decoupled or "loadbreak" joint is shown in
Figure 14.7. The air seal is provided by a open-cell foam bonded to one-half
of the flange and pressed against the other. The two seals aerodynamically
and acoustically simulate the hard-joint condition of the final composite
"flight" propulsion system assemblv.
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14.3.2 Fan Cowl
The OTW fan cowl from the composite fan frame to Station 244.5 is a
fabricated structural shell that provides the attachment capability for
interchangeable sets of acoustic treatment panels. This hardware will be
tested first on the UTW engine.
A splitter tailpiece, capable of converting the 101.6 cm (40 in.) UTW
splitter to a 76.2 cm (30 in.) OTW configuration, will be procured. In
addition, a new splitter assembly will be procured in the OTW program for use
in the UTW composite configuration. This delay in building the second
splitter provides additional acoustic design flexibility to define the final
UTW sputter configuration. Both splitter assemblies will be supported by
the duct through six airfoil-shaped struts (see Figure 14.11).
A new section of GTW fan cowl will be designed and built to extend from
Station 244.5 to Station 262. This structure will be a fabricated --hell and
will accommodate one new set of acoustic treatment panels and one matched set
of hardwall panels. This structure is supported at Station 244.5 and becomes
part of the fan door assembly. Station 262 represents the last circular
section and the end of acoustic treatment. It also is the plane of rotation
for the nozzle which can be rotated 90° during NASA testing, so that the "D"-
sbaped nozzle will match with a vertical segment of an aircraft wing. The
outer fan doors can be decoupled from the fan frame and supported from the
facility through the pylon and a set of telescoping beams to gain access to
the core engine.
14.3.3 Exhaust Nozzle and Reverser
The OTW fan bypass duct from Station 262 to Station 290 features a re-
movable structural shell that is decoupled from the fan door system and pro-
vides the aerodynamic section that transitions from circular cross sections
to the "D"-shaped thrust reverser and nozzle assembly. Core cowl access is
accommodated by opening the hinged fan doors and removing this transition
piece.
This section will include a pylon close-out piece that can be modified
to accommodate the Peebles testing anti the 90 0 rotational requirement for
NASA testing. In all cases this structural shell is supported from the
thrust reverser which has its own mount system to the facility thrust frame.
The "D" nozzle and thrust reverser assembly is a structural fabrication
composed of contoured shells and rings that provides multipositional nozzle
area control, and a two-position thrust reverser as shown in Figure 14.x.2.
The control is maintained by two multipositional side doors and j.. accom-
plished by making adjustments during, engine shutdown. The tvo-pos3tiox
thrust reverser will be bolted in either the closed or open position, Bolt-
on side skirts and lip extension will simulate the configuration of the
flight reverser in its fully deployed position. This assembly incorporates
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its own mount system and will accommodate either the Peebles test system or
the NASA 90° rotated test position. The mounting concept is shown in Figure
14.13.
14. 3.4 Core Cowl
The OTW core cowl (see Figure 1.4.14) embodies the same design philosophy
established for the fan duct:. Since the core cowl flowlines are identical
for both UTW and OTW systems, the UTW acoustic and hardwall panels can be
utilized in the OTW system. The core cowl has a forward interface (Marman-
type joint) with the fan frame and an aft interfacing slip joint with the
core nozzle. Access tr °.,e compressor and turbine is provided by the hinged
door construction of the ^i^ d,,cting. This is accomplished by attaching the
core door and skirt sy).Aten. to 4=cructural stringers extending down within the
pylon through a set of pins.
Temperature considerations were of primary importance in determining the
core cowl configuration. The inner surfaces of the doors are exposed to
radiant and convective heat from the core engine. Heat transfer analysis
established the requirement for a radiation shield plus auxiliary cooling air
to protect the cowl acoustic panels and ensure a safe operating environment
for the epoxy resins that will be used in their construction. Two stainless
steel radiation shields are mounted off the cowl door on each side of the
fire wall. The auxiliary "shop" cooling air is bled in between the core cowl
wall and the radiation shield and exhausted through the pylon. The total
amount of cooling air required to keep the maximum temperature at the desired
level is approximately 0.4536 kg/sec (1 lb/sec). In a "flight" configura-
tion, the core cowl would be nonmetal/composite construction using a higher
temperature resin such as polyimid. With this construction, the radiation
shield would still be required, using fan discharge air between the cowl and
the radiation shield and discharging back to the fan stream at the slip joint
between the cowl and the core exhaust nozzle at engine Station 274.
On the experimental engine, the core cowl is drawn in as close to the
core engine case as possible. This was done to give the required fan exhaust
flow area with an acoustically treated splitter in the stream and to maintain
the 78.8-inch maximum diameter consistent with the "flight" configuration.
14.3.5 melon-Skirt Assembly
The pylon assembly for the boilerplate nacelle is the primary structural
support system for the fan doors and the core cowl doers. The pylon is
bolted directly to the main engine mount suppports. In this manner, the
outer door loads are transmitted directly to the facility for all conditions.
The inner skirt and hinge is decoupled from the pylon during engine operation
and attached to the pylon prior to opening the core doors. Core door loads
are transmitted to the fan frame, radial fire wall, and outer core exhaust
nozzle slip joint during engine testing. The aerodynamic contour of the
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Figure 14.13. Boiler Plate Exhaust System - Support.
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pylon is provided by removable nonstructural fairing panels bolted to the
structural beam. The removable fairing provides accessibility for tore
inspection.
Figure 14.15 is a roll-out view of the fan cowl showing the top pylon
transition into the top, "fat" strut of the fan frame forward of engine
station 200. The gearbox radial drive is enclosed in this section of the
frame strut/pylon leading edge. Just "ft of Station 200 is the "Pylon
Service Area" housing the engine-to-gearbox piping, cables and wires. An
enlarged section of this area is shown in Figure 14.16. Figure 14.17 is a
radial cut showing the piping span across the fan flowpath in the service
area of the pylon. The combination tube supports and firewalls are drained
to ensure no accumulation of flammable fluids. Present plans do not include
acoustic treatment of the pylon walls and core skirt.
14.4 CORE EXHAUST NOZ ZLE
14.4.1 Core Exhaust Nozzle Design - Experimental
The non-flightweight OTW core exhaust nozzle is shown in Figure 14.18.
The centerbody consists of a 61.0 cm (24 inch) long acoustically treated
cylindrical section attached to a nontreated sheet metal cone with the radial
bolts. This assembly then is attached to the turbine frame inner support
with radial bolts. The outer flowpath also has a 61.0 em (24 inch) long
acoustic section attached to the core exhaust nozzle. The exhaust nozzle
area control conical section will be trimmed to set the required area. At
the forward end, this assembly is attached to the turbine frame outer casing
flange with bolts. A single strut assembly located on the bottom centerline
of the core exhaust nozzle provides an aerodynamic fairing around the aft
sump service lines that penetrate the core nozzle flowpath. Cross flow
between the plug cavity and outer core cowl cavity is prevented by inner and
outer blank-off plates. The bolted construction permits interchangeability
between the acoustic sections and the instrumented inner and outer hardwall
assemblies required for performance and baseline acoustic testing. All
sections of the core exhaust nozzle are interchangeable between the UTW and
OTW engine systems.
The stacked acoustic treatment is designed to attenuate both high fre-
quency turbine noise and low frequency combustion noise. The high frequency
treatment consists of a welded honeycomb cylinder 2.16 cm (0.85 inches) thick
with a perforated face sheet on the flowpath side. The outer face sheet has
no perforations. The low frequency noise is attenuated as it passes through
the 1.59 cm (0.625 inch) diameter tubes through the honeycomb into the reso-
nating chambers which are 7.0 - 9.4 cm (2.75 - 3.7 inches) deep. Each sec-
tion is designed for a specific frequency by varying the length of the tube
and the volume of the resonating chamber.
During engine start-up, large thermal gradients exist across the honey-
comb structure as shown in Figure 14.19. To minimize the thermal stress, the
inner surface of the inner duct treatment and the outer surface of the outer
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duct treatment are saw cut as shown in Figure 14.18 (Section F-F). To
:1ccUmmodate the differential thermal expansion as gas temperatures approach
1089° K (1500° F) at the center of the stream and 922 - 978° K (1200 -
1300° F) at the walls, the honeycomb (acoustic treatment) section is designed
to freely expand radially as shown in Figure 14.20 and axially as shown in
Figure 14.21. Retaining rings at both ends of the inner and outer cylinders
canter the acoustic treatment. The 12 rows of tube holes in the inner treat-
ment and the 11 rows in the outer treatment are oversized to provide a thermal
expansion gap except for the closefitting center holes.
The radial service line struct located on the bottom centerline of the
core exhaust nozzle provides an aerodynamic fairing over the oil-in line, the
seal drain, the oil scavenge line, the auxiliary air line, and the compressor
discharge air to the balance piston. In the experimental engine these lines
are routed through the core nozzle to the sump.
•	 Forward and aft cavity seal drains are joined into a common line in
the plug area. The single line comes out through the fairing and
Is discharged into the fan stream. Wetness or dripping of oil on
the floor after testing would indicate seal leakage and the need
for maintenance.
•	 Auxiliary (shop) air is required in the area surrounding the sump
(not in balance piston cavity) for low speed (3-4y idle thrust)
running where the third stage compressor air pressure goes below
low-pressure-turbine discharge static pressure. if not pressurized
with "shop" air, hot exhaust gas could circulate back over the
turbine disks and forward into the compressor rotor. For the
flight configuration a higher stage bleed will be required.
'rhe aerodyxiamically shaped strut around the rear sump piping has a 4 to
1 fineness ratio to minimize pressure loss in the core exhaust duct. Dis-
assembly of the strut and service lines is not required to change the acous-
tic treatment. The strut is designed with a fishmouth seal that engages the
Inner and outer acoustic treatment as they are assembled to the turbine frame
flange. The strut is bolted to the outer acoustic treatment but has a slip
Jo Int between the strut and the centerbody to accommodate radial differential
thermal expansion between the inner and outer acoustic treatment sections
during transient conditions.
The core nozzle Is a fixed-area nozzle with t 5% area trim capability
provided with interchangeable conical sections that are bolted to the nozzle
cone as required In the test program. Finer control can be achieved by
machining the cones to achieve the area desired.
14.4.2 OTW Flight Core Exhaust Nozzle
A preliminary design of the OTW flight core exhaust nozzle is shown in
Figure 14.22. The core exhaust nozzle is angled 10 0 from the engine center-
line to shorten the installation and to direct hot gas away from the wing.
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No acoustic treatment is required to meet the noise level requirements for
operation on a 914.4 m (3000 foot) runway. The nozzle is a bolted assembly
with reinforced sheet metal construction. The weight of the flight core
exhaust nozzle is 38.1 kg (84 lbs).
14.5 ENGINE MOUNTING SYSTEM
14.5.1 Mounting System - Experimental Engine
The OTW experimental engine design utilizes the same mounting system as
the UTW experimental engine. The front mount shown in Figure 14.23 has the
vertical and side load uniball centerline at engine Station 199.0 on the rear
structural ring of the composite fan frame. Thrust is taken through the
short links and whif£letree. The two-point attachment moves the thrust
reaction points closer to the engine centerline minimizing core bending, and,
therefore, improving rotor-to-stator running clearance control.
The rear mount, shown in Figure 14.24, takes vertical, side, and torque
loads through the outer ring at the turbine frame at engine Station 247.47.
This engine mount system is composed of three links similar to that used on
the DC-10/CF6 mount system. Uniballs at the ends of each of the links permit
axial movement for differential thermal growth between the engine and the
support structure.
When mounted as described, the engine and its mounting structure will
withstand the flight maneuver forces described in Section 2.0. The preces-
sion rates used are consistent with the following normal commercial e•:gine
requirements:
One radian/second in either pitch or yaw combined with the maximum
resultant vertical, fore or aft, and angular acceleration loads at zero
to maximum thrust combined with normal cycle pressure and thermal loads.
All engine-mounted equipment such as the inlet, fan exhaust cowls, and
accessories have been included to determine mount loads. A forward thrust
load of 81,400 N (21,000 lb) has been used in the design.
A summary of typical mount reactions for the mount system described
above (Figures 14.23 and 14.24) for unit maneuver and "blade-out" loads is
shown in Table 14-III for the OTW "Boilerplate" configuration with the fan
cowl, "D" nozzle, and reverser supported from the facility thrust frame and
no load attachments to the engine. This experimental engine mount system is
identical to the system used on the UTW experimental and flight propulsion
:systems. All elements have been sized based on required operating maneuver
load conditions.
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14.6 ACCESSORIES
The accessory arrangement for the OTW experimental propulsion system is
shown in Figure 14.25. To reduce cost, many of the experimental engine com-
ponents are "off-the-shelf" items. The following list indicates the source
Gf come of the items that are located in the accessory area of the experi-
mental engine:
•	 Main fuel pump and control cradified F101
•	 Fuel shutoff valve - no flight design
•	 Water/oil cooler from LM2500*
•	 Lube tank from the CF6 modified
•	 Lube filtrrs from the CF6 (supply)
•	 Industrial scavenge filter*
•	 Air/oil separator
•	 Lube and hydraulic pumps
•	 Magnetic chip detectors from the F101
•	 Alternator from the F101
•	 Digital control - non-flightweight design
•	 Ignition box from F101
•	 Control cables - nonflight design
•	 Power takeoff (PTO - used for starter mounting pad on experimental
engine)
Optimized designs of the above items to meet flight system requirements
would be mounted on the outer casing of the fan frame in the bottom accessory
areas. Either location of these components will permit removal of the inlet
without removing or uncoupling any of the engine fluid systems. On the
experimental installation, the piping must be uncoupled from the facility-
mounted components indicated above. The experimental engine casing is cast
aluminum (heavier than flight design) using gears and gearbox gearings from
the F101 gearbox.
Opening fan and core cowl doors will provide access to the core engine
mounted equipment on the experimental system:
•	 Fuel manifold, valves, and tubes from the F101
•	 Stator actuators from the F101
•	 Scavenge pump
*Mounted to facility for experimental engine testing.
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i•	 Ignitors
•	 Instrumentation
•	 Speed sensors
•	 Vibration sensors
•	 Fire detection and extinguishing (aircraft hardware mounted on the
pylon)
The scavenge pump with its own inlet gearbox and radial drive is on the
bottom of the engine to provide a gravity-drain lube system. On the flight
system, the scavenge pump would be mounted on the accessory gearbox.
The OTW flight system will include the following items not planned for
the experimental engine:
•	 Flight-weight gearbox with provisions to drive: fuel pump and
control, lube and scavenge pumps, alternator, and power-takeoff
(PTO) for aircraft gearbox drive shaft
•	 Double-wall fuel piping and manifold
•	 Improved replaceability of fuel injection tubes
•	 Flight radial drive for scavenge pump
•	 "Hardwall" titanium piping in place of soft hardware coupling F101
engine pumping with accessories.
it
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SECTION 15.0
ENGINE DYNAMICS
15.1 SUMMARY
A system vibration analysis of the QCSEE OTW experimental engine in the
facility-mounted boilerplate nacelle configuration was performed to determine
the critical speeds and corresponding amplitudes of vibration.
Results show that no serious vibration problems are anticipated assuming
the engine rotating assemblies are balanced to within specified design
tolerances using currently employed balancing technology.
15.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The propulsion system must be designed to be capable of operating within
established safe operating vibration limits for excitation frequencies within
all rotor speed ranges and for rotor unbalance not exceeding established
allowable manufacturing tolerances. In addition, the system must be capable
of withstanding, without further major structural failure, a transient load-
ing caused by significant unbalance induced by blade loss resulting from
foreign object damage (FOD). The transient consists of the time required for
the pilot to recognize high vibration levels and take the necessary steps to
shut down the engine.
Design vibration operating limits and the corresponding rotor balancing
tolerances are established based upon the criteria that the rotor/bearing
components and static structures shall not be subjected to vibratory loads
in excess of those values which would reduce the life of those components
below the established design life.
For the OTW propulsion system, there are actually three rotors which can
serve as input sources for significant energy to excite a system mode. The
three rotors are shown in Figure 15.1 along with their operating speeds. The
range of frequencies for one per rev excitation is from approximately 9.55 Hz
(573 rpm) for fan ground idle speed to 242.25 Hz (14,535 rpm) for maximum
compressor speed. There are other sources of excitation such as the star
gears, gear meshing frequencies, and blade passing frequencies; however, these
sources do not have sufficient energy to drive the engine system modes being
considered. Such component vibration is considered in the design criteria
for the various engine parts by separate detail analyses of those components.
It will be noted that the complexity of the propulsion system virtually
precludes the avoidance of critical speeds in the operating speed range.
Because of the structural damping inherent in the various components, the
resonant amplitudes of the dynamic loads and displacements do not exceed
acceptable limits if proper balancing of rotating components has been achieved.
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However, there is one type of critical speed which must be avoided in order to
avert possible serious problems, that being a rotor-dominated mode of the
circular whirl-type where the rotor vibrates laterally or whirls at the same
frequency at which it is rotating (forward synchronous precession). Therefore,
the system must be carefully designed to ensure that rotor-dominated modes of
the circular whirl-type do not exist in the operating speed range of the
engine.
15.3 VIBRATION ANALYSES
15.3.1 Method of Analysis
The system was analyzed by use of the General Electric computer program
VAST (Vibration Analysis System) which is used to calculate system critical
speeds and vibratory estimated response at critical speeds for known unbal-
ances. The VAST program has been in use at General Electric for a number of
years and has consistently demonstrated the capability of accurately predicting
engine critical speeds and responses for many types of engines and test
vehicles developed by General Electric. A mathematical model of the engine
system is constructed which includes all rotor components plus all stator
components supported from the engine mounting system. The modeling procedure
consists of establishing the geometric and physical properties and represent-
ing the various components by a series of lumped (or point) masses connected
by flexible beam, cone, and spring elements. For more complex structures such
as a fan frame or a bearing, special finite element models are constructed
and/or tests of actual hardware are performed to determine their load/
deflection characteristics. In summary form, the basic assumptions made
in VAST are as follows:
1. The structure is axisymmetric and all deflections and vibrational
modes will be based on beam-type behavior. No "shell modes" are
considered.
2. Linear elastic behavior of materials for all elements modeled as
beams or cones.
3. Elements modeled as beams follow classical beam small deflection
theory in bending; shear deformation in beams is also considered.
4. All spring-type elements exhibit linear load-deflection character-
istics.
5. Rotors exhibit gyroscopic stiffening due to whirling.
6. Damping coefficiencts are assumed to be constant. The structural
damping factor is not considered to be a function of velocity.
7. Mass properties are considered as lumped at discrete points and
are interconnected by massless generalized elastic (spring)
elements.
486
8. A VAST analysis is an extension of the Prohl-Myklestad method of
calculating the critical speeds of flexible rotors represented
by beams.
9. The effects of flexible supports, multiple branches, and energy
distribution schemes also are considered.
Critical speeds are calculated assuming an undamped system; however,
estimated actual vibratory deflections and loads can be calculated by includ-
ing damping coefficients for the various components along with possible
unbalance locations on the rotors. Damping coefficients are based primarily
on past performance of similar components as well as some analytical proce-
dures in the case of friction dampers or journal bearings which are used in
some vehicles.
15.3.2 Vibration Model
The VAST system vibration model is shown in Figure 15.7 in schematic
form. The various frames and bearings are represented by springs whose
flexibility coefficients have been determined by a separate analysis along
with past experience with similar structures. For purposes of a VAST
vibration analysis, the fan and LP turbine shafts, which turn at different
speeds in opposite directions, are considered decoupled since no significant
radial loads or shaft bending moments can be transmitted through the reduc-
tion gearing. For a torsional analysis, however, this decoupling assumption
would not be true.
From a system vibration standpoint there are essentially three rotors
involved due to the reduction gearing in the LP system, each rotor rotating
at a different speed. Since the gyroscopic stiffening effects in the rotors
depend upon the ratio of rotor speed, Q, to the system vibratory frequency,
w, and since the source of system excitation is assumed to be an unbalance
in one of the rotors causing harmonic excitation at the same frequency as
the rotor speed (one per rev), it is required that three VAST vibration runs
be made to determine all system criticals. Thus, the following cases are
defined:
R - S1/w
Fan Excited Critical Speeds
gFan - 1.00
KI,P - -2.1
%P
 - -3.b4
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LP Excited huference Critical Speeds
RFan - -0.49
RLP - 1.00
RHP - 1.77
11P Excited Reference Critical Speeds
RFan - - . 27
RLp - 0.57
%P
 - 1.00
The negative sign on R represents a backward precession in whirling
with respect to that component for which R - 1.
A series of VAST runs as outlined above was run for the experimental
engine in the facility-mounted boilerplate nacelle configuration. In this
configuration, the boilerplate nacelle components (inlet and fan aft duct)
are supported by the facility and thus decoupled from the engine from a
vibration standpoint.
15.3.3 Results
The results of the vibration analysis are shown in tabular form giving
the critical speed in rpm along with the estimated maximum system response
for both normal operation and the one-fan-blade-out condition. In the former
case, the maximum system response is given for an unbalance of 25.4 gm-cm
(10 gm-in.) at selected rotor planes.
Normal vibration data for the fan reference, LP turbine reference, and
HP rotor reference are shown in Tables 15-I through 15-III. Blade-out fan
reference data are presented in Tables 15-IV and 15-V.
As part of the output from VAST, a computer-generated plot of the sys-
tem schematic with superimposed modal deflection pattern is produced. Also
shown on these diagrams is a percentage distribution of kinetic and potential
energies. This graphic output assists in identifying deflection patterns,
and the energy distribution shows which parts are bending (high potential
energy) and which are subject to highest g-Dads (high kinetic energy).
Figures 15.3 through 15.5 show typical mode shapes for various types of
system modes for Configuration 1 (facility-mounted boilerplate nacelle
configuration).
For both the vertical and horizontal directions, the forward and aft
mount stiffnesses have been assumed to be 1.97 M-N/m (1 x10 5 lb/in.). At
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i
higher engine speeds the engine behaves like a seismic mass, and its response
is little affected by the relatively soft mount spring rates. Therefore, the
computed vibration spectrum for both normal operation and fan-blade-out
condition is believed valid for the higher bendii.` modes, and needs reexami-
nation only at the low-frequency, rigid-body mount modes. The facility mount
design will be completed by 9/75 and, if the structural analysis results in
a spring constant significantly different from the original estimate, the
effect will be reevaluated as required.
15.3.4 Conclusions
(Refer to Table 1-V and Figure 3.5).
The results of the VAST analysis indicate the following:
1. There are no rotor one-per-rev flexural criticals in the engine
operating range.
2. For normal operation, unbalance in the compressor rotor and the LP
shaft will result in the maximum response levels. The vibration
amplitudes predicted are 0.1275 mm (5.02 mils) single amplitude at
10,616 rpm for compressor rotor unbalance and 0.1173 mm (4.62 mils)
single amplitude at 7085 rpm for LP shaft unbalance.
3. For one-fan-blade-out, the following is indicated:
-	 Low pressure shaft excursions will result in possible failure
of the compressor air duct.
-	 No. 5 bearing support cone may have localized yielding.
1 r
-	 Secondary fan case damage will result from rubs.
-	 The ultimate load capability of the mounts is not exceeded.
4.	 If proper rotor balancing procedures are followed, the system
should not experience any serious vibration problems, since all
modes involve significant bending of static structures or non-
synchronous rotors which contribute to dissipation of energy.
Utilizing current balancing technology, the rotors can be balanced
to tolerances within those required to meet design criteria.
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SECTION 16.0
wEIGNT
The OTW Propulsion System weight status at the completion of the Detail
Design Phase is shown in Tables 16-I and 16-II. Table 16-I shows the break-
down of engine component weights. Differences between the experimental engine
and projected flight engine weights are a result of material substitutions 	 j
and design changes generally made to reduce cost and lead time of the experi-
mental hardware. These differences are covered in detail in Table 16-III.
Table 16-II itemizes the installation components which, when added to the
engine weight, result in the total propulsion system weight. In the case of
the installation items no particular effort has been expended to control the
;veight of the boilerplate hardware.
As shown, the equivalent flight OTW propulsion system is expected to meet
the contract goal of 4.7 installed thrust-to-weight ratio.
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r
433.2 955
117.5 259
83.9 185
28.1 62
662.7 1461
166.5 367
142.0 313
31.8 70
31.3 69
371.5 819
89.8 198
120.2 265
48.1 106
0.9 2
20.9 46
19.1 42
209.1 461
15.9 35
68.0 150
98.4 217
64.9 143
44.0 97
291.2	 642
Table 16-1. OTW Engine Weight Summary.
Experimental
k^	 lb
F101 Core
F101 LYT
Mod. F101 Turbine Frattte
Mod. F101 LPT Shaft
Total F101 Comp.
Fan Blades
Disk
Shaft
Spinner and Flowpath
Total Fan
Reduction Gear
Fan Frame Comp. Struct.
Casings and Flanges
Sump and Shields
Containment
Core OGV's
Total Fan France
Oil Tank
Bearing Supports
Bearings S wraps and Seals
Accessory Drives
Lube and Scavenge System
Total Bri;s. Drives kind Lube
Fuel Svstem	 33.6	 74
Elect. System	 26.3	 58
Piping and Wiring;	 36.3	 80
Total Controls Sv"trnl 	 x)6.6	 213
`total FAIgIlle	 1720.5	 3794
1
Thrust/Weight Uninstalled - 21000/2919 = 7.19 (Coal 7.4)
FligA
k%_ lb
424.6 936
117.5 259
47.6 105
28.1 62
617.8 1362
59.0 130
69.9 154
22.7 50
22.2 49
173.3 382
77.1 170
108.4 239
45.8 101
0.9 2
20.9 46
14.5 32
190.5 420
11.3 25
36.3 80
86.2 190
44.9 99
21.8 48
200.5 442
20.0 44
25.4 56
19.5 43
64.9 143
1324.1 2919
r
I
Table 16-II. OTW Propulsion System Weight Summary.
Experimental	 Flight
kg lb ka lb_
Inlet 567 1250* 156.5 345
Fan Duct Doors 272.2 600* 95.3 210
Splitter 113.4 250* - -
Core Cowl 226.8 500 43.1 95
Core Exhaust 112.0 247 38.1 84
Aft Nacelle (see note) 212.7 469* 113.4 250
Nozzle/Reverser Doors and Linkage 241.3 532* 120.7 266
Nozzle/Reverser Actuation - - 25.9 57
Oil Cooler 99.8 220* 18.1 40
Fire Detection and Extinguishing 30.8 68* - -
Instrumentation 22.7 50 5.9 13
Drains and Vents 10.9 24 2.3 5
Total Installation	 1909.7	 4210	 619.2	 1365
Engine	 1720.5	 3794	 1324.1 2919
Total Propulsion System 	 3630.1	 8004 1943.3 4284
Thrust/Weight Installed - 20300/4284 - 4.74 (Goal 4.7)
*Facility-Mountea Component
Note: Aft Nacelle Definition:
Experimental Propulsion System - All static structure aft of the
boilerplate fan cowl doors (Engine Station 245.5). Moveable
components are listed separately.
Flight Propulsion System - Flowpath skin aft of Engine Station
200. Moveable components are listed separately. The engine
supporting structure, corresponding to a pylon in a conventional
installation, is included in the aircraft weight.
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tTable 16-III. Experimental and Flight Engine Weight Differences.
" Weight
kg IComponent  Justification
F101 Core -8,6 -19 Flight engine would use QT core,	 litany changes not under QCSEE Protects'
control,	 are currently being formulated.	 These include a single-wall
combustion casing.	 Also,	 titanium can be used further back 	 in the com-
pressor because of the subsonic operating envelope and lower fan pressure
ratio.	 AQCSEE engine could also be designed tighter since max. 	 P3 is
172.3 N/cm	 (250 psta)	 instead of	 344.8 N%cn12	(5U() psiit
Turbine Frame -36.3 -80 The experimental 	 frame retains	 the FI01 structure consisting of	 14 struts,
uniball outer strut attachments and bolted Inner strut attachments.	 The
1'ligi;t	 frame would he completely redesigned with 8 structural	 struts and
8 nonstructural vnnes welded into the inner and outer casing. 	 A lighter
rear mounting would he used	 than	 in	 till , Lt TW	 frame.
Fan Blades -107,5 -237 The	 flight blades will be designed to use composite material	 in pinev of
titanium.	 When	 flutter phenomena of composite blades art , better under-
stood,	 some relaxation in torsional stiffness may ht, permissible
reduc i n g the boron	 fiber content,
Fan Disk -72,1 -It9 This saving reflects the redu c t ion 	 in blade weight postulated above,
Fan Shaft -9,1 -20 Saving is due	 to use of titanium	 in ;)lace of steel.
Spinner and -9,1 -20 Flight	 engine	 is assumed	 to use c• ompositt, mnterials	 for these parts.
Adaptors
Reduction Gear -12,7 -28 Saving is duo	 to use of	 titanium in place of steel 	 for support member.,
Fail -18,6 -41 A 10% reduction fit 	 weight has hecn assumed on	 the hasis that
the 3\ safety factor and 5-blade-out 	 requirement	 wilt be relaxed after
more composite test experience Is gained. 	 Also core OGV's would he
titanium rather than steel.
Of 	 Tank -4.5 -10 Saving is based oil 	 new oil	 tank in place of TF-39 Component.
Dearing -31.8 -70 Saving is due to use of titanium in place of steel 	 and using scalloped
Supports flanges,
Bearings -12.2 -27 Experimental engine uses n modified CF6 No.	 1 bearing.	 It is assumed
that a smaller fan bearing could bt,devolopo,l 	 for a	 IIlght engine,	 Also,
lighter	 IIvrnnnl shields and integral oil	 passages would be used on all
of the low pressure rotor boorings.
Accessory -19.9 -44 The experimental 	 gearboxes use available 1`101	 gear tralns and hearings,
Drives Lighter- components co ,.nld he used	 for fill ,	reduced QCSEE accessor y loads.
In the	 flight	 system only one accessory gearbox and drive Is 	 rctfiored on
the bottonn of,	the engine•
Lube and -22.2 -49 Experimental engine uses all 	 CF6 lubc pump and scavenge 	 filter.
Scavenge System Flight engine would allow redesign of 	 these components.	 Also a combina-
tion	 luhe and scavenge pump is used,
Fuel System -13,6 -30 Most of tills reduction is due to the use of nn all
	 digital control oil
fli;,iat engine,	 substituting n
	 fuel metering valve for the hydromechnnical
control.
Electrical -0.9 -2 A significant	 saving is projected	 by	 improved packaging of	 the digital
System control,	 but	 this	 is	 largely offset	 by	 returning to	 a dual	 ignition	 system.
Piping and -16,8 -37 Both	 the experimental	 and
	
fiightweight	 estimates arc	 still	 ver y approxi-
Wiring mate.
	
The flight engine,
	 however,	 will	 employ	 titanium	 tubing in place
of	 steel,	 and	 the	 hydraulic	 lines art, part	 of aircraft	 weight.
Inlet -410.5 -905 Composite inlet	 in place of boilvi•plate.
Fan Duct. Doors -50,8 -390 The	 flight duct	 is composite material and is shorter.
Spltter -113.4 -250 No splitter is required in flight duct.
Core Cowl -83,3 -405 Saving dve	 to shorter length and composite material.
Core Exhaust -73.9 -163 Shorter,	 no acoustic
	
tl • eatnu• nt,	 and 0.038 em
	 (0.015	 ir,+.	 stock	 in	 place
of 0.079 cm
	
(0.031
	 in,),
Aft Nacelle -49.3 -219 In	 flight engine,	 this item
	
is	 the nonstructural
	 skin otily.
Nozzle/Reverser -94.8 -209 Composite construction tit
	 engine,	 includes actuators•
Doors and
Actuation
Oil Cooler -81.6 -180 F.xper• imvntul	 engine	 uses slave 1\12500 water oil
	 coolt , r.	 Flight	 ongint,
uses new
	
fuel/oil cooler.
Fire Detection -30,8 -68 This	 subsystem Included as part of alveraft height.
and F.xting.
Instrumentation -16.8 -37 Estimate based on reduced requirements and short
	 lines	 tit
	 engine.
Drains and Vents -8.6 -19 Reduction due	 to	 improved packaging of collector and shorter
	 tines.
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SECTION 17.0
SM24ARY OF RESULTS
The detail design phase of the QCSEE OTW engine %as been completed as
scheduled. Design analyses have shown no problems of a nature to prevent
successful operation of the experimental propulsion system. The detail
design has been approved by the NASA Project Office, authorizing the fabri-
cation and procurement of all engine hardware needed to meet the scheduled
start-of-test date of October 1, 1976.
Because of the high degree of integration of an OTW propulsion system
with the aircraft, all installation features cannot be finalized until a
specific airframe design is well underway. As a result of wind tunnel
testing at NASA-Langley, a representative "D" nozzle/thrust reverser con-
figuration has been selected for the QCSEE OTW experimental engine. This
design has been approved, permitting fabrication of the boilerplate nacelle
components to proceed except for final selection of the thrust reverser lip
and side-wall configuration. These items will be defined on the basis of
further wind tunnel testing, and a final design review is currently scheduled
for January 7, 1976.
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